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FOREWORD 

This is the second volume published as a companion to our Annual Affordable Comfort conference. It is 
not a Proaxdings document. None of these papars will be presented at the coaference, but the authors will 
be presenters at the conference, and the information contained in these papers is representative of the 
materialthatwillbe~~anddiscussedd~gtheconference. 

Papers selected for publication have been selected to demonstrate the breadth of the COafeLeDce and the bread 
manner in which Affordable C o d a t  treals the subject of ~~sidential energy comervation. 

Each paper has been &wed by members of the AC 95 Program Committee or the ACI Boerd of 
Directon; however information, opinions and analyses pmented m those of the authors and do not 
necessarily represent the institutions or agencies with which they m asrociated nor the agencies that have 

Material contained in this d o c u m e n t m a y b e q m d u c e d i f t b e ~  citations tm inchded and aedit is 
given to the conference and the autfiors. Citations should be shown as [Author], ''Paps Title," SeZected 
Readings, Afordable Coqfort 95, Affordable Comfort Conference, Pittsburgh, PA, March 1995. 

AC 95 is the ninth Affardabze Comfort Conference. The coafereace is held annually, spoasored by 
Affordable Comfort, Inc., a 501(c)(3) corporalion. The purpose of the coIporation is: 

#or fundedany work described. 

"to promote resource efhcincy, comfort and a€fodabiity m buildings. This will be 
done particularly thmugh education, training, and charitable activities aimed at the 
use of energy in the residential sector, including the Affordable Comfm Confmce." 

If you wish to submit comments on this document, or wish to have information about ACI or the 
Affordable Comfort Conference, write to: 

Helen E. Perrine 
ExecutiveDirector 
Affordable Comfort, Inc. 

894EkaverGradeRoad 
Coraopolis,PA 15108 

Airportcorporatece~ 

DISCLAIMER 

a i s  report was Prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- ' 

bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any infomation, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or my agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW 
(Energy Efficiency, our most important tool) 

Edward A. Haber, Illinois Department of Commerce & Community AjjZrs, Springjkld, IL 

Introduction 

This is a wake-up call. Energy consemation as a 
major player on the social scene is dead. N W y  
cares about energy savings or energy ef6cie,ncy. 
The oil embargo is almost two rtrrvles dd ad 
nobody remembers it. Dense pack insulation, 
blower d m ,  manometers, pascals, demand side 
management, utility collsenmti 011 Pwwms, 
energy audits, and the like are al l  puskkme. 
Enough with the energy savings! Who Needs It! 
When are you going to stop trying to squeeze the 
last BTU savings out of that building? What is 
neededis to focus on what we need to know 
about affordable housing and where to focus our 
creativeenergies I suggest that the focus seeds 
to be shifted to some areas other than the 
technical fixes for energy c-b. 

Where’s the Money 

Willie Sutton’s bank robber’s adage about why 
he robbed banks still applies, “Because that’s 
where the money is!” The quRstion that has to 
be a n s w d  is “How and where do you get the 
money?” This is really another way of saying 
that the issue in affordable housing is on housing 
development. That is because the w a k  in the 
a m  of “Affadable Comfort“ is hding money 
and fesol~~ces to w ~ d k  on e g ,  renovating, 
rehabilitating and repairing housing that is 
affordable. 

State of Illinois Case Study 

the Wtathaizatirm The agency that aclmmmm 
AssistancePrOgram for the State of Illinois, the 
Department of commerce & community 
Affairs, took steps to levexage weatherization 
funds when it realized the need to get involved in 
the housing development aspect of “AffindaMe 
Housing.” The method employed in this effm 
was to make funds available in ajoint effort with 
the Illinois Housing Development Authority 

. .  

@IDA). MDA’s Affordable Housing Trust Fund 
(H‘IF) is a sratefixmced program to build ad 
rehabilitate housing for low and modera& income 
families. MDA set aside fimds with 
weatherhion money to eacolrrage weathexiaxin 
agencies to acquire and rehabilitate abadawi 
buildings. These buildings weze then owned ad 
managed by weatherization agencies. 

The first program provided  a $2,500 grant f b m  
HTF, $2,500 from the weatherization program, 
with the balance of the funding from private 
soueces such as banks and foundations. ?he 
initial rules established that only multifamily 
buildings were eligible. This first effort produced 
Projects Wed at $736,944. 

~ 

1 FIRST LEVEFWGING PROGRAM I 

HIF wx BANKS TOTAL 
SOURCES 

As shown in the chart above, the wearfierization 
That amount 

was only 13.4% of the funds for the projects. 
Theprivarefinancingasshownbelowrepresented 
73% of the funds inv& in the projects. 

investmeni was only $99,0-00. 

-- 
I I LEVERAGING PR=E&’S P E R z m  

I 

(13.4%) WX 
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For a small investment in weatherhtbn funds, 
11 buildings and 32 units weze brought back 
onto the market as atfadable housing. The 
initial effort also gave the weatbeaization 
agencies an opportunity to become involved in 
housing development. 

Following the initial effort was a second 
program. Agencies made recommendations to 
increase the level of funding and include single 
family buildings. An additional source of funds, 
the Community Service Block Grant, was also 
used. 

The Community Services Block Grant Program 
provided a $2,500 per unit grant for the pmgmn. 
The HTF increased its commitment to the 
program in the form of zero interest loans of 
$5,000 per unit. The weadmhtion grant 
remainedat$25Ooperunit. Aswiththef im 
program, the balance of the acquisition aad 
rehabiitation costs were to come from other 
private sources such as banks and foundations. 
The second pmgram provided subsidies of loans 
and grauts of $lO,OOO per unit and ptxlwed 
projects valued at $3,211,507. This is almost 
five times the amount in total project value as 
thefirstprojpm. 

[SECOND LEVERAGING PROGRAM] 
4 

3211507 

wx CSBG BANIS . TOTAL 
FUNDING SOURCES 

As shown in the chart below, the wea&xkah 
investment was $234,234. The w- 
amount is only 7.3% of the funds for dKse 
projects. The private financing as shown below 
comprises 69.8% of the funds invested in dKse 
projects. 

[ LEVERAGING PROGRAMS PERCENT 1 
U.8%\ 

As with the first program, a small investment 
rehabilitated 38 buildings that contained 104 
apartments. These apamnents would not be on 
the market wereit not for the development efforts 
made by the w m  on agencies. 

Weatherization Agency Case Study 

Project NOW Community Real Estate 
Development Rogram is a unique and aggressive 
part of the community action agency in Rock 
Island, Illinois. The plight of homeless 
individualsand their need for supportive Services 
pmmpted the agency to seek solutions to 
assisting low-income individuals in need d 
housing. During the last four years, Roject 
NOW developed a busing component within the 
agency. This component has taken advantage of 
existing programs, e.g., weatherization, ad 
sought out additional ~esollrces to develop a 
housing development capacity. 

Project NOW solicited domed funds from the 
ccrmmunity to provide temporary and transitional 
shelter for low-income individuals. Several 
houses were renovated using weahmzah - 'an 
f u n d s , ~ p r o p e T t i e s a n d f u m i t u r e .  In 
adclition to providing housing for homeless 
individuals, transitional housing has been 
pmided for '%amred women." The agency 
plachased and completely rehabilira!ed an 
abandanedbuildingfor'@barmed women." 

The agency's housing dewebpment haUmark is 
renovating akmbnxl buildings and bringing 
units back into the market Project NOW views 
itself as a housing developer. The agency 
umsidem one of its missions is to develcrp 
housing for low-income individuals and families. 

The agency's poxtfolio consists of 21 buildings 
containing 42 apartments, serving 47 families, 
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with a value of appmximately 12 million 
dollars. In addition to developing rental 
properties, the agency has acquired commercial 
space as a part of their real estate holdings. The 
commercial property has a positive cash flow aod 
helps support Project NOW'S housing 
development program. 

Weatherization Agencies' Deveiopment 
Needs 

In a recent survey ccducte!d in Illinois among 
the weatherization agencies, 70% of the agencies 
responding expmsed a desire to expand their 
housing activities in rehabiitation. In aaothef 
party of the survey tbe respondeats showed a 
keen interest in all types of housing 
rehabiliwion and repair for single family 
housing, ranging in dollar value fkom $5,000 to 
$25,000, there was significant interest expresse& 
?he chart below indicates the numbex of agencies 
responding to these questions. 

ITYPE OF CONSTRUCTION I 
Ea- 

I TYPE OF WORK 

As we get more deeply involved in housing 
development we also need to deal with q g n h g  
the training and skills in that field In the study 
mentioned above, there was a series of training 
needsthatwerenoted. 

First on the list is FinanCi Development. 
Sixty-five pl.cent (28) of the agencies de&& 
training on how to finance housing development. 
This response reflects a desire on the part of 
agenciestobeonasoundfiuancialbasiiinthe 
housing development arena This response also 
denotes the recognition that financing is the key 
to one of the dooIs to bbAffordabze Housing." 
The next item of importance in training needr is 
specification writing for rehabilitatim and repair. 
Fifty-three percent of the age-ncies (23) srpressed 
aneedinthisarea Againupgradhglrabkgad 

skillsarespeciticallyneededinthisatea It 
shouldbenatedthatthedesiredtnhhgis not in 
the narrow band of energy retrofits. 

Forty-six percent of the agencies (20) want 
training in the area of building assessment. 
Building assessment is a companion to 
specificarion writing and they wil l  reinforce each 
other. You cannot have decent s p e & h h ~  
wriaen unless the building assessment is 
complete. 

Next in importance for desired training is 
property management. As mentioned above, a 
number of agencies in Illinois have develcped 
property that they own and manage for low- 
income families. Fifty-one percent of the 
agencies (22) want training in this area This 
may also be related tothe f k t  that most agencies 
operate homeless shelters and want to get a better 
handle on managing the pperties for those 
situations as well as permanent family housing. 
"le chart below pvides a graphic ovemiew of 
the paining needs expressed in the survey. 

ITRAINING NEEDS I 
AGENCIES RESPONDING 

SPEC. WRITING 

PROPERTY MGT. 

BUILDING ASSESSM 

Partners In Affordable Housing 

As indiaed throughout this &le, Modable 
comfort~s emphasis d to begin to shirt and 
include Housing Development. The future wark 
of ag&es and staff is in Housing Development 
that needs to be integrated with the lessons 
leamedinthebuildingscienceofindenergy 
efficiency. Recent examples of this integrarion 
have OcCIIIzed in Illinois through the effarts of 
the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural 
Resources @ENR) and multifamily building 
rehabilitation. 
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Seveml of the buildings in the Illinois 
Wearhrization Leveraging Program that have 
been rehabilitated were done using advaoced 
techniques devebpd with DENR's Super 
Insulation approach. 

#of *of Bbal Annl. Annl. 

TypeofRehob Blck Units Sq.Ft Sq.FUDD Therms ccst 

Superlnsulrted I 2  150 1.132 7.58 535 5251 

ConvanGaul 8 265 1.008 25 1,631 5764 

Super Insulation techniques are characterized by 
using high insulation levels including dense pack 

drywa4 and high efficiency heating systems. 
Attention to increased energy efficiency 
techniques during building renovation ad 
consauction pay off. 

procedures, low-E insulated Windows, air tight 

As imiicared in the chart below, these slrper 
Insulation techniques have a dramatic impact on 
making housing affordable as a result of 
rehabilitation. 

It may be that energy wnservation as zm 
independent program cannot stand alone. 
However, af€ordabk housing cannot' stand 
without the techniques of energy efficiency that 
have been develaped over the last two clpmrlee 
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AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 
RESEARCH-VERIFIED ENERGY EDUCATION PROGRAMS 

Professwnal Association for Consumer Energy Education (PACE), Stjepan Vlahovich, Chair 
P.O. Box 151147, Columbus, OH 43266-0101,614-466-0545 

Editor's Note: This paper was compiled by several members 
of PACE. Contributors include Ellen Ban, Rana Belshe. 
David Brook, Ron Elwood. Bonnie Esposito, Ann Gerace, 
Lydia Gill-Polley, Kay Joslin, M d e e  Harrigan, Hap Haven, 
Jack Hruska, Rocky Johnson, Elizabeth Lakoseljac, Jim 
Masker, Chip Parullo. Cynthia P u m ,  Mlnrreen Quaid. 
Nancy Reynolds, Marialena Selvaggio, Stjepan Vlahovich, 
Rebecca Vories, and Bill Younga. See the notes about PACE 
at the end of this paper. 

Introduction 

With the steep rise of energy prices in the 1970s came the 
awareness that household energy consumption was a 
significant component of a family's budget. Federal ad 
state agencies funded residential coIlservahon programs, 
while public service commissions and utility companies 
began demand-& management programs as a means of 
managing demand for energy. The nation's energy 
conservation industry began to develop. 

It was fmt assumed that installing a package of 
coIlserVacl0 * n m e a s m  would achieve a level of savings 
based upon engineering projections. As expeakme grew, 
however, a curious phenomenon began to appear. In 
some instances, homes that had been weatherized 
consumed greater amounts of energy after the c a s e m u h  
measureswereinstalled Inothercasesit wasfoundthat 
groups of weathenzed homes that weze expected to 
consume similar amounts of e m g y  were actually 
consuming vastly different amounts of energy. Oae 
answer was appaxent- occupant behavior has an impact on 
the amount of energy a house consumes. It became clear 
that to maximize savings, CoIlsUmers and techniwl 
personnel must be edumted about efiiciency opportunities 
and appropriate energy-saving behaviors in the home. . 

Adulteducatars and researchers conducted a m b e r  of 
pioneering studies that showed how strategically plannea 

could, as a component of a comprehensive wearherization 
program, significantly reduce household consumption. As 
a "first step" in disseminating research results that 
demonstrate the effectiveness of education, PACE pepared 
this annowed bibliography. While most of the research- 
based studies contained in this bibliography highlight 
low-income programs, residential energy education is 
beneficial to all  consumm. Future vmions of this 
bibliography will include programs targeting a broader 
range of consumers. PACE is sti l l  g h e  
existenceof energy education studies, and looks upon this 
document as a "work in progress." PACE welcomes 
input and suggestions for add i t id  materials to be 
included in this bibliography. 

and effectively implemented energy education unckmkm ' g s  

To share your research results, contact Stjepan 
Vlahovich, PACE Chair, PO Box 151147, Columbus, 
OH 43266-0101, (614-466-0545). 

Research-Verified Results 

Community Action Team. &nh Coast F n w  
t St. Helens, OR: 

Community Action Team (for the State Community 
Senrices/Departm a t  of Human Resources), 1991. 

The pllrpose of this study was to demonstrate whether 
a comprehensive program of weatherization ad 
energy education could significantly reduce energy 
consumption of low-income households. The time 
groups were composed of low-income families with 
installed elecaic hearing divided into the following 
categories: Group 1 was the "full service" that 
receivedWtXthUkh 'on, an in-home en= audit, one 
group and five in-home sessions; Group 2 meived 
"Weatbenzatto ' ' n only;" and, Group 3 was the "no 
senrice" control. The group sizes were 23, 23, ad 
34, respectively. 

Becausetheweathenzaa - 'on component of the project 
had not been completed for Groups 1 and 2 at the 
time of the report, only the energy consumption 
figuresforGroups1and3werecompared. Group1 
avezaged a deaease of 3.7 hvh per day (the report 
&saibes why this is primarily aaributed to 
education), while Group 3 experienced an increase of 
2 kwh per day- a differential of 5.7 hvh per day. 
This yielded a yearly &f€ex.nial of 2,081 hvh, or a 
savings of $104 per year m m  for Group 1 
households than those in Group 3. The statistical 
analysis determmed - these values were significant a! 
the .005 level. The report states, "Given the 
amation paid to random assignment of househol ds... 
the significant difference in energy consumption can 
be amibuted to energy counseling." 

The report provides an explanarion of how the groups 
were selected and why there was no sratistically 
significant diEemce in their malre-up. It also 
thoroughly descdes the specific content of each 
edumtion session and provides copies of the handouts 
.and questionnaireS used during the project. 

Community Action Team. &rth C m  

I ~ Q W  St. Helm, OR Community Action Team (for 
the State Community ent of Human 
Resources), 1992. 

Pilot W O W - U D  --Term 
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The purpose of this study was to deemme - ifthmweae 
continued energy savings two years after the initial pilot 
project was completed. The project is desaibed in detail 
in the document listed above. Because of attrition f i g  
the two years of the follow-up study, the size of each 
sample group was small-5 ("full smite"), 8 
("weatherizarion only"), and 10 ("no service"), 
respectively. 

All weatherimion work had been comple&d befm this 
analysis began. It was f d  that all three groups 
experienced a deaease in energy consumption chuing the 
two time periods covered in this study (August-June 1990- 
91 and August-June 1991-92). Group 1 had an a v q e  
reduction of 3,839 kwh per household. Group 2's 
reduction averaged 598 kwh per household. Group 3's 
reduction averaged 1,336 kwh per household Although, 
the "weatherization only" data appears contradictay, when 
conducting a statistical analysis of Groups 1 and 2 the 
results were significant at the .05 level. Comparing 
Groups 1 and 3, the results inchted a .025 level of 
significance. 

No analysis is provided of the cost to deliver the educahn 
program in relation to the energy saved. The repa states 
that two years after the initial intervention, it appears as 
though a program of weatheximion and client exbmtion is 
more effective than providing weatherimion alone or 
providing neither wearherimion nor education. Questions 
of validity might arise because of the small sample size 
and the appmm umw~ results of the 
"wearherization only" group. 

. .  Dunsworth, Timothy. E v- of 
y. Minneapolis: 
Center for Energy and the Urban EnvirOament, 1984. 

This report is the analytical study of the Neighbachood 
Energy Workshop (NEW.) pmgram which was c0xiucte.d 
by the Minneapolis Energy Office and sponsated by 
Minnegasm, the local gas utility, and the City a€ 
Minneapolis. A detailed descriptian of the N.E.W. 

.program can be found in: BIummitt, Mary Jane. 

m. Minneapolis Center for Energy and the 
Urban Environment, 1984. 

The pmpose of N.E.W. was to d u c e  gas consumption 
by conducting a n e i m - b a s e d  educatim and action 
program targefing energy use habits, furnace and slppliance 
efficiency, low-wst bit-yourself weatherization (based on 
the Princeton House Doctca Approach), and cumxed 
major weatherimion work. 

N.E.W. had over 23,000 participating households, which 
account for approximately 24% of al l  the 14 unit 
residentialsrmchnesin Minneapolis. While no control 
group was defined at the beginning of the project, in his 
report Dunsworth descn;bes why non-NEW. households 
can be as a qualified control group. NEW. 

participants am&d two workshops during which they 
received training to do low-cost weatberimtion, W50 
of wealherization mateaial, and a free RCS audit. ?he 
entire pgram, including the audit and staff time, was 
delivered for appmmwe ly$80perhousehold. 

Dunsworth's study contains an analysis of 110 
mcipating households. Tbe mean savings for the 110 
households was 132 ccf/ye!ar, which translated into an 
overall savings of 7.31%. Using data provided by 
Minnegasm, which showed a 3% deaease in gas 
consumption in the general population, and data from 
Ncxthern States Power, which sbowed weather-djusted 
consumption to be constant over the 1981-83 period, the 
author states a "conservative estimate" of the program's 
impact to be a savings of 4.3% (72.4 ccf). It was 
determined that these figures were significant at the .001 
level. Using the $80 figure as the cost to deliver the 
program, the simple payback period is 1.9 years. 

wben combining Brammitt's axxi Dunsworrh's reports, it 
is clear that a carefuly-planned, community-based 
pgram can have an impact on energy consumption. 
Brammitt's report provides  a detailed description of 
N.E.W.'s goals and objectives, the community organizing 
straregy, the workshops, and the materials used during the 
workshops. 
FiicialEnergyManagement. 

rn- - ACPlPmdQEield 
Denver: Financial Energy Management (far 

the U.S. Dqmnment of Eneqy/Denver Support office), 
1994. 

Theprnposeof this study was to dwrrmne theimpactof 
energy improvements and tenant educarion in multi-unit, 
-managed housing in cOIorad0. The project 
inves@ated the potential to reduce electricity, gas, ad 
water consumption in the units. The groups wem 
composed of low-income households in two diffmnt sites 

households) with each site having hwho lds  db&d into 
the following categaries: Group 1 received only 
weatherizarioa; Group 2 received weathenzan * 'on ad 
educatim (an in-home session and two follow-up 
newsletters); Group 3 d v e d  only the educahn 
pgram; and, Group 4 received no services. 

The report indiaes that the two groups receiving the 
education package bad modest deaeases in consumption, 
but that the &mases were not statistically significant. 
The report also indicares that there were statistically 
significant imeases in tenant-reported energy efficient 
behaviors. 

m- 24 households and colorado Springs- 16 

The authors describe the difficulties emmuxed while 
attempting to arrive at sufficiently large samples far 
statistical analysis. Another section describes the 
principles upon which the eduwtion program was based 
The repart contains a thorough analysis of the pre ad 
post-treatment consumption partems for electricity, gas, 
and w m .  ?here are a number of extensive appendices 
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covering such topics as the household interview forms ad 
results, copies of the education materials aad the 
newsletters, quarterly reports, and data from which the 
consumption analyses were developed. 

. .  Gregory, Judith. 
Pilot pmgmm: c- . Columbus,OH: State 

of Ohio, office of Energy Efficiency (prepaned by the 
Center for Neighborhood Development, Cleveland State 
University), 1992 

This study targeted recipients of Ohio's Home 
Weatherization Assistance Program who participated in 
the Client Education Pilot Pmgram (CEPP). The purpose 
of the study was to measure the impact eduwrion could 
have on energy savings and to assess the costeffectiveness 
of education. The six local agencies that participated in 
CEPP completed a total of 2,071 home visits- this 
includes 1,213 initial visits and 857 follow-up visits. In 
this evaluation study, the two groups wee composed a€ 
low-income households in the following categories: 
Group 1 received w a h x h t i o n  and in-home tvhmrimr 

contained 296 households, while Group 2 conrained 301 
households. The aurhor states that the groups were not 
classic research groups, since households were not 
randomly selected More beginning the project but wpze 
selected because of their interest in participating or 
becausethey didnotreceiveeducationandcould, tbapfaae, 
serveas aquasi-controlgroup. 

and, Group 2 &ed wearhemm * 'on only. Group 1 

The study found that Group 1 had energy savings of 21% 
(reduction of 31.7 mcf per year), and Group 2 had energy 
savings of 14.3% (21.5 mcf per year). This translates 
into a 6.7% energy savings beiig amibured to the 
educatint program. These figures were f d  to be 
significant at the -01 leveL Given the price of gas in 
1987, this additional savings is equal to $57.43 per year. 
Simple payback calculations, including the cost a€ 
weatherization toboth groups, indicated that Group 1 trad 
a 10.3 year payback, and Group 2 had a 14.3 year 
Payback. 

This is an exceptionally thorough and weIl- 
report. The repon contains a detaikd descriptioa of 
CEPP, including the program design and in-home 
education activity. The analyses ccndwed to determine 
energy savings and cost-effdveness are thorough, 
including an examination of such factors as number a€ 
inhabitants, income level of household, age of home, 
floor area, and various weatherization measures. 

Gregory, Judy and Nelson, Lisa. 

l989-. Columbus, OH: State of 
Ohio, Office of Energy Efficiency @repared by the center 
for Neighborhood Development, Cleveland State 
University), 1992. 

This study provides a thorough analysis of the first N1 
year operation (1989) of Ohio's client education program, 
which was modified based upon the results of the Client 
Education Pilot Program (CEPP). CEPP is described in 
the document listed above. The two study groups wze 
ccnnposed of households receiving weatherizarion ad 
education (Group 1) and those households receiving only 
weattrerization (Group 2). Both groups used gas as the 
only space heating fuel. Group 1 had an initial 
population of 3,619 households mat received one in-home 
educahn session of which 416 households received a 

were eventually used in the detailed analysis becauz the 
others did not meet a number of critical criteria Group 2 
contained 200 households. As with the CEPP analysis, 
the authors point out that neither Group 1 nor Group 2 
were "me" study or control groups because housebalds 
werenot randomly selected, so the a b i i  to generalize 
about all households in Ohio may be limited, 

follow-up Visit. Oniy 82 of 3,691 Group 1 households 

ThesbudyfoundthatGrouplhouseholdseqe&nc& on 
the average, a 21.3% reduction in fuel consumption (43.4 
mcf reduction). Group 2 households experienced, on the 
average, an 183% fuel reduction (38.9 mcf leduction). 
FnlrntinnaCCOlllltedfcr395 difference in the fuel savings. 

level. Providing weathimion and education to 
households in Group 1 cost $1806 resulting in a simple 
payback of 7.8 years. Roviding only wezuherizIltion 
services to Group 2 households cost $1784 resulting in a 
simple payback of 8.6 years. A rkftilpn multiple 
regmsioo analysis inrtirntpn that the effect of eQlcasion 
was somewhat hi- than 3%. 

This difkeax was found to be significant at the .01 

This is an e x c e p t i d y  thorough aod well&mmted 
r e p m  The authors dmv sevezal conclusions relaring to 
the cost effectiveoess of education and of the various 
we8tfierizatioa measures. This study indicares that 
~providedbytxainedechrationspecialistsappears 
tobemoreeffectivethantxiucahpovidedby nained 
inspectors. It ais0 indimes that one-visit, in-home 
education programs may not be as effective as those 
programs providing a follow-up visit This was based on 
acanparisonof the results of this study with the d t s  
of the CEPP study. The weahzan on measures &e 
acomprehensiveanalysis. 

. .  

Harrigan, uenrilee ami Gregory, Judy. p0 Sa- - Washington,Dc: Allianceto 
Save Energy, 1994. 

The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of 
theNiagaraMohawkPowePmerships Pilot three yzm 
afrer the initial intervention. For a detailed description of 
the Niagara Mohawk Partnerships Pilot, see the next 
entry. While a number of the studies contained in this 

savings one year after the initial interventions, this shdy 
is unique in that it demanstrates edumion-relate!d energy 
savings persisting three years after the intervention 
program. 

bibliography indime statisticall y significant energy 
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After the post-treatment year, the only contact Ectucation 
pankipants had with Niagara Mohawk was the annual re- 
negotiation of the a€€miable payment plan. None of the 
participants in any of the study groups (see the definition 
of the four groups in the entry below) were contacted by 
the company in regards to their energy use after the pilot 
year. The availability of data and Screening criteaia 
resulted in fewer participants in the third-year analysis. 
Also, when it was detennmed ' that the original two 
education groups demonsnated similar energy savings 
patterns and a rectuced number of households in the third 
year, a decision was ma& to combine the two ETnmtim 
groups. In this study, therefm, the participants were 
divided into duee groups with the following numbers in 
w h  category: Group 1, the original control group, now 
contained 13 households, but because of the sample size 
and possible "contamination" (desaibed in the study) the 
third-year analysis for this group was not CoIYhlcted; 
Group 2, the original weatherization only group, now 
contained3Ohouse~lds;and, Group 3, a combination of 
the original two education groups, now contained 71 
households. 

Because fesearchers wanted to analyze third-year 
persistenceandbecausethe sample sizes in this M-year 
snrdy wete smaller than in the original study, it was 
necessary to recalculate the savings for those. households 

(wearherization only) was recalculated to have eqezhxd 
a 13.9% (255 therms) fim-year savings and a 12.6% (220 
thems)third-yearsavings-adecreaseof 13%. Group 3, 
the now reconstituted two educalb groups, was 
recalculated to have experk.mced a 23.9% (456 therms) 
first-year savings and a 20.1% (3% therms) &year 
savings- a of 3.8%. While no references were 
made in the report to the specific levels of statistical 
significance, the authors state that savings for the first ad 
third years are statistically significant for both groups 
analyzedin this study. The authors also state that the 
d i f f m  in persistencebetween both groups was small 
and not statistically significant. The conclusion is that 
effective edumtion done in conjunction with effective 
W- generates higher levels of savings over 
longer periods of time than weatheximion alone and that 
these savings diminish somewbat over time. 

CONained in both studies. ?berefore, Group 2 

. .  

This report prov ides  abrief summary of the oxiginal first- 
yearstudyand detailedconsumption andsavings n u m b  
forboth the first and third years. It disuses persistence 
savings for total consumption and heating consumption, 
and it offers wine ideas about targeting educath to 

of savings among those remaining on the 
Payment Plan and those who ciqped from the program. 
Finally, a rationale is provided for including educath not 
only as an effective strategy far saving energy in the 
Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP), but also as an 
effective DSM option in utility programs. 

specificaergyad-w. Al~~discussediSthepasistenCe 

Hanigan, Merrilee. &J.u&ng the B e d t s  af 
for L 0 w - m  

ed Cuspmers: F a  I@QXI on the 
2. Washington, 
Dc: Alliance to Save Energy, 1992. 

The purposes of the study weze to empower low-income 
families to increase control over their comfort, energy use, 
and costs and to field-test both energy educarion and a 
money management exercise to detarmine the extent to 
which these activities would further increase energy 
savings and improve payment patterns beyond that 
achieved h m  weaheniation alone. The four groups were 
composed of low-income, payment-troubled customers of 
N i i  Mohawk Power Corporation divided into the 

2 received only weatherimion services from the New 

Group 3 received weabximioa services from WAP, tinee 
in-home education sessions focusing on energy and money 
management, electric DSM measures, a set-hk 
thermostat, and an af€&le payment plan: and, Group 4 
receivedall the seavices of Group 3 plus a feedback &vice 
called the Energy Log. The number of customers included 
in the final analysis in each group were 39,47, 47, ad 
47, respectively. 

following categories: Group 1 received no services; Group 

Yo* state weatherization Assistance prosram (Wm; 

Fourteen moaths after the measures were installed and the 
education compleed, the data showed that gas 
consumption for Group 1 hadimeased 1.6% anddecreased 
16.3% far Group 2, 27.3% for Group 3, and 28.4% far 
Group 4. While there was no sratisticaliy significant 

a si@fhwe at the .OOO1 level was achieved when 
cornping both edumtioa groups with Groups 1 and 2. 
Technical and operation problems arose with some of 
Group 4's Energy Logs, making it unclear what impact 
the&vbhad and what was the ovefall coSteffectiveness 
of the measure. Electrical consumption 14 months after 
the interventions had inreased 3.7% far Group 1 ad 
decreased4596 for Group 2,7.4% for Group 3, and 7.1% 
farGroIlp4. The CEifferenCes betweenGroup1andthe 
three mafment groups weze f d  to be statistically 
significant, but there were no significant differeaces famd 
between the three treabnent groups. I)etailed tconomic 
analysis ideated paw rates for Group 2 of 8.75 
years, for Group 3 of 5.0 years, and for Group 4 of 6.5 
years. Groups 3 and4 almost doubled the total number af 
payments duing tbe post-treatment period (from 426 to 
849 for Group 3 and 368 to 792 f u  Group 4) ad 
increasedtheamolmtpaid from $883 to $1174 for Group 
3 a n d m  $968 ~ $ 1 1 8 8  far Group 4, wherear Group 2 
imeased slightly the number of payments (404 to 446) 
and the amom paid ($844 to $895). 

differencebetweenGroups3and4, it wasdererrmned * t h a t  

This is an exceptionally thorough and well&mented 
repon Besides the analyses of energy consumption 
paaems and the costeffectiveness of the various edmtion 
interventions, this report provides a detailed examination 
of the impact on arrearages, DSS and HEAP payments, 
discoanections, attitudes toward NMFC, comfort, ad 
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ability to control amount of ewqg used It also 
examines various factors related to savings including the 
pretreatment consumption patterns, sqwre footage of 
residences, income levels of participants, and numbers of 
occupants. 

Harrigan, Menrilee and Gregory, Judy. "Documenting 
Energy Savings Enhancements from Fbergy Education 
Components of a Low-Income Weatherizatian Program." 

Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, 1992, Volume 

This document is a confearace presentation based upon 
Harrigan's N i i  Mohawk Power Corporation study 
listed above. 

7, pp. 7.87-7.99. 

. 

Harrigan, MelTilez. &&&llg Coma 
A Fi& Test of 

of a R l  
€Wgrm. Washington, DC: Alliance to Save Energy, 
1991. 

. .  . .  

The purpose of this. study was to determine what role 
education could play in lowering non-heatiug electrical 
costs for Pennsylvania Electric Company customers. The 
four groups were composed of low-income fhilies all of 
whom metavarietyof criteriaandrecdvedapackage of 
hot water comervalion measures, switched to Time-of-Day 
metering, received a water heater timer, and &ved the 
traditional education about "OD metering. Each group 
received a different education package as follows: Group 1 
receivedno additional education, Group 2watched a video, 

. session;and,Group4viewedtbevideoandparticiparedin 
three in-home education sessions. Eighty-seven 
households were considered in the final dataanalysis. 

Between 8 and 14 months after tbe m a m s  were htalled 
and the education completed, $le data showed that Group 1 
had an energy savings of 8.496, Grwp 2 had 103% 
savings, Group 3 had 11.7% savings, and Group 4 had 

Group 4 figures were found to be signifucant at the .10 
level. 
meaSUreS and the specific education programs for e a 5  
group, the payback periods were 1.96 years, 2.03 years, 
1.92 years, and 1.83 years, respectively. 

This is one of the most thorough studies mkfakea to 
determine the impact of specific educatioa @ages in 
reducing non-heating elecaical consumption and eaergy 
costs for low-income households. The report pvi&s a 
thorough description of the evaluation design, program 
design, project implementation, findings, analysis af 
results, and recommendations for future resmrch. The 
Section which analyzes the in-home education component 
of the p j e c t  indicates that videoonly education is 
considerably less effective than carefullydesigwL 
multiple in-home education sessions. 

Group3WatchedtkvideoaadhadOIEin-homeecfucation 

16.4% savings. The dif6erences betwe!e!nGrwplad 

When factoring the costs of the cammaf~ 'on 

. .  
1st Education. PMa&lphh . .  Lent, Tom. The W- 

Energy Coordinating Agency of Philadelphia, 1987. 

iftherewere 
demmmed energy savings one year after the initial 
intervention for clients of the weatherization Assistance 
Program. The two groups were composed of low-income 
families in the following categories a "full service" grow 
that received weatherization, one in-home educabn 
session, a package of do-it-yourself weatberization 
materials (to do things not covezed by the Weatherization 
Assistance program), and two pamphlets; and, a 
weatberizatiOn only" group. Because of athition ad 
difficulty cokt iug amrate fbel consumption da!a, & 
of the two study groups contained 37 fixniks whose year- 
laterfuelbibwereanalyzed. 

The purpose of this d y  was to determrne * 

The "full service" group had a one-year average ene%y 
savings of 7% or $65 more than the "weatherization only" 
group. The repart states, " it is difficult to say with 
statistical COnMence how strong a detemimt the 
education program was of the difhmce in consumption 
between the two groups." The cost to deliver the 
education session and pamphlets was $44 per household, 
th&y pvidhg an estimateapaybackof less than one 
Y=* 

A description of the educah session, a list of the 0-3- 
yourself w e a r h h t b n  materials that were dhributed 
during the exhmion session, the rwmme&d behavior 
options that were ctiscussed during the education session, 
and the content of the two pamphlets are desaibed in the 
report. The report also discusses the difficulties 
erwxnmtered with analysis of the weatbeximion work ad 
with the collection of fuel consumption data While the 
author indicates these and relared u~lcertatn * ties were 

the study, the aggregate numbers for fuel consumption 
data and related cost-savings data for each of the nvo 

difl idtto specify during the final dalaanalysis phase of 

grolqsarevalid.* 

Quaid, Mamen. "LQW -me Educahon . Rograms:A 
Review of Evaluation Results and Methods." 

ACEEF. 1990 S-v on l&gy 
washington, Dc: American 

Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, 1990, Volume 

This document contains the same infomarion as the 
Quaia article listed below. Unlike the axticle, this 
document also mcludes a section titled "Current Issues ad 
Future Directions," which examines the difficulties that 
arise when attempting to compare various research 
projects and their results because of self-selection ad 
amition of "climrs," inconsistent analysis methodologies, 

The aurhor suggests specific saategies to &al with these 
issues. 

. .  

7, p ~ .  7.157-7.166. 

smdthe widevariety of techniqmusedto repart results. 



Quaid, Maureen. "Taking Back the TalceBack Effect 
Low-Income Energy Education" m, 
September/ October 1990, pp. 19-23. 

This article provides individual p j e c t  desaiptions d 

income education programs in Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Michigan, and Washington. The author hdiates that 
when considering the aggregate energy savings reported by 
these five programs, "the additional savings in space 
healingproduced by client education are fairly cmsk&nt- 
between 4% and 8 8 ,  when corrected far Weather." 

analyses of energy savings and program Costs far low- 

The article then goes on to compare and contrast detivery 
mechanisms for these educational programs. It also offers 
recommendations about using approipnate i n f o d o n  
strategies, feedback and incentives, and social innuences 
when developing educational programs to recbw;e energy 
consumption in low-income households. 

Reynolds, Nancy. Local 
mh IikMimm Ac- 
Walla Walla, WA Blue Mountain Action Council, 1991. 

This repast describes an education program that was 
conducted for two groups of low-income households. It 
wasnotanaditionalresearchstudyinthattherewereno 
&fined control groups. Both groups receiving educahn 
had their pre and posteducation consumption data 
compared to arrive at the results. 

The first group had ahistory of requiriagenergy assistaace 
funds to meet their energy needs. The project goal for this 

prepare them for the heating season by teshhg them cb 
it-yourself conservation strategies and behaviors. "his 
group did not receive weatherization Services. ?here weze 
146 households servicedin this group. The secmd~group 
was composed of households that had received 
weatkrization services. The goal for this gmup was to 
teachthemhowtoliveinawearherizedhomeandinuease 
the benefits and savings derived from w a b h t i o n .  
There were 98 households seryiced in this group. The 
education programs for both groups included one in-home 
visit and two small group Sessions. 

group was to provide an educational program tfiat wodd 

No Smtistical analysis of the data was amchmd. The 

savings in the range of 10-12%. The cost of delivering 
the education program to ea31 household was $163 ($204 
per household including the costs of setting up the 
p g r a m  audpurchasbg computer equipment-) The repart 

report indicares that both groups expe&a& energy 

doesMtmer~~thesavingsorcosrs .  

The repolt provides a description of the clemographb of 
the households in a number of categories- honsehold size, 
age of household members, h e a d a f - m  geder, 
ethnicity, income, type of dwelling, and heating source. 
The repart also contains a daailed description of the 
content of each education session, a section that examines 

the program, and s e v d  case studies of participating 
households. . 

Selvaggio, Marialena. 
A W v o f E & a & n  
in P- Master 

of Science Degree thesis. College Park, P A  
Pennsylvania State University, 1993. 

The purpose of this study was to &tennine the extent to 
which energy Prhrrrrim coupled with physical 
W W  * n measures can affect energy savings in low- 
income households. The study examined approXimately 
1.500 customers of Pennsylvania's gas utilities who had 
previously received weathaization and education services 
from the Low Income Usage Reduction Program 
&I"). For the plrrposes of this study, which focused 
on the educah component of LIURP, households were 
divided into three groups in the following categories: 
Group 1 hadreceiveda "low intensity" education pmgram 
of one in-home visit; Group 2 had received a "medium 
intensity" education program of two in-home visits; and, 
Group 3 hadreceiveda "highintensity" education program 
of thee in-home Visits. There was no control group Since 
al l  households being coasidezed in this study had receiyed 
LTuRPsenrices. 

The results of the regression analysis condlyrcd in this 
study indicated that the "high intensity" education p g m n  
had a smaU but sigoificant positive effect on the percent 
of energy saved when cunw to the "low" ad 
"medium" intensityprograms. 

The report is thomugh and well-documented. It contahs a 
detailed~egreSonana3ysisof the dataaxxidsaiptions of 
the structure and content of the three education programs. 
0 

Wiae, Patti and Kushler, Martin (Michigan Public 
Senrice Commission). Michigan hw-Income 
Wtakrkubn  Efetsy Educa!b and Incentives 
progratll." proceemnns: 1989 liummwm E V m  -. Chicago. 1989. 

This purposeof this study was to investigate the &ect af 
energy education and financial incentives on the firel 
consumption of high gas co~lsumers of the Michigan 
Consolidated Gas Company whose bills were paid through 
public assistance. TWO hunkxi thirtysne low-income 
households wererancbmly assigned to one of two groups. 

lowcost do-it-yolaself weakxhtion measures ad 
instruction in their installaton, in-home information 
about Simple behavioral practices that would save energy, 

agreed-upon energy consemxion goals, and regular 

Group 2, the control group, mxived only the traditional 
weatherizationmeasures. 

Group 1 received traditional WeathQiZarion services, fiee 

up to three separare financial incentives for achieving 

feedback about progress towards achieving these goals. 
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The results were determined by comparing the 
percent change in consumption of Group 1 with 
the percent change in consumption of Group 2. 
The initial data indicated that Group 1 households 
had an average January savings of 245.5%, while 
Group 2 households had an average savings of 
16.4%-a difference of 8.1%. February data found 
Group 1 households achieving an average savings 
of 26.5% and Group 2 hwseholds achieving 
savings of 195%-a difference of 7%. It was 
determined that the= was a significance between 
groups at the .05 level. 

This document povides a description of the 
educafion program and the financial incentives. 
It also provides data about the demographic ad 
housing characteristic variables used to ‘balance” 
the two groups. No cost-effectiveness of the 
education program is provided. No detaiEed 
analysis of the specific weatherkuion m e a s m  
is provided. 

The following is the contact informarion for the 
individuals or organizations contained in this 
bibliography. 

Alliance to Save Energy 
1725 K Street, NW 
Suite 509 
Washington,DC 20006-1401 
(202) 857-0666 

Financial Energy Management 
1725 Downing Street 
Denver, CO 80218 
(303) 832-1920 

American Council for an EnG Efficient 
Economy 
1001 Connecticut Avenue, NW 
Suite 801 
Washington, DC 20036 
(202) 429-8873 

Home Energy 
7 San Mate0 Road 
Berkeley, CA 94707 
(510) 524-5405 

Ohio Department of Development 
office of Energy Efiiency 
PO Box 151147 

Columbus, OH 43266-0101 
(614) 466-0545 

Blue Mountain Action Council 
34 Boyer Avenue 
Walla Walla, WA 99362 
(509) 5294980 

Marialena Selvaggio 
NY Department of Public Service 
1 Penn Plaza 
New York, NY 10119 
(212) 2904312 

Center for Energy and Environment 
100 North 6th Street 

Minneapolis, k h  55403-1520 
(612) 348-6829 

Suite 412-A 

Community Action Team 
310 Columbia Blvd. 
St. Helens, OR 97051 
(503) 397-3511 

Energy Coordinating Agency of Philadelphia 
1501 Cherry Street 
Philadelphia,PA 19102 
(215) 854-8030 

ABOUT PACE 

PACE is aprofessional organhion designed to: 

Rovide opportunities for professional 
development and skills building. 
Shim program models and mources and 
encourage peer and p r o g r a m  review. 
Assist utility companies, public seMce 
commissions, government-sponsored 
weatherization programs, and others in the 
pursuit of effective consumer energy 
edxaim 
Influence policy makers to support and fund 
energyeducatim 
Contribute to effective technology transfer 
and technical training. 
Develop a framework for establishing 
standardsandaccredirarionpmcedms. 
Support,hackanddisseminateresearch 
results. 
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LOW INCOME INITIATIVES 

Richard Sim, Columbia Gas Distribution Companies, Columbus, Ohio 

INTRODUCTION 

Low Income Initiatives are based on the premise that 
there is a legitime societal need to provi& 
affordable housing for low income people. About 18 
years ago the federal government first funded low 
income, LI, weatherization and energy assistance 
programs. Over the past ten years state utility 
commissions have mandated or highly encouraged gas 
and elecaic utilities to implement weatherizarion and 
affordable payment programs. Clearly legklatm and 
regulators believe there is a legitimate need for LI 
programs and that taxpayers and ratepayers should 
pay for LI programs. 

As a result of the funding made available from the LI 
policy initiatives, a LI residential energy service 
industry was born. The original iadusay players 
aggressively seized those funding oppmmum - -  and 
created a highly effective, residential energy prorogram 
delivery system. Over the years the scope of LI 
programs has expanded for several reasons. 1). 
Programs have enjoyed substantial, though often 
decreasing, funding. 2). The need for affordable 
housing has not diminished. 3). The energy service 
industry has earned a tremendous amount of 
credibility for effectively d g ,  Operating and 
evaluating LI programs. 

In spite of the positive impacts of the programs and 
the continued need for affordable housing, many LI 
programs may smn disappear. 

Why? A nosedive in federal funding seems more 
possible than ever before because so many of the key 
Congressional supporters of LI programs were not re- 
elected in November of 1994. Support from the 
Clinton adminisnation is unceRain as the Executive 
Branch sorts out its new role with the Congress. It 
appears that LMEAP funding levels will continue to 
plummet and that it will be rolled mto a social 
services block grant. Although WAP received a 10% 
increase for 1995, it has been singled out by the newt 
House for extinction. The battle to maintain programs 
will most likely be fought in the Senate. Hopefuuy 
the outcome will not be as grim as the slash and bum 
panorama painted by the 19956, House of 
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Representatives. 

On top of the potential federal cuts, the utility 

due to the changes brought about deregulation. The 
industry is reagiueering so it can become more 
competitive in the new, deregulated energy market. 
All utility programs, including LI pgrams, will have 
to meet tougher internal cost5enefit criteria. Further, 
Commissions are reexamining the DSM cosr/benefit 
screening tests. In most cases the revised tests are 
harder to pass. The number and scope of DSM 
programs is bound to be scaled back. 

industry may be less inclined to initiate LI programs 

What initiatives sbould LI energy service 
professionals undemke to ensure that LI energy and 
housing programs endure in the face of potential 
reductions in both utility and governmental funding? 
The following recommendations are offered: 

Quality Service delivery builds credibility and 
ill- to policy makers that programs can solve 

1. Continue to deliver high quality Services - energy 
education, inspections/diagn&cs. and the installation 
of measures. 

problems, SO - 

2. Continue to improve services through technology 
transfer and empowerment. 
Evaluation and cost benefit analyses p v i d e  the 
numbers policy maken must have to make funding 
decisions. so - 

3. Continue to evaluate both the energy and the non- 
energy impact~ of LI programs. Use the results to 
educate policy makers. Use the results to improve 
Programs. 

4. Find ways to make pmgrams more cost effective 
without sacrificing vital SenJiCes. 
Repare for the future now. Accept that you are going 
to have to make some changes. So - 

5. Be sensitive to the changes in governmental and 
utility policy so that the LI energy Service industry 
stays poised to do intelligent advocacy, and redesign 
programs to maximize cost effectiveness. 



6. Forge partnerships which can optimize resources 

7. Position the LI energy service indm to play a 
role in utility customer service initiatives. 

PAST ACHIEVEMENTS AND FUTURE 
CHALLENGES 

LI initiatives have positively influenced all aspects of 
the residential energy seMce industry. For example, 
LI energy seMce professionals have transferred 
retrofit technology to a substantial number of private 
and non-profit contractors. They have developed the 
field of substantive energy education. 

Evaluation profixsionals have measured the impacts 
of LI programs and recommended ways to improve 
LI programs. Quality Assurance techniques have been 
implemented. Linkages with housing p~ograms have 
been initiated. LI programs have earned credibility 
and have influenced both governmental and utility 
commission policy. 

These achievements have developed a highly effective 
LI energy service delivery system. Below are 
examples of past achievements, current trends and 
future challenges for the LI energy service industry. 
Hopefully readers wiU find this helpful in selecting 
sessions throughout the conference 

Education 

LI initiarives in consumer energy education have 
basically creared, from scratch, the art of effective 
residential energy education. Education has been 
incorporated into both WX and affordable payment 
propans. The early work of LI energy educators lead 
to three National Energy Education Farums. One of 
the most important outcomes of the farms was the 
creation of the Professional Association for Consumer 
Energy Education, PAW. 

One of PACEz's stated challenges is to broaden the 
practice of energy education to include technology 
transfer to all the key members of the energy service 
network. Another objective is to provide professional 
development opportunities for educators. P A W  is 
also dedicated to e d u c a t i n g p o l i c y ~  on bow to 
support and fund energy education programs. 
Educating policy makers will be crucial in the months 
ahead as LI energy service professionals put together 
smtegies to ensure continued funding for LI 
Programs-  

Another major achievement of LI initiatives is the 
development of the "Home as a System" concept. 
This concept has been turned into the framework for 
educating customers and many facets of the energy 
service indusay. Educators worked with technical 
experts to integrate consumer education and technical 
pmcedms. The whole house concept has been 
integrated into many existing LI programs. It has also 
lead to program designs which stress delivering a 
comprehensive set of services. 

However, many energy and housing propms do not 
utilize the "Home as a System" concept in program 
design and implementation. A challenge exists to 
transfer the lessons learned within the LI residential 
energy retrofit industry to housing rehabilitation and 
new construction programs. 

Dwellinn Unit InsDec tions 

LI initiatives have &ne more to advance the scope of 
dwelling unit inspections than any other initiative in 
the energy or housing industry. A useful audit is 
based on well trained inspectofi, the analytical skills 
inspectors develop through experience, and the use of 
diagnostic equipment LI initiatives have integrated 
these elements by bringing together the expertise of 
educators, techuical experts, and equipment 
mantliktures. 

One example is the blower door, a technology that 
may have never come about if LI initiatives had not 
cteated a market demand for a tool to better target 
primary air leakage sites. Another example is the 
campaign under$ken by a few brave souls to bmaden 
the scope of the heating unit inspection h m  a 
rudimentary visual inspection to a thorough, 
diagnostics driven inspection. Recently, the search for 
the elusive CFM has lead to duct leakage diagnostics 
and pre- differential testing. 

The "Home as a System" has become the framework 
whereby all this infomuion can be transfezzed and 
applied in the field. However, technology transfer, 
empowerment and sophisticated inspections drive up 
program Operaring costs. It can take up to4 hours to 
do a tfiorough inspection. Sending well trained 
eduwors into residences is expensive. Are we so 
sophisricated that no one can afford us? Can we 
operate cornprebensive programs that g e n e  more 
benefits than costs? Designing programs which strive 
to strike a balance between opeming costs and 
p r o w  benefits is a LI initiative, indeed a whole 
energy industry initiative, that must be aggressively 
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pursued. 

Installed Measures 

Health and safety has become recopzed as a critical 
element of LI wx prorograms instead of a nuisance that 
takes money away from "pure" conservation 
measures. Perhaps the best example of this is the fact 
that the Federal WAP guidelines now recognize the 
importance of health and safety measures. The DOE 
regulations allow individual providen to spend at 
least 10% of their allocation to abate heating 
equipment or electrical health and safety hazards. LI 
energy progmm professionals pxmded DOE officials 
to make these positive changes in the WAP program. 

The greatest impact of LI initiatives on "pure" 
conservation measures is that most programs have 
stopped installing stom windows and have started 
doing sidewall insulation. ?his simple substitution has 
greatly increased average savings. When I started in 
LI WX in the late seventies we were stapling plastic 
storms to the outside of the window frame. We kept 
caulking and caulking and cadkiag - from the 
outside, We paid little attention to the hearing 
system. We weatherstripped everything, o h  with 
felt. Occasionally we insulated an attic without the 
slightest clue that we should be sealing the bypasses 
and penetrations into the attic. 

Obviously the quality of Services- education, 

improved. The challenge for the future is to continue 
to find techniques that result in increased savings 
without inordinately driving up the cost of service 
delivery. partnetships, joint delivery, programs that 
target high users, programs that target electric base 
load are ways to deliver quality service m a cost 
effective manner. 

inspection and measures installed- has ctramatwll . Y  

Technolorn Transfer 

LI initiatives have spawned the Qeation of numerous 
trainingcentersandconferencestogettheinfcnmation 
out of the lab and into the field. In doing so, the 
capacity of both private and non profit installers has 
been dramatidiy inmeawLItis hard to imagine that 
the training centers would have arisen without the 
support of federal WAP funding and the subsequent 
market for trained installers created by the emergence 
of utility programs. 

The greatest challenge facing training centers, besides 

the overwhelming need for funding, is empowennent 
of installers. So much of the training done in the past 
has been directed at inspectors and centralized 
decision makers. Crews tended to get fkagmented 
classroom training with minimal hands-on 
oppormnities. This type of mining has a legitimate 
place but must be augmented with coufses taught 
from the "House as a System" f*unework and which 
contain extensive hands on training. 

It is now time to do much more on site training, to 
get the blower doors in the hands of the crews, It is 
time to let crews decide which air leakage items need 
to be taken care of instead of having them blindly 
follow a work order. The empowerment of cmws and 
inspectors through training and the prolifemion of 
diagnostic tools will continue to build energy service 
Capacity and credibility. empowennent of customers 
will make them partners in the quest for affordable 
housing. 

Huge strides have been made in the design of 
affordable payment p~ograms. Fim generation plans 
were often criticized for not having any coIIseTv8tion 
incentives many arrearage fargiveness. Consequently 
customasrarelychangedthe~consumptionbehaviors 
and their anearages kept growing. 

The newer generation of affordable payment ptograms 
are exemplified by the Pennsylvania Customer 
Assistanceprograms, CAPS. 'Iheseprograms include 
enexgy education, a c o d o n  incentive, and 
forgiveness of both preprogram arrears and current 
bill short fau Le., customers who stay on the program 
accrue no new axearages. 

Are CAP programs cost effective? The jury is still 
out. 'Ihe program deliveq costs tend to be high. 
Avoided credit and collection costs should equal or 
outweigh program costs. Utilities have difficulty 
assigning exact credit and colleaion costs because 
those activities are rolled into the o v d  sentice 
costs. Utilities may have to bring in outside auditing 
firms to monetize all the avoided costs before an 
accurate cost benefit test can berun. 

Perhaps the biggest shift in program &sign is the use 
of multiple funding sources to deliver a complete 
package of services to the consumer. The housing- 
energy linkages tract deals with connecting LI 
programs to energy efficient mortgages and housing 
rehabilitatioa There are several sessions on 
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WAPhtility DSM programs. Joint delivery between 
utilities or between utilities and WAPs is happening 
in many states. There are plans afoot to meage utility, 
WAP and housing rehab funds into a comp-ehensive 
F O & W n .  

Partnerships have many advantages. They build 
capacity among service providers, provide a more 
comprehensive service, and they lower program 
operation costs. The survival of LI progmms will 
probably depend upon the ability of LI seMce 
providers to forge partnerships. There are many 
effective partnerships in operation which LI energy 
sewice providers can use for models. Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory published a study in May of 
1994 entirled "Low-Income DSM Programs: 
Methodological Approach to Determining the Cost 
Effectiveness of Coordinared Partn&ps". This study 
describes numerous partnership models. It also 
outlines the methods for properly allocating total 
program benefit among the partners. 

Implementation 

oVerthepast2oyearsnon-profi~,privatecon~~, 
energy management firms, etc., have developed the 
capacity to deliver high quality Services. The LI 
initiatives in the area of Quality Assurance have 
helped build this expertise. An example of "hue" QA 
is putting the blower door in the hands of the aew. 
The crew can do its own QA to see if they have met 
their air leakage reduction gaat Another example is 
the evolution of monitoring from an emphasis on 
compliance and aloofness to one of technical support 
and immediate feedback. 

Competent field monitors can work along side an 
inspector or a crew and provide technical support 
without completely disrupting production. Crews can 
watch monim do final inspectionS to learn exactly 
what is expected. Field monim can meet with 
contractors after a final inspection and provide 
immediate feedback This type of monitoring transfers 
informarion and builds trust between monitors and 
contractors. 

QA has also become more objective through the 
incorporation of diagnostic tools such as blower 
doors, combustion analyzers, draft gauges, and 
infrared cameras. However, it would be belpful if the 
energy seMce industry could develop other methods 
for judging the quality of sidewall insulation. Many 
programs Cannot afford an infrared camera. 

Evaluation 

LI initiative have demanded that LI WX and 
affordable payment programs be evaluated for both 
their energy and non energy impacts. The impact 
evaluations done in Ohio, Wisconsin and Virginia 
have been used to move wx programs away from 
storm window measures and toward m m  insularion 
measures. An Oak Ridge National Lab study, 
"National Impacts of the Weathexization Assistance 
Program in Single Family and Small Multifamiy 
Dwellings", proved that wearheximion works. It 
added strength and credibility to the growing body of 
evidence which indicates that WX is cost effective. 

The ORNL study has dramatically advanced the 
methods for and the discussion around non-energy 
impacts. The study took the f h t  step in quantifying 
health and safety benefits by anaching a value to the 
benefit of fires prevented by wx. A recent report 
sponsored by the LI Evaluation Task Farce of the 
Utilities of New York, "Had to Quantify Benefits of 
Low Income Enexgy Efficiency Programs" is another 
serious initiative which will help evaluators develop 
methods for measuring and monetizing non-encrgy 
benefits. Both of these repom define the range of non 
energy-impacts, including the " M y  hard to quantify" 
benefits such as health and safety, comfort, 
homelessless, and neighbohd preservation. 

At this p i n t  in time, the "not as hard to quantify", 
non energy impacts are arrearage reduction and 
payment behavior. A&C Enercom, RPM Systems and 
others have doneground breaking workin analyzing 
the positive effects of anearage reduction and 
improved payment behavior. These studies cover both 
wxandaffordablepaymentprolpams.Evaluatorshave 
leaned how to measure the change in arreatage 
growth and the change in payment amounts, but have 
not always been able to compare those benefits to the 
actual cost of credit and collection activities. This 
maka it difiicult to arrive at a net benefk 

The challenges for evaluators are to continue robust 
energy impact studies, to undertake ongoing 
persistence studies and to develop accepted metbods 
for measuring and monetizing non-energy impacts. 
The toughest part seems to be to place a value on a 
benefit when the cost of not pviding the benefit is 
difficult to quantify. For example, what value should 
be placed on the benefit of corzecting a CO problem? 
Can avoided hospital costs be counted? If so, what is 
the accepted method for calculating avoided hospital 
costs in co poisoning cases? 
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The evaluation community must be able to convince 
the policy makers to expand the benefit side of the 
cost benefit ledger. Evaluators must work with policy 
makers to develop acceptable practices for 
determining program costs, avoided costs, and how to 
arrive at net costs and benefits. The pmcas has 
begun as the evidenced by the studies cited above. 
The LI energy service industry must make sure these 
initiatives continue. 

Influencing Policy 

Certain organizations have been able to influence LI 
policy through either lobbying or research. Among 
other things, these groups have collected or done the 
research necessary to convince lawmakers that the 
need for affordable housing exists. Examples of such 
groups include the National Community Action 
Foundation, the National Consumer Law Center, and 
The National Center for Appropriate Technology. 

The efforts of these groups, the work of the 
evaluators, and the credibility the enexgy service 
industry has shaped policy up until now. Evidently 
though, the playing field is going to change 
drastically. One scenario would wrap all federal LI 
energy and housing assistance into a block grant for 
the states. Statehouse lobbying could become as 
important as federal lobbying. Another scenario is that 
federal funding will be completely phased out for LI 
energy programs. Under this scenario guerilla 
lobbying will be necessary. 

Influencing utility policy makers will become 
increasingly important as federal funding deaeases. 
Will utility commissions be willing to raise the rates 
to fund LI programs? Does it make sense to raise the 
rates at a time when utilities are hying to lower costs 
so they can become more competitive m the new, de 
regulated energy market? These questions apply 
equally to DSM programs. Sessions within the Utility 
Policy Shifts track address some of the issues facing 
utility decision makers. There are many tough 
questions. For example, "should we be concerned 
with the cheapest molecule or electron, oc should we 
insist on value added service"? "Should we use the 
rate base as a means to meet societal needs? 

CONCLUSION 

The need for affordable comfm among LI and lower 
middle class Americans will most likely in-. 
Meanwhile, the playing field for housing and energy 
programs is being turned upside down. There is going 

to be a reduction in funding levels. There is going to 
be a shift in funding sources. There are going to be 
new players. 
These trends are a call to action. The LI energy 
service industry must deiine, prioritize and pursue 
initiatives that will ensure that there are programs 
which meet the energy and housing needs of LI 
people. As outlined in the introduction, a list of 
suggested initiatives are: 

Quality service delivery builds credibility and 
illustmes to policy makes that programs can solve 
problems. So - 

1. Continue to deliver high quality services - energy 
education, inspections/diagnostics, and the installarion 
of measures. 

2. Continue to improve Senrices tbrough technology 
transfer and empowerment. 
Evaluation and cost benefit analyses provide the 
number policy makers must have to make funding 
decisions,. so - 

3. Continue to evaluate both the energy and the non- 
energy impacts of LI programs. Use the results to 
educare policy makes Use the results to improve 
programs. 

4. Find ways to make programs more cost effective 

Prepare for the fume now. Accept that you are going 
to have to make some changes. So - 
without sacrificing vital services. 

5. Be s f d i v e  to the changes in governmental and 
utility policy so that the LI energy senrice industry 
stays poised to do intelligent advocacy, and to 
redesign programs to maximize cost effectiveness. 

6. Forge partnerships which optimize resources. 

7. Position the LI energy seMce industry to play a 
role in utility customer service initiatives. 

If the industry continues to provide a quality service, 
to do evaluations, to constantly strive to be cost 
effective, and to build pameships, it will survive. 



, 
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THE GREENING OF WEATHERIZATION 

Paul Knight, Domus PLUS, Oak Park, IL 

The Weatherization Program has crossed a 
number of thresholds in close to 20 years of its 
existence. The Program was founded with the 
immediategoalofredwmgtheenergytnadenof 
low-income households. Few at that time couzd 
have imagined the far greater impact that the 
Program would have on reducing the energy 
consumption of the entire residential segment and 
more recently with its contribution to meeting 
the affordable housing needs of this country. I 
believe that the Weatherization Program is at yet 
another threshold; one that can help put this 
country on the green track. 

The Maturing of Weatherization 

The Wherization pro~ram was established in 
1975 as a direct result of the Arab embargo. 
Especially hard hit with escalating fuel costs 
were low-income families. Living in sub- 
standard housing, this segment of the population 
was suddenly paying a greater percentage of their 
limited incomes on energy. The immediate goal 
oftheWeatherizationwastoreducetheenergy 
blrrdenfarthesehouseholds. 

In many respects, these first weatherizatioIl 
agencies were trailblazers in the energy 
conservation field Measures were installed that 
were felt to be intuitively correct; ones that made 
sense. windows and doors were weatberstripped 
and plastic stoTm windows installed. Window 
and door firames were caulked. Mobile home 
skimng was installed. 

Weatherizalion agencies quickly mabxed. Blower 
doors taught us that our intuition regarding air 
leakage was wrong. Inkzed pointed out 
insulation deficiencies. Bypasses weae 
discovered sitespeciliccomplterizedenergy 
audits weze introdwd. Furnaces were addressed 
not only for en= savings, but more 
importantly for health and safety reasons. Dense 
pack cellulose was bom. Who would weatherize 
a home without sealing the duct system? 

The weatkiaionprogtam has developed into a 
sopl&aicated energy saving machine and has led 
the way far energy efficiency in the private sector 
housing m a r k  Much of what the residential 
housing field knows about how to save energy in 
housing was &ve- in the low-income 

field. The Wearherizaton W- 
Program grew from being an energy efiiciency 
pioneer with good intentions to a very 
sophisticated housing seMces network with even 
better intentions. 

. I  

Stepping Up to Affordable Housing 

''Affordable housing" has become the hot item of 
the '90s. The Weatherization Program, w€mher 
it has known it or not, has been part of the 
af€cxdabk housing q u a h  for the past twenty 
years. Energy savings achseved through the 
Weatherization hgram help create &adable 
housing. Energy efficiency is key to 
maintaining affadable housing. The US 
Depamnent of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD) defines housing to be affordable w l m  
"housing cost (rent plus utilities) is no more 
than 30% of an occupant's income. The 
emphasis on ''utilities" is mine. 

A key to afhdabk housing is to keep 
construction costs clown so affadable rents ad 
mortgagesarerealized Greateffartsaxemadeto 
achieve this. Unfortunarely, eaergy efficiency is 
usually excludedfiom the process. We may eri 
up with affordable rents and mortgages, but not 

approach. There are two reasons for this. 
so af€miabkenexgy Costs with this near-sighted 

First, most developers of &cudable housing 8e 
eithernon-profit community groups or for-profit 
developers. They don't have the lxxkground oc 
experience in energy efficiency. They simply 
don't know how to make buildings energy 
efficient. They may be sympathetic to energy 
efficiency; they just don't lmdersrand how to do 
i t  Secondly, even if they knew how to integxar.e 
energy efficiency in their building plans, who's 
going to pay for it? 
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There have been recent examples of 
weatherization agencies steppmg-up ad 
becoming developers of affordable housing which 
addresses both problems. Weadmimion 
agencies h o w  how to achieve energy e8ticiency 
in buildings. In addirion, these same agencies 
have been able to put financing packages together 
to acquire and rehab Properties by leveraging 
wearherimion funds. The buildings are then 
W&lelZlA * aspartoftherehabprocess. The 
final proctuct is af€ordabk housing that truly 
meets its definition: housing with af€adaHe 
rents and affordable energy costs. 

Is there an “af€&le housing” crisis in this 
counuy? According to a study by the Center far 
Budget and Policy Priorities’, more than four 
out of every five poor renter households 
nationwide in 1989 (81% or 5.1 million poor 
households) spent more than 30% of their 
income on housing costs. This same sady 
found that56% of poor renters nationwide (or 35 

’ million households) spent at least 50% of their 
income on housing costs. 

These numbers are just as sobexing far poor 
homeownen. In 1989, 69% percent of poor 
homeowners (2.8 million) nationwide spent at 
least 30% of their income far housing costs. 
Some 43% of poor homeowners (1.8 million) 
spent at least half of their income on housing 
costs. 

Becoming developers of af€a&ble housing is a 
logical extension of the work being done by 
wearhehtim providers. Homes that ae 
weahized become more a€€tmiabk homes that 
arerehabbedandweather izedwi l la l sobe  
af€&Ie. The Wearherization Program is 
beginning to cross the rehab threshold and in 
doing so wil l  expand their effarts m helpiig meet 
the af€&k housing needs of their 
communities. 

The Next Threshold 

The Weatherization Program saves energy ad 
helps meet the af€adable housing needs of this 
country. Not only are the clients of these 
services the beneficiaries, but so is the 
community. Dollars that o m  left the 
community to pay the energy suppliers from 
other parts of the country and foreign lands are 
now beig spent within the community. 
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Rehabbed buildings arerehrmedto the tax rolls 
while helping to stabilize neighborhoods. 

In crossing the next threshold, the weatherization 
h g r a m  has the oppomnity to take the lead and 
M e r  move the country down the 
environmentally fxiendly path. The benefits of 
doing so extend beyond the client and community 
to the entire country. Taking the next step is 
accomplished by selecting resource efficient 
materials far use m weatherization and rehab. 

Resourceefficientmaterialsarethosethat: 

0 useprimaryresourcesinanefficientmanner 
userecycledandsecoadaryresources 

0 conhbute to a healthy indoor environment 

What follows is a description of some resollfce 
efficientmaterialsthatwmusedinanenergy 
efficient rehab on the west side of Chicago. Tbe 
quality of the mate~W is just as good or better 
than what typically would have been used. 

cellulose insulation - 100% recycled 
newspaper (we all knew this) 
fiberglass - contains up to 25% recycled glass 
rock wool - made from mineral slag, a 
bypmductofsteelproduction 
cotton insulation - made from recycled textile 
fabrics R-value compafable to fiberglass without 
the itch 
fmger jointed f’raming lumber - made with 
scrag lumber that was normally burned ot 
dumped in a landfi& cbeaperthan seandard studs 
without the twisting and warping 
sheathing - non-structlrral sheathing made from 

inslances 
drywall - gypsum sandwiched by two layers of 
xtcyckd new-, one 4‘ x 10’ sheet contains 
the equivalent of 37 Sunday editions of the 
Chicago Tribune; is very dense with an impact 
resistant- 
carpet - made from recycled plastic; very soft 
ceramic tile - made from recycled glass 
linoleum - all narural made from cork 

urea formaldehyde-lree particleboard - no 

100% newspaperr; on replace plywood in many 

paint - low toxicity paints 

outgassing 

Why should we use these materials even though 
they’re new, may be hard to find and might be 
more expensive? Why should we use blower 
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doors, computerized audits and seal ducts? Why 
should we be working to produce &adable 
housing? Because it’s the right thing to do. 
You may very well find that you’re the first to 
use these materials in your community. 

There are also other xeasons for using these 
materials. Use of res~urce efficient materials by 
the Weatherizatin Program helps build tbe market 
for mycled materials. practically every 
community has a recycling program. But the 
market for all that junk is not necessarily there. 

Environmental Building News; bimonthly 
n e w d m ,  $jO/yea~ (802) 257-7300 

A Place to Call Home; Center on Budget ad 
Policy Priorities; November, 1992; Washington, 
Ix3, (202) 408-1080 

Materials that Were once shipped to landfills are 
now diverted to factories for qxwxsing  into 
building materials. This helps create jobs. 

Many of these materials also help c~eate a 
healthy indoor environment. This is especially 
important given that we know how to air seal 
buildings. 

One is encouraged to contact organizarions that 
m promoting the use of resoulce efficim 
materials for other materials that are available. A 
list of these organizations is provided at the 
conclusion of this paper. 

The Greening of Weatherization 

The Weatherization Program has grown h m  
being a plastic s t ~ m  window installer to a key 
partner in the afbdable housing community. It 
has shown the resiliency to rise up when needed 
to iddress the housing collcems of their 
communities. It now has the opportunity to take 
the next step by wefuuy selectjng the materials 
and products that it uses in meeting its mission. 
By doing so, it has the opportunity to remain at 
the fmht  of the energy e!Xchcy and rehab 
fields. 
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Market Transformation for Residential Energy Efficiency Services 

Gregory Thomas, Gregory Thomas & Associates, Ithaca, Ny 

Introduction 

This paper is intended to provide a framework for the 
consideration of utility and government proposals for 
a shift towards residential market transformation and 
away from direct installation and rebates as strategies 
for achieving increased efficiency and limiting the 
growth of electrical demand. The comments are 
developed from a presentation made at the 1994 
West Coast Regional Affordable Comfort Conference 
titled, "Markzt Tmnsformation: Lessons for 
Affomlable Comfort." The focus is on residential 
energy services. 

Transforming Services not Products 

Efficiency services such as quality W A C  
installations, duct repair, weatherization, and blower 
door directed air sealing, require different market 
transformation approaches than discrete technologies 
such as light bulbs and refrigerators. Consumer 
barriers to the purchase of services are based on the 
purchase process. The process through which the 
consumer purchases these services includes: 

1. Obtaining or receiving information about the 
impact or value of the product or service, 

2. Trusting the information about the impact or 
value of the product or service, and deciding 
to act, 

3. Locating and comparing providers, 
4. Trusting the ability of a provider to deliver 

5. Obtaining internal or external financing. 
6. Entering into a contract and taking some 

performance risk, 
7. Evaluating the value or performance of the 

delivered service. 

performance, 

Efficiency services have also been difficult to 
effectively implement in utility program design, 
despite their large savings potential. A number of 
factors have enhanced the programmatic focus on 
plug-and-play efficiency technologies such as 
refrigerators and light bulbs. 

These factors include: 

Infrastructure development costs, 
Transaction costs, 
Regulatory reporting requirements, 
Savings credits tied to a limited set of 
measures, Lack of savings algorithms for 
service-based measures, 
Measure interactivity, 
Evaluation complexity. 

Yet the development and support of these service 
based technologies offers significant opportunities to 
improve the measured savings performance of 
installations and has the potential to pull in large 
amounts of consumer investment capital. Both of 
these impacts directly support the market 
transformation goal of achieving long term 
improvements in market behavior. 

Effective residential market transformation is in the 
interest of the ratepayer because it can provide easier 
access to consumer value at lower price. Sustainable 
change in the market place will also reduce the net 
cost of achieving higher levels of efficiency and 
reducing the growth of demand. Cost effective 
changes in the marketplace can also be in the interest 
of the utility, if certain regulatory changes are made 
to provide proper incentives, as described below. If 
market transformation is going to be more than a 
return to the largely ineffective conservation 
information budgets of the early 1980's. it will 
require accountability for measured results. 

These comments will examine three approaches to 
achieving long term measurable changes in service 
markets: creating a convergence of consumer value, 
assisting transactions, and creating and maintaining 
contractor infrastructure. Finally, the paper will 
outline a number of regulatory and program design 
barriers that stand in the way of residential market 
transformation for energy services. 
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Creating a Convergence of Consumer 
Value 

Consumers will pay for products and services that 
provide them with value. We will assume that there 
is a relationship between the amount of value 
provided and the amount of money the consumer is 
willing to pay. There also can be barriers to 
accessing this value. It follows that if our goal is to 
attract consumer investment, we need to provide as 
much value as possible and then closely examine the 
barriers to investment. We can increase the sales of 
our service or product (i.e. attract consumer 
investment) by increasing value and by reducing 
bamers. The more we increase value, the less we 
need to decrease barriers.' 

A number of residential energy services are 
becoming focal points for donsumer value. Building 
diagnostics and retrofit, new construction efficiency 
programs, home energy rating systems (HERS), and 
residential W A C  system commissioning, all provide 
significant sources of value outside of simple 
improvements in energy efficiency. These services 
represent significant opportunities to affect the 
residential energy efficiency market, 

The increased understanding of buildings as systems 
has created a class of professionals who can 
diagnosis building performance problems and then 
improve comfort, health and safety, and building 
durability while usually enhancing energy efficiency. 
New construction efficiency programs bring this 
systems approach to new buildings and offer 
consumem an opportunity to purchase certified 
energy and comfort performance. A recent trend 
toward the commissioning (or performance 
certification) of new or improved residential W A C  
systems offers similar opportunities. And a home 
energy rating system, when based on the use of 
diagnostic techniques, offers the opportunity to 
combine these sources of value and imbed them in 
the real estate value of the residence. 

Other potential sources of consumer value include: 
resource conservation, water and sewer savings, 

Another concern for market transformation is the 
difference between the perceived value at the time of 
the sale and the long term realized value of the 
improvement investment. We can do a great sales 
job, but if we don't deliver value we will not create a 
long term market. 

reduced maintenance costs, and increased tenant 
retention and improved marketing for multifamily 
building owners. 

To the extent that these sources of value can be cost 
effectively combined, the need to reduce barriers is 
diminished. One of the key constraints to serving 
residential customers is the relatively high transaction 
or sales cost per customer. An increase in the 
number of services provided in one visit has the 
benefit of reducing the transaction overhead for each 
service. This is reflected in an increasing trend 
towards combining services from multiple utilities 
into a single service package. Taking this trend 
another step into market transformation, we need to 
be encouraging the development of a class of 
contractors who can cos( effectively provide multiple 
sources of consumer value in one visit, including 
non-energy benefits. 

There is a tremendous potential for creating a 
sustainable marketplace that addresses consumer 
problems with comfort, health and safety, building 
durability, through the application of energy 
efficiency and related services. By focusing sales 
efforts on consumers who already know they have a 
problem with comfort, safety, etc., we can create the 
foundation for a marketplace that incorporates energy 
efficiency into its delivery system. 

Assisting the Transaction 

Market driven transactions have a typical pattern? 
The consumer will receive information from some 
source, possibly neighbor, a contractor or a utility 
advertisement. The contractor and the consumer 
must meet, develop some level of trust, and then 
transfer money. If the market is to continue to grow, 
the work provided should consistently meet or 
exceed the consumer's expectations. This is 
essentially the seven step purchase process listed 
above. 

The seven steps identify a number of points where 
leverage can be applied to the market. The proactive 

'Market driven activity is defined as installation 
work that has little or no subsidy. The transaction 
process for subsidized installations will vary with the 
placement and size of the subsidy. Heavily 
subsidized utility installation programs may not help 
create a sales infrastructure that can survive the 
removal of the subsidy. 
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strategies described below outline possible 
approaches to applying that leverage. However, it is 
important to remember that reducing one barrier or 
applying one strategy may not be sufficient to 
improve the operation of the process. Similar to a 
poorly designed fish ladder, another steep step 
upstream or downstream in the process may represent 
a barrier that eliminates too many of the surviving 
potential customers. The consumers have to want to 
fight their way upstream and must also be able to 
make it over each varying step (or market barrier) in 
the ladder. 

The process by which products move to market is 
also a system. Most service delivery is currently 
accompanied by the delivery of a product, such as a 
replacement air conditioner. This process typically 
has the following steps: 

1. a manufacturer designs and sells a product, 
2. a distributor stocks the product, 
3. a contractor buys the product, 
4. a customer provides the money, 
5. and someone lives with the product’s 

6. a contractor provides follow-up service, 
7. a manufacturer pays for some of that service 

as a warranty claim. 

perfOrmance, 

This marketing process is sorely lacking in 
performance feedback to all levels. The process also 
provides insight on potential partners for market 
transformation efforts. 

There is a severe lack of understanding of the market 
driven sales process in the utility industry, as 
evidenced by the rush to hire telephone industry 
executives to prepare for the threat of retail wheeling. 
More market research on consumer attitudes and 
values regarding the market driven purchase of 
energy services is necessary, and will probably be a 
result of the current utility restructuring underway. 
The resulting information will help us prioritize our 
market transformation efforts. 

Contractors also have transaction costs. Utility 
support for the process such that those costs are 
reduced can make the transaction more profitable for 
the contractor. If the transaction is made more 
profitable contractors will be incentivized to create a 
market, Utilities should consider contractors their 
sales staff and ask them what they need to help sell 
these services. Contractors should be supplied with 

marketing assistance and materials. And in the 
process, be careful not to impose any significant 
additional barriers to transactions or to the creation of 
a sustainable marketplace. 

Transaction based strategies can be evaluated based 
on their impact on the process and by how proactive 
the strategy is in reducing the barriers. A direct 
endorsement of a new service, such as duct sealing, 
blower door assisted air sealing, or installing high 
density cellulose will have more market impact than 
an indirect endorsement that simply encourages 
consumers to save energy. Some strategies are 
complicated by the fact that a market does not 
already exist. How do you inspect to certify a 
contractor’s experience in a new skill area, such as 
blower door assisted air sealing or duct sealing, when 
consumers are not yet aware of the service and are 
not ready to purchase? 

Other proactive strategies for assisting transactions 
include: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

creating new Yellow Pages listings for 
building performance contractors, 
pre-installation verification of consumer 
needs, 
providing a direct referral service linking 
customers with up to three local contractors, 
supplying standard specifications for new 
services, 
supplying standard form contracts, 
providing a hot line or fax line for 
supporting the technical review of bids, 
providing loan subsidies, 
speeding up the approval of loans and 
reducing loan paper work using liens at the 
meter and/or internal credit checks, 
supplying or subsidizing a post inspection 
prior to final payment, 
providing post-installation verification of 
savings. 

All of these strategies are designed to either reduce 
the effort required to complete the transaction or 
reduce the risk taken by the consumer that the work 
will perform as expected. 

A number of other innovative strategies are under 
development around in other parts of the country. In 
Austin, Texas, trained and certified contractors, 
selected on a rotating basis from a pool, supply an 
evaluation of the energy and comfort needs of a 
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home. The same contractor that provides the 
evaluation is prevented from bidding on the 
subsequent work. 

In California, the Energy Commission is developing 
a multi-state proposal to improve the quality of 
HVAC installations. A key component of the 
proposal is the development of a billing analysis 
feedback mechanism that lets consumers evaluate the 
relative energy performance of a list of certified 
contractors. 

In various areas across the country, progressive 
W A C  contractors are beginning to pay to receive 
training in blower door guided duct sealing, as a way 
to increase profits and provide better home comfort 
performance. A similar movement is occurring 
around the commissioning of residential HVAC 
systems as a way to certify comfort and energy 
performance. These trends are just beginning to 
receive trade press attention. 

Creating and Maintaining Infrastructure 

Achieving changes in the market often requires 
enhancing the current contractor infrastructure. The 
skills required to provide the four primary high-value 
services identified above (building diagnostics, new 
construction, HERS, and commissioning) are not 
currently available from your typical contractor. In 
fact, the contractors that can provide these skills are 
few and far between. If we are to realize the savings 
opportunities provided by market transformation, we 
will need to provide these contractors with an 
incentive to be trained, ready access to training, and 
pathway for professional development. 

The incentive for training is profits. Contractors that 
choose not to compete on price must find another 
way to differentiate themselves from their 
competition. Many contractors are not aware of how 
to differentiate themselves or how this can improve 
their profits. 

Many consumers are not aware of the benefits of 
receiving aquality installation, and even if they are 
aware of the benefits, are still not comfortable in 
evaluating contractors on quality. Homeowners may 
be faced with this type of rehab or remodeling type 
decision only two or three times in a lifetime. If they 
are going to make decisions based on quality, not 
price, they need to be provided with very explicit 
information on how to choose a contractor based on 

quality and how to verify installation quality and 
performance. Standardized contracts and installation 
specifications support that decision. 

A consumer is very good at looking at the price quote 
and then comparing dollars to dollars. It is much 
more difficult to sit in your living room and listen to 
a stream of contractors tell you that you should fix 
your problem six different ways. Without explicit 
information on what to expect in a quality bid, 
consumers will tend to resort to selecting contractors 
based on price. Contract comparisons and awards 
based on solely on price, work against our efforts to 
incentivize contractors to do better work and spend 
time and money on training. 

High efficiency equipment loses market share as a 
result of poorly trained contractors. (Poorly 
performing installations work against the creation of 
the market for the equipment.) Equipment 
manufacturers are very aware of this problem and are 
very interested in efforts, such as the California 
Energy Commission proposal noted above, that will 
improve the quality of installations, increase sales of 
high efficiency equipment, and reduce warranty 
costs. They have documented that the vast majority 
of warranty costs arise from improper installation, 
not from equipment failure. Such manufacturers are 
potential partners for service-based market 
transformation efforts. 

Contractors have significant increases in overhead 
that occur when trying to provide a quality based 
service. These include: 

cost of training and lost work time, 
salary increases necessary to retain trained 
staff, 
increased installation labor hours and 
materials costs, 
cost of marketing plan development and 
marketing materials. 

Contractors can also save money and 
increase profits, by focusing on quality, 
comfort and efficiency. Savings include: 

better referrals resulting in larger, more 
comprehensive sales, 

0 lower cost of sales as a result of higher 
closing rates, 
fewer warranty service calls. 

0 

0 
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Differentiation is more effective when substantiated 
or supported by a certification process or 
performance feedback. 

Consistent and timely access to training is another 
common market barrier. Individual contractors find 
it expensive to access training. A contractor would 
need to be extraordinarily enlightened in order to put 
in the effort necessary to bring in an outside trainer 
and coordinate a training workshop that would also 
then be cost effectively offered to their competition. 

Technical and marketing training opportunities must 
be provided on a regular basis in an industry with 
high rates of turnover in both staff and companies. 
One estimate is that 20% of HVAC contractors go 
out of business each year. Turnover rates for staff 
are also very high. Conducting a single training 
session at the start of a program will not meet the 
long term need for infrastructure development. The 
Affordable Comfort Conference has been nationally 
recognized as a primary training resource for 
residential retrofits, but offering training for one or 
two weeks a year, in a hotel in another state, is not by 
itself an adequate training resource for significant 
market transformation. 

Professional development and continuing education 
are also important and have been recognized as keys 
to infrastructure development by organizations such 
as Affordable Comfort Inc. (ACI) and the New York 
State Department of State Weatherization Assistance 
Program (NYS DOS WAP). 

The NYS DOS WAP is working with US Department 
of Energy and the NYS Energy Research and 
Development Authority and NY-Star to develop a 
certification program that will identify skills 
necessary for various positions withii the new 
construction and building retrofit industry. The 
training builds on NY-Star’s current builder training 
curriculum and manual. This skills certification will 
provide recognition and hopefully increased 
compensation for those workers who demonstrate a 
commitment to professional development. 

ACI is developing plans to create linkages with 
vocational educators as a way to bring building 
science into vocational classrooms around the 
country. ACI is also beginning to coordinate with 
other groups to improve access to training, including 
the California Energy Commission, the NYS DOS 
WAP and NY-Star, and the US Environmental 

Protection Agency and the US Department of 
Energy. 

Subsidization and coordination of local and national 
training efforts is an important role for utilities and 
government. 

Barriers to Market Transformation 

A number of factors in the current regulatory and 
program design process actually interfere with 
market transformation efforts. This occurs in ways 
that reduce or eliminate any anticipated market 
transformation impacts from programs and in ways 
that interfere with the market so as to make 
sustainable change more difficult. The following 
points detail a number of these interactions. 

Rapid variations inprogmmjhiing - When 
program budgets and savings goals increase rapidly, 
program managers are often faced with the lack of a 
local infrastructure to provide services. When 
program budgets drop rapidly, businesses that have 
grown in response to the cash flow are often left high 
and dry. 

These variations in budgets create situations where 
the successful outside contractor must base its 
business strategy on size elasticity, Le., the ability to 
move in and ramp-up overnight and then, in response 
to a drop in budgets, shut down the local office 
quickly before incurring any losses. This strategy is 
directly at odds with any utility or regulatory desire 
for the development of infrastructure and the creation 
of a sustainable market. Contractor investment in . 

training must minimized under such a strategy, as 
there is no anticipation that there will be a sustained 
local market, and training investments must be 
returned very quickly. 

Local contractors typically do not have the capital to 
fiance rapid growth, are not skilled in the utility 
bidding procedures, and do not have ready access to 
training. Locally-based business growth strategies 
are typically based on establishing a positive 
reputation, resulting in incremental and sustainable 
growth of sales. This type of growth is very much in 
keeping with the goals of market transformation 
efforts. The issue becomes how to move quality- 
based contractors to grow sustainably in areas that 
match the market transformation goals. 



, 
Too often DSM programs are cut off without an 
adequate phase out. Program phasesuts need to be 
closely coordinated with the local infrastructure that 
has based business growth on the program. As the 
budgets drop, cost effective opportunities for long 
term support of the new infrastructure may emerge. 

Evaluation timing and criteria - Program 
improvement and evolution is based on feedback. 
Most residential programs must wait two to three 
years from the beginning of the program until the 
first measured savings results are available. First 
year measured savings results are often reduced by 
implementation issues, and costs can be increased by 
investment in infrastructure development, Programs 
that attempt to push the envelope of what the current 
infrastructure can provide are particularly at risk for 
cancellation. 

Installation evaluations should incorporate interim 
short term savings measurement methods in order to 
speed program evolution towards effective delivery. 
Instead of reducing savings estimates, it is possible, 
given adequate and timely savings information, to 
increase the quality of the delivery system and focus 
on system approaches to enhance measured savings 
performance. 

Longer evaluation time frames and accountabilities 
need to be established for measuring market 
transformation. A program whose sole 
accountability is a large number of units installed 
over the next year will naturally resort to marketing 
methods that disrupt the existing market systems 
without providing a sustainable alternative market. 
Infrastructure development costs should be amortized 
out over the life of the investment. Significant long 
term accountabilities are in order. The EPA Green 
Lights program is an is an example of a successful 
market transformation program developed in 
response to the longer term evaluation 
accountabilities of the Global Climate Change Action 
Plan. 

The TotalResource Cost Test - The TRC is a 
double-edge sword. At the same time that the TRC 
allows the inclusion of non-energy benefits, the 
parameters of the calculation drive programs toward 
direct installation and away from incorporating 
consumer investment into energy services. There is a 
significant transaction cost in getting significant 
levels of consumer participation in an efficiency 
investment. This transaction cost is applied to the 

cost side of the equation, without a market 
transformation benefit being applied to the benefit 
side of the equation. 

It is extremely important for effective market 
transformation that non-energy benefits be included 
in the cost benefit analysis. Unfortunately, it is much 
easier to account for the costs than for the benefits, 
particularly benefits such as comfort, health and 
safety, and building durability. Yet these may be the 
primary providers of consumer value in the 
transaction. DSM program marketing and 
installation infrastructures developed to provide 
primarily energy benefits will have little chance of 
surviving outside the pure oxygen atmosphere of a 
DSM program. 

The Department of Energy Weatherization 
Assistance Program has contributed immensely to the 
development of a residential energy retrofit industry. 
Because comfort, health and safety and building 
durability have also been important goals of this 
program, we are now ready to talk about 
transforming the broader new construction, 
remodeling and HVAC industries by meeting the full 
range of needs of consumers. Much of widespread 
adoption of the technical advancements in residential 
energy efficiency over the past fifteen years can be 
traced to Weatherization Assistance Program 
involvement. This broader set of goals have resulted 
in the development of systems solutions and have 
promoted the creation of building performance 
solutions that offer more consumer value that just 
energy savings. 

Incentivizing more than widget installations - The 
tendency to base evaluations and program goals on 
the number of widgets installed creates a barrier to 
the development of programs based on the increasing 
quality of services instead of installing products. 
Similarly, information based programs, such as 
operations and maintenance training, have had a 
difficult time getting funding despite the potential for 
producing measured savings. Effective market 
transformation efforts can face similar barriers 
despite a desire for accountability. 

Other systems type approaches have had difficulty 
being included in residential retrofit programs 
because of a lack of savings algorithms, despite the 
demonstrated effectiveness of the measures. Systems 
type approaches have had a particular difficulty 
integrating with retrofit programs driven by 
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computerized energy audits? For example, lack of 
savings calculations for measures such as duct 
leakage and bypass sealing has limited adoption of 
these technologies. 

Other barriers to residential market transformation 
include lack of easy contractor access to pre and post 
billing data as diagnostic and performance evaluation 
tools, and the impact of free utility information audits 
on the marketing of diagnostic installation audits. 

Conclusions 

A number of key initiatives are suggested by this 
analysis. First among these is the need to establish 
accountability for utility investments in market 
transformation. The development of measurement 
systems and criteria will drive the design and success 
of market transformation programs. Regulators 
should reward the development of largely self- 
supporting infrastructure and apply the cost of 
infrasttucture development to the benefits generated 
over a longer term than just the program start-up 
Year* 

Investments in market research on approaches to 
selling unsubsidized energy services and on 
combining energy efficiency services with other 
related services can provide important information on 
how to package and present energy efficiency with 
other services. 

Quality-based local contractors form the basis for an 
infrastructure that can deliver energy efficiency along 
with the other services they provide. The 
development of technical and marketing support for 
these contractors is an important component of 
residential market transformation. . 

As we proceed with market transformation efforts, 
we should attempt to identify key leverage points for 
market intervention. These points could eventually 
signify areas where long term utility support of the 
market could be crucial and cost effective. Potential 
leverage points include information distribution, 
contractor marketing support, contractor training, 

See Thomas, “Incorporating Documented Savings 
Into Program Design” in the ACC 1994 Selected 
Readings for a discussion of the impact of 
computerized audits on diagnostic or system type 
treatments of buildings. 

contractor certification, and contractor performance 
feedback. 

Market transformation concepts can and should be 
incorporated into the design of current direct 
installation and rebate programs. Program design 
and evaluation should acknowledge the full life cycle 
of programs, from start-up, through implementation, 
to eventual market transformation. Strategic 
planning concepts offer a strong model on how to 
design programs for success in market 
transformation. 

A functioning marketplace is a fragile ecosystem 
serving all its members. Interventions into the 
ecosystem by players with the ability to radically 
change the landscape must be carefully considered. 
It is important that we develop an understanding of 
how unsubsidized markets function and how we can 
cost effectively improve the functioning of these 
markets and enhance consumer investment in energy 
efficiency and related services. 

There is a large potential for market transformation 
efforts to be very cost effective in the long run. 
There is an equally large potential that market 
transformation efforts will fail to be held accountable 
for measured savings and will provide little impact. 
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SOLVING THE HOUSE SYSTEM 
CALLING ALL GENERALISTS! 

Don M. Jones, Homewise Associates, Hebron, Ohio 
Catherine M. Muller. Columbia Gas Dism-buthn Companies, Columbus. Ohio 

THE QUESTION 

Out in the world there are many houses. These 
houses were built by different people in different 
times using diffmnt materials and techniques to 
match different climatic, historical and aesthetic 
demands. In those houses we have all sorts of 
different people, living various types of lives with 
different requirements for space, health, comfcat, 
economics and lifestyles. 

The question becomes how can we guide the 
present occupants of these houses to the right energy 
conservation path, given the often bewildeaing array 
of f a c m  that influence health, safety, durability, and 
efficiency? 

First of all, let's look at the componenrs that we 
need to take into consideration when approaching a 
house. There are three components that dictate how 
a house operates and how it will react to the changes 
made to it. Each of the legs of this "triangle" can 
interact in any number of ways with the other two. 
The components that make up the House System 
Triangle are The Building Shell, The Mechanical 
Systems and The Occupants. 

The Building Shell: 

The building shell is the component that is most 
often examined first. The insulation levels and air 
leakage sites are of primary concern. Visually 
identifying the presence or absence of insulation and 
testing for the overall level of air tightness is a good 
start; however, in many cases we need m a  than that 
to make informed decisions. Determining the relative 
alignment of the thermal boundary (insuiation 
location) and pressure boundary (which is defined by 
the air leakage path locations) is a critical piece of 
information when making an informed decision about 
the most effective way to improve the overall 
efficiency of the building shell. 

In other words, are the air leakage pathways 
going to allow the insulation that is already in place 

to function at its stated capacity? And if we are 
planning to install insulation, how do we do it in such 
a way as to place the thermal and pressme boundaries 
in the same place? Where are the boundaries? 

Thexe are many possible combinations and many 
problems that can result if the boundaries are 
mkaligned. The thermal boundary should the interior 
wall and ceiling surfaces, with insulation installed so 
that it follows the co(ltours of the interior surfaces: 
attic floor, extenor sidewalls and floor above the 
crawlspace. However, if the leakage pathways link 
the interior of the house with the attic and the 
crawlspace, the pressure boundary may be more on 
the cold side of the insulation than the warm side. In 
this case, the tbermal boundary is the plaster and the 
carpet, whereas the pressure boundary is the roof 
sheathing and the crawlspace mud! Air moves 
through and past the insulation so the thermal 
boundary becomes ineffective. 

Anorher considemion is how safe or healthy is 
the air b e i  brought into the living spaces from the 
attic, crawl space or artached garage? When the 
pressmboundaryismisaligned,airfiomthesespaces 
mixes freely with the air in the living space. 

Mechanical Systems: 

There are many energy consuming systems 
foundinthemodem home.?hesemechanicalsystems 
include heating, air conditioning and ventilation 
systems WAC); domestic hot water heating; 
lighting; and elecuic and gas fueled appliances. All 
are factors in the energy consumption of the home 
and the comfort and well being of the occupants. 
They need to be evaluated when considering 
recommendations for a house. How efficiently are 
they Operating? How much "work" isbeig produced 
(heahg, cooling, lighting, et.) for the amount of 
energy @TU, KWH, etc.) that is going in? 
Especially important for determining the overall 
efficiency of the heating and cooling systems is how 
effectively are the heating and air conditioning being 
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distributed to the living spaces? 

Even more impartant than the efficiency of the 
HVAC units is the safe opemion of those units. It is 
particularly important for combustion systems to 
exhaust potentially dangerous combustion byproducts 
out of the living spaces. This requires an effectively 
operating venting system. 

As with the WAC units, other aspects besides 
efficiency come into play when evaluating the other 
mecbanical systems’ pexformance. Tfie condition of 
the plumbing system, the safety of the wiring, the age 
and condition of the various appliances and fixtures 
all become issues that are tangled up with how 
efficient the individual unit or system is. 

Occu~ants of the Home: 

Finally, the occupants that inhabit the house are 
the critical cog in the whole system. How the people 
live in the house and operate the mechanical systems 
plays a major role in the decision rnaking process of 
how to approach a house. Without the Cooperation of 
the occupants, the measures and improvements may 
not be possible, especially if they are paying for the 
job. And the improvements may not work if the 
occupants don’t understand their role in operating the 
house. In addition, the occup0nts can be an important 
source of information and can pvide  insights into 
how the house and its systems are Operating, 
especially if they have lived in the house for a 
significant period of time. 

In some cases, the living habits of the occupants 
become a problem, or in extreme cases hazardous, 
after the building shell and/or mechanical systems 
have been changed. For example, continUing the 
practice of h u m i e g  the house by leaving pans of 
water on the registers could lead to elevated relative 
humidities and potentially damaging condensation. 
The use of unvented space heaters, warming up the 
car in an attached garage, or takiug the chill off of the 
kitchen with the gas oven are all actions that could 
produce serious health problems after the house is 
tightened, even though these habits were not a 
problem before. 

. 

. 

THE MAZE 

If you take a box and fill it with tennis balls, 
you will have not only a lot of tennis balls filling the 
space, but a great many empty spaces as well. Round 
balls placed in a box leave lots of empty spaces. 

If you take a house and you put a lot of people 
into it, al l  trying to do some good to that house, you 
will also have a lot of spaces where the work does 
not fit tightly together. The elecaician, plumber, 
framer, drywall hanger, remodeler, insulator, duct 
installer and heating unit installer are all like tennis 
balls: they all fit into the box and they do connect at 
some points. but there are stili lots of spaces where 
their efforts don’t quite fit together. Many energy 
conservarion progmns are like this, too. They send 
someone out to seal the ducts, not insulate the attic; 
or put in compact florescent light bulbs, not c o m t  
the furnace venting problem. The programs, like the 
individual building trades, often look only at their 
particular energy conservation niche, not the whole 
p i cm.  

Knowing what is supposed to be done to 
improve each of the individual components is a first 
step, but many of these components overlap and have 
effects upon each other. It is important for us to begin 
to open up our eyes a little wider and look around a 
little closer so that we see not only what needs to be 
done but what effects our actions will have on the 
whole house system. Tightening a building shell 
without attending to a forced air distribution system, 
for example, can set off a chain of events that may 
not only negate energy improvements but may cause 
other advene effects. 

It is important that we keep four goals in mind 
when we start out to improve our housing stock. 
You’ve probably heard them numerous times from 
various people. 

Four Goals for Housing Improvement 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Assure the Health and Safety of the Occupants 
Safeguard the Durability of the Building 
Increase the Comfort of the Occupants 
Increase the Energy Efficiency of the Building 

While many buildexs, remodelers, insulation 
contractors, WAC ConpslCtDrs and energy 
c o m a t i o n  pgrams work very hard to accomplish 
G d # 3  and M, the very critical Goal #1 and #/2 may 
be dealt with, if at all, as an after thought. Because 
of the interactivity of the three components of the 
House System Triangle, it is vital that the shelter 
industry and energy programs make every effort to 
accomplish all four goals. 

Let’s look at how these four goals may be 
affected by an action performed on a building by a 
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homeowner and an insulation contractor. 

HOUSE 

ACTION 

EFFECT: 

EFFECF 

EFFECT: 

Single story, slab on grade, lo00 sqft. 
floor area, wood frame with roof truss 
const~ction, no wall insulation, R-11 in 
the attic. Natural gas, forced air 
furnace with the ducts in the attic and a 
single rearm in the hall. Two adults 
and three 10 - 15 year old children. 

The house is insulated and air sealing is 
done. A 50% reduction in air leakage is 
attained and the house is now down in 
the 1200 - 1500 CFM50 PA range. 
The furnace is determined to be 
operating safely and efficiently by the 
local heating unit contractor during his 
yearly inspection and tuneup prior to 
the weatherization work. 

The thermal boundary and pressure 
boundary of the building shell are 
closely aligned, The inslllation is 
operating properly from the standpoint 
of air leakage Mven by the natlrral 
forces of wind and stack effects. 

The ducts which m through the attic 
leak supply air into the well ventilated 
attic. Because the building shell is now 
tighter,’ the duct leakage acts as an 
exhaust fan and the main body of the 
house begins to experience negative 
pressure. 

When the bedmom doors are closed, 
the tighter shell contributes to a strong 
positive pressure being created in the 
bedrooms (the supply air has little or no 
pathway back to the hall where the 
r e m  is). The return register has 
problems finding enough air to supply 
the fan, so the main body of the house 
is dxiven further into a negative 
presSUre. 

The tighter shell begins to hold for 
longer periods of time the moisture the 
family produces, raising the relative 
humidity (45%+). There are no 
bathroom or kitchen fans to exhaust 
showering and cooking moisture. 

EFFECF 

EFFECF 

EFFEm 

EFFECT: 

Thegas w a m  heater and sometimes the 
furnace go through extended periods of 
spillage, sometimes backddting. This 
is due to the negative pressure produced 
by the tighter shell, leaky supplies and 
bedroom door closure. The furnace is 
sti l l  burning efficiently, so no CO is 
being introduced into the house, but lots 
of C02 and water vapor are. 

Heavy condensation begins to appear on 
windows when the temperam dip 
below freezing. Brown stains begin to 
appear where the ceiling and wall meet 
on the soffit sides of the house. 

Water stains have appeared on the 
ceilings in various places. The 
homeowner thinks that the roof is 
leaking and has it replaced. It turns 
out, however, that the stains are related 
to the conde&on that is occurring on 
the roof deck in the attic. This 
condensation is due to warm air from 
the house, which is more moist afte.r 
wearherizarion, escaping from the ducts 
and meeting the cold artic smfaces. 

Because of the restricted amount of 
distribution air that is flowing across 
the heat exchanger when the bedroom 
doors are closed, less heat is extracted 
from the heat exchanger, more heat is 
lost up the chimney, less heat reaches 
the living spaces of the house and the 
bum= must stay on longer to satisfy 
the thermostat. 

Given the initial action on the house, effective 
tightening and insulation, and the series of effects 
given in this example, how well have we done in 
achieving all Four Goals of Housing Improvement? 

The spillage and ba&dmfm g is a very real 
danger to the occupants, even if CO is not being 
produced at this time. Mold growth on the interior 
wall surfaces is both a building durabiity and health 
problem over an extended period of time. The 
condensarion in the auic is damaging the insulation 
and the drywall of the ceiling, leading to a 
misdiagnosis of the cause of the stains and the 
possibly premature replacement of the roof. Given 
enough time, continuing condensation may still 



damage the roof deck and the trusses if the air 
leakage is left uncorrected. 

The fact that there is a high negative pressure in 
the main body of the house may be Qeating 
unpleasant drafts around what should be insignificant 
window and door leaks. Because the return side of 
the distribution system is restricted, and the supply 
side leaks into the attic, less supply air is reaching 
different parts of the house. This reduces surface 
temperames, increasing the likelihood of wall surface 
condensation and mold growth problems. It also 
creates comfort problems. The shell efficiency 
increases that should have been attained from 
effective insulation and air sealing may be partially 
offset by higher than necessary thermostat settings 
caused by the very real comfort problems from 
pressure induced drafts and uneven distribution of 
conditioned air. 

THE PATH 

While it is most cmfomble to stay within the 
boundaries of what we have mastered - "I'm a heating 
unit guy!", "I'm a building shell gal!" - it limits OUT 
ability to look at the whole pichxe. This does not 
neceSSarily mean that we all have to be a Gary 
Nelson, a John Tooley, a John Proctor, a Rudy 
Leati~erman and a Lydia Gill. But it does mean that 
we need to have enough of each of these "expexrs" in 
us to see the whole picture when confironted with the 
variety of shell, system and Occupant variations that 
houses can throw at us. We need more Generalists! 

If we can keep in mind what sort of questions 
we need to ask, the task of tackling each individual 
house becomes less daunting. 

. What factors define the House Svstem? 

The Shell: S i z e ,  age ,  p r i o r  work, 
complications, air quality'? 

The Location: Is it wet, dry, cold, hot, m the city, 
in the country? 

The Occupants: Ages, health, comfort, living habits, 
number? 

The Builder: Quality, one or many sets of hands 
involved? 

The Systems: W A C  types, base load equipment, 
age, condition, operation? 

What factom define which measures can be 
addressed? 

Who makes the final decisions on what is to be 
done to the house? Are standards used that look at 
the house as a system or are restrictive limits set for 
what can be done to the house regardless of what the 
infomarion on the Hwse System tells us? 

Funding: Is this a job solicited by a private 
homeowner to be done by a pivate 
contractor OT is the house being 
retrofimdaspartofaprogram? In 
either case there may be cost 
limitations. 

programmatic: What are the standards and 
priorities? Are there measures 
which are not allowed to be 
addresd? 

Perceptions: Is the inspector looking for all of 
the possiblities? 

Program guidelines may limit the measures 
which are allowed to be funded. An electric utility 
may only be interested in funding measures which 
will decrease its summer peak. Low income 
wearhexhaion programs may put a per unit cap on 
spending with the goal of serving more clients. The 
p b l e m  comes in when these guidelines are short- 
sighted: We only seal ducts, so money is spent 
accessing hard to reach spaces with small amounts of 
leakage when quicker, easier and more effective fixes 
may be available in some homes. 

Even if there are no funding or programmatic 
lesmints, options may be overlooked simply because 
they are not apart of the i n s p e m d s  normal paleae of 
measures. 

Is there more energy to be saved in afurrr insulated 
house with I800 CFM50 PA air leakoge? 

There is when the refrigerator is a mid-70's 
energy guzzler with awnpressor that runs all of the 
time. Replacing the unit with a new model can 
decrease load and pay back in just a few years. 
Many conservation professionals are used to focusing 
on shell and W A C  measures. Keep looking for 
other oppommities! 
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What problems exist now? prioritize them and to evaluate when they have been 
adequately corrected. 

Which of the Four Goals of Housing 
Improvement apply to the house? Is there a health 
and safety problem? Are there building durability 
problems? Is the house uncomfortable or expensive to 
operate? Is there a combination of problems? It is 
important to define those problems and identify their 
magnitude. 

If the primary problem is one of comfort, energy 
consumption savings may not be a part of the 
solution. If the primary goal of the program you are 
working in involves energy savings, then that house’s 
problem may not line up very well with a propun 
whose goals are a decrease in energy use. It is 
important to determine what the customer, which can 
mean the house’s occupants or the utility that is 
paying for the work, is after. 

The different people and organizations that 
require conservation services can have different 
viewpoints. The house occupant may want lower 
utility bills, people interested in the environment and 
resource conservation may want to lower energy 
usage, and utilities may want to control load peaks 
and valleys. 

By defining the level of the problem, along with 
the needs of the occupants and the requirements of 
the program, there can be some understanding of how 
much and what type of change is needed to positively 
impact the house. This assessment will also provide 
a benchmark from which to measure the success of 
the changes that were made to the house. Meaning 
the level of a problem may involve diagnostic tests, 
visual inspections, occupant intenriews or a 
combination of all these mums of infomation. 

What are the sources of the problems? 

Delining the problems of an individual house is 
an important step but is not very useful until you can 
clearly identify the somes. The same techniques of 
measuring the level of the problem can often be used 
to identify and locate the sources. 

It is not enough to do a blower door 
measurement and find out that the house is leaky. 
Where are the leaks? How leaky is the attic, the 
crawlspace, the ducts? Is the front porch ceiling open 
into the floor joist cavities? These are the types of 
measurements and observations that not only aid in 
defining the sources of the problems but also help to 

It is particularly important not to lock yourself 
into defining the same sources for a given problem no 
matter what the clues tell you. The air you find 
leaking into the ducts may not only come from the 
crawlspace, it can be coming from the attic or the 
porch ceiling via the floor joists as well. The source 
of a CO problem may not be the furnace, it may be 
coming from the kitchen range or the built-in garage. 
Keep your eyes, ears, and mind open when analyzing 
the problems and look for their mutes. Use all the 
clues! 

Where do we want the house to end UD and how do 
we get it there? 

Recent advances in diagnostic testing and 

allow us to clearly specify many performance levels: 
insulate the attic to R-38, fill the sidewalls with 
cellulose at 4 lbslcuft. density, before insulating seal 
all penelrations in the attic so the house WRT the 
attic is -50 PA, thoroughly seal the ducts leaking into 
the crawkpaa so no pressure pan reading is above 2 
PA, reduce the air leakage by SO%, &ce CO 
production m the furnace to 0 ppn, and ultimately, 
&ce energy consumption by at least 35%. These 
are all pedoxmance levels that can be measured and 
evaluated. The trick is to decide which ones are 
critical to having the house meet our Four Goals, and 
determine how in the heck we are going to get them 
there! 

improvements in comatim retrofit techniques 

To achieve these levels of performance, we must 
be aware of each leg of the House System Triangle; 
what interactions occur within and between each of 
them. There are tools, techniques and howledge 
specific to each of these threeareas which can help us 
determine the critical questions and meet the Four 
Goals. 

One of the most useful advances in diagnostics 
inrecentyearsisthecoaceptofaligningthepressure 
and thermal boundaries of the building she& By 
utilizing this concept and the acmmpanying 
dhgnostic uses of the blower door and pressure 
measurement gauges, we can not only identify where 
the two boundaries are out of alignment, but have a 
relative idea of how far. This gives us an effective 
means for planning how and where to apply our shell 
work to do the most good for a reasonable cost and 
level of effort 
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Improvements to the production efficiency and 
safety of heating and cooling systems can be 
enhanced by a conmaation on sealing up the 
distribution system. This integrated approach means 
a much better chance of impacting the overall 
efficiency of the unit and not just certain components 
of it In addition, work in this area has begun to 
reveal the interconnectedness of the heat production, 
venting, and distribution components with the pressure 
boundaries and thermal boundaries of the building 
shell. 

The importance of the occupants as part of the 
overall mix when improving the Operation of the 
House System is another area that has received a 
great deal of attention in recent years. The 
development of effective techniques far assessing the 
potential of lifestyle changes and communicating the 

dimension to housing improvement programs. 
significance of those changes has added an important 

Integrating the techniques for insulating and 
sealing the shell with improving heating/lcooling 
production and distribution and having techniques for 
evaluating our success as we are doing it allows us to 
see the interactions of these changes upon what at one 
time seemed to be unrelated components. These 
interactions can taLe many fonns. 

ShelYMechanical Interaction: 

Sealing up kneewall floor joist catdties improves the 
pe~onmnce of a 90+ efficiency gasfwnace? 

It does when thereturn system is pullingattic air 
in through the wide open pist caviries that intersect 
a second story return air run. Not only is it going to 
improve the efficiency of the hearing side of the 
furnace, but sealing 100 degree air Out of the return 
side of the central air conditioning will help its 
efficiency as well. 

ShelYOccupant Interaction: 

Sealing up attic leaks and dense packing sidewalls 
helps to end a battle between the themstat on the 
first floor and the windows on the secondfroor ? 

It can when an older father lives on the first 
floor and his grown childten live on the seumd floor. 
He feels drafts, so he keeps the thermostat tumed up; 
the children are smothering, so they open windows to 
control the temperam on the second floor. If the 
large number of leaks into the attic were effectively 

sealed when the exterior walls were &nse packed and 
air sealed, the stack pressure on the fim floor would 
be reduced. This would decrease the drafts that the 
father feels. If the thennostat is wed down and the 
second floor windows are kept closed, the stack 
pressure and resulting dra€ts would be further 
reduced. This shell improvement, along with a 
customer educator's ability to explain how the change 
will improve the problem, should lead to an 
intergenerational, trans-story m e .  

MechanicaYOccupant Interaction: 

Turning on baseboard heaters solves a mildew 
problem? 

It does when the occupants keep the heaters 
completely off in an unoccupied room. After the 
home was weatherized and tightened, the relative 
humidity rose. Mildew began to appear on the walls 
in the c m m  and at the top plates, where wall 
surface t e m v  wexe colder. The problem was 
not due to a flaw in the weatherization work, but was 
a clash between how the occupants use the house and 
the physical conditions of * a home after 
weatherization. Turning on the baseboard haters to 
low raised the slnrface tempemms enough to stop the 
mildew. 

How did the house change? 

Evaluating the final changes is important from a 
number of directions. First of all, did we improve 
what we set Out to improve? We had determined 
what problems needed to be corrected, identified the 
sources of those problems and changed the house to 
eliminate the problem some. As we discussed 
previously, components interact with each other. We 
need to make sure that we have improved all the shell 
and system components involved so that the oriw 
problem is solved with no unintended negarive results. 

Secondly, the fact that house components can 
interact so vigorously means that we may correct a 
problem in one area and create other problems. As 
we saw in the fim example described previously, a 
consumption problem solved can mean a health and 
building durability problem created. The process of 
"testing our way out of the house" is a particularly 
important concept when you consider how profoundly 
we change the way in which houses and their systems 
operate. carefully assessing how we have changd the 
house allows us to evaluate our effectiveness at 
solving the problems we had set out to correct. It 
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also allows us to avoid the problems that sometimes 
crop up at a later date due, at least in part, to the 
changes we had made to the house. 

mistakes over and over again. The most 
important part of an evaluation process is to act 
upon what was learned from it. 

In order for each of us to utilize a more 
integmted approach to assessing and comting 
residential smctures, there are a number of steps that 
we can take. 

The sixth step is to find a balance between 
having the courage of our convictions to stand 
up to the tyranny of the "I've been in this 
business (fill in the blank) years..." without 

The first step is to leam as much as we can 
about how each of the components of the house 
and its systems are constructed and/or operate. 
This is an on-going process and should neve-r 
stop. Learning about the "other guy's" aade is 
essential to this process. 

The second step is to learn about the driving 
pressure forces that affect the operation of the 
structure and its systems. This comes not only 
from books and aaining sessions but from 
practical field experience. Look for 
opportunities to show homeownezs, ContraCtDrs, 
building inspectors, and others smoke flying up 
a basement to attic chaseway on the stack effect 
express. 

The third step is to master the 
inspection/diagnostic techniques that have been 
developed over the last decade. Once again this 
is something that is learned from a combinarion 
of sources: books, articles, workshops and, 
finally and most importantly, doing it Its OK 
to be confused at first when learning something 
new, just keep uying and don't hesitate to taSk 
to your co-workers or to call one of the many 
"experts" that populate the energy coma!im 
related conferences. 

The fourth step is to use diagnostics and the 
numbers that they generate to learn about the 
house system and to help you to make solid 
decisions about the best come for the house. 
Just doing the tests and writing down the 
numbers because it is expected Qesn't 
accomplish anything. 

The fifth step is to use the diagnostics, reSultant 
decisions, and what we have learned from our 
own and colleagues s w e s s e s  and failures to 
work toward the highest level of work quality 
assmce .  Making mistakes is natlrral; it's a 
part of learning. The mck is to catch and 
correct the mistakes before they cause 
significant problems and not to make the same 

falling into the same trap by losing the ability to 
change when new ideas or techniques come 
along. Some techniques have become old hat 
@-38 in the attic), others are becoming common 
practice (dense pack cellulose) while others are 
cutting edge and are sti l l  in the process of being 
integrated into the scope of energy consmation 
(zone pressure diagnostics). It is important for 
us to keep out mind open for new techniques; 
the next "MADAIR" or "pressure Pan" 
technique may come from you. 
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE "HOW TIGHT IS TOO TIGHT?" DISCUSSIONS 

David Keefe, Building Tune-Ups. Inc., Fai~jkx, Vt. 

Introduction 

Energy retrofit techniques have greatly improved 
in recent years, especially regarding air flow in 
houses. With blower doars and othm diagnostic 
tools, we have vastly i m p v e d  our collective 
ability to measure and control air ffows in 
buildings. With that improved effectiveness has 
come an increasing concan that, in some 
buildings, we may be going too far. We read in 
the newspapers of carbon monoxide poisonings. 
Weleamof indoorairhazardslikefarmaldehyde, 
volatile organic compounds, and radon. We see 
tight houses with water running down the 
windows, mold growing on the walls, ad 
children with respiratory problems. We woader, 
and we wony. 

TheAffa!idable Comfort Mtxmces in 1992-94 
haveinclwkd a session on the problem faced by 
W e a h I Z U I  ' 'on tdespeqle who necd to decide, 
for particular houses, w W e a  or not fiatber air 
tightening is in the best interest of the occtrpants 
or the structure. It's the same problem faced by 

sealing qqmach which takes advmage of the 
opportunities to save energy, yet offas 
reasonable assurance of no major ill effects. 
Mostof usareatleastpadyawareof the heatth 
and safeq problems which can result from 

trade-offbetweenenergy efficiency grid indoor air 
quality. These sessions on "How Tight is Too 
Tight?" have attempted to provide m e  
clarification of the issues, and some suggestions 
on how to proceed. 

program managers who want to design an air 

inappropriate air sealing, and of the apparent 

This article is a compilation of quotes from these 
sessions. It is an imperfect summary; the nature 
of quotations does not lend itself to the flavor of 
a qeakea's intonations or gestures. Nor is it 
possible in a short article to convey all of what 
these experts said. Their comments have been 
edited and m g e d ,  and some items of value 
have, no doubt, been lost in the process. You 
may find, however, that much w& your 
considemtion remains. 
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The Issue 

How can you possibly be in fmor of 
energy c o n s d n  at the expense of health ml 
scl3cety? 

Joe Lstiburek 92 

Any effective air sealer can mate 
unhealthy or dangerous situations. We live in 
houses full of hown and unknown health 
hazards. As human beings, we generare our own 
air pollutants. We heat our houses with 
appliancesdesignedforan essentiauy UIueStricted 
supply of air. Obviously, if we don't have 
enough hsh air in these buildings, we'll have 
problems. 

Is there a point where we've made it too 
tight? And i f i t  is too tight, is it because of ab 
pollutants building up inside. or is it because of 
W a , k i n g  o f  mechanical system?..lf w don't 
know the answer to those things, let's admit it. 
And j f w  do admit that, then what do we do? 

Ned Nisson 92 

The reason, I think, that the posed 
question leads to a lot o f  discussion is becaure 
it's actually only a piece of the question, ard 
therefore everybody interprets it slightly 
d#erently and can argue about it 
endlessly ...."H ow tight is too tight?'' is not 
something that has 4n obvious answer unless 
you say what it is that you're trying to fi, to 
optimize. or to &al with. Are you trying to rb 
something that's right for each and every 
nuhiual house? Are you nying to rb 
something thafsreasoMMe on m g e ?  Are 
you trying to do something that's legally 
d@nsibL?? Are you trying to do something 
that's wstdective? You can probably answer 
that for one of those four things, or maybe even 
two of them, but not all four ofthem at the same 
&....What is it that you're trying to save? 
Are you tryins to optimize energy ejjiciency? 
Provide coMort? Health? Safety? You're 
probably interested in all of those things, but 
which is more important? 
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It's really all about choosing what it is 
we're here to optimize, what are the choices we 
want to make, andl'll bet you that there are three 
or four groups here who have slightly d@ient 
reasons for being here and slightly Herent 
choices of opportunities. 

Max Sherman 9 4  

1 think we have four big priorities, ad 
the first one is health and s@ety. The second one 
is durability. The third one is confort, and the 
fourth one is energy costs. Obviously. the 
tightening of a building envelope is going to 
i@uence all four o f  these. I think that the very 
first one should be dominant over the remaining 
three ... 3 think a lot of our program over the 
past years have been concentrasing on [energy 
costs]. at the exclusion, or at the sacrijke of the 
following three .... The very first thing we need to 
&ess is to establish this priority list. 

Joe Lshiurek 92 

Ideally, let's have no pollutants in a 
space, tighten it up ..., we don't have an indoor 
air quality problem, and we can all live happily. 
That's what we would all like to do. 
Unfortunately, we have to get into the real world, 
and the real world, in essence, is going to be 
matching the rate of dilution to the strength of 
the sources in a space .... Suddenly, that requires a 
great deal of judgment. It's that judgment part 
that scares the hell out of me. 

Joe Lstiburek 92 

Estimating Natural Infiltration 

The most commonly used pr0ceclip.e has 
been a simplified model that's bared on a more 
complicated &l that's been validmul in a few 
houses. It's not a real comforting situation, 

Gary Nelson 92 

Using blower door meaSUrementS along 
with mo&k of how buildings behave, it is 
possible to estimate how much air might leak 
through a building un&r ncnmal conditions. 
Some common misconceptions of this appach 
include the idea that blower doors diredy 
measm natural infilaation. that estimating 
natural infiltration accmtely is reasonably 
simple, and that natural infilmion is fairly 
constant. 

The largest group of houses that have 
been studied where the injiltration rate was 
measwed with uacer gasses ...and then compared 
with ... very car@ calcuWons of the full-blown 
LBL irlflnation model....[showed] almost all of 
the measwed injiltration rates within a factor of 
two of predicted. And to me, that's amazing, that 
it's that good. That's sort of what you'd epect, 
a huge scatter, because there me all these 
unknowns....We don't know where the holes are, 
we don't Know what the pressures are....So this 
isn't too bad. This gives me some cotlfidnce, cf 
least, that our ability to use a blower door along 
with some simple model might get within a 
factor of two of the w a g e  annual igiltration 
rate. 

Then there's the problem of low 
i@ltration in the spring a d  the fall, when 
there's little tunperme d$ert?nce but people's 
wi&s are still shut, d the wind is  not 
blowing much. Ventilation rases ako vary with 
time akpending on weather. Is it only the 
w a g e  w're concerned about? 

Gary Nelson 92 

T k  tabh me k e d  on a simplification 
of a single-wne model. ..One o f  the main 
assumptions hereis that the building acts as a 
single wne. There are no really easy-muse 
multi-wne models that we can use in multi-wne 
buildings to allow us, bvlsui on blower dxr 
tests, to estimate, withreasonable accuracy, what 
the inji l trhn ram mi& k..3 would rather not 
seal multi-family buildings at all unless they 
have mechanical ventilation systems that m 
actually working, or unless we're installing 
mechanical ventilDtion systems..AN bets are off, 
as far as I'm concerned, when you get into multi- 
f m ' l y  buildings. 

Another assumption we're making hew 
is that when we're meamring the air tightness of 
the envelope. that we're actually mcamring the 
air tightness between the occupied and the 
outside...When you're dealing with aarached 
buildings, I think also. all bets cpc @, unless 
you can come up with some estimate of what 
percentage of that CFMSO you're meanving is  
actually coming from the outside...These tables 
ate really only appkabk for single-fmnily, 
detcrched buildings, cmd even then, if you have 
very tight compartmentalized bedrooms, it's not 
going to be giving you a very good estimate. 

Gary Nelson 93 



The models, like the LBL injiltration 
model, are only one small piece o f  the picture. 
What a model like that tells you is, what kind of 
inj?ltratwn do you get wrder typical conditions 
for that site, or the parameters that you've put in- 
-which there's a fair a u n t  of uncertainty for a 
least some of them--and assuming that you 
operate the building in the way the model 
assumes, which means no mechanical systems, 
no o p n  windows, no combustion 
appliances, ... things like that. If you use it for 
that purpose, for that one piece ofthe puzzle, it's 
reasonably accurate. Reasonably au~lrme means 
that for any one building, you c o d  easily get 
fifty percent uncermhty because of the wagaria 
of the building. But if you look at a stock, like 
a whole country or a whole region or a whole 
city or a whole utility district, you'll prohbly 
get a pretty good average. So for figwing out 
things on average, it's pretty good, but if your 
goal is to do exactly the right thing for each 
im?vidual house, you need more &tail than you 
can get with something like the LBL injiltration 
model. 

MaXSbellMll94 

The model's not all that good. I've 
made plenty of b r r ~ e r  gas measuremem over the 
years and have used the models to try and pidm 
what I've actually measured, and what rve Iaorrned 
is that I can do that retrospectively pretty good; 
that is, when I know the m e r ,  I can make that 
model track pretty good. But...when I try ad 
predict what it's going to be, it's real hurd...The 
models can't work, because ...yo u've got several 
variables, any one of which might be... either the 
most important thing, or not important at all. 
What detemhes that is chance, just plain 
random chance..Jn some ways, what we're trying 
to do here is science by litigation, or science by 
policy, ami I'll tell you what-the physics won't 
change in response to any policy or regulation, 
or law, or court decision. 

Terry Brea~nan 93 

I believe that you really can't use a 
blower door to assess natural ventilation 
rates .... The amount of air change is lared on 
how big the holes are...& the pressure Merenee 
across the holes .... The &&3culty is that with a 
blower door, all we're managing to do is 
establish the mea of leakage. We have no 
idea...of what the pressure aerence across those 

good at identifying leakage area..mui sealing it. 
We, however, aren't very good at u d m m d i n g  
what the pternrre d$erentials are. And thafs 
what's so scary about it. 

The thteeprtxwe Merentiais m the 
stack effect, wind, and mechanical 
equipment .... The stuck effect is going to be 
greatly ir#luenced by the distribution of openings 
in a particular building. How many people have 
any idea where the neutral pressure phne in a 
house is going to happa! to be? When you air 
seal, how does that newal pressure phne  move 
around your buiwg? That's going to have a big 
impact on whether air is going in through one of 
these holes or out through one of these holes, 
d h o w  much....Same thing with wind. Wind 
direction changes, ... it's a completely rrmdom 
kind of a thing. And j?ndly, with mechanical 
equipment, you cant treat a building with a 
forced air system and a radiant system the same 
way, because the forced air qystem leads to major 
pressure injluences in the building. The irony of 
all qf this is that the tighter we mate our 
building, the greater the iy7uence those ptcrarre 
d@mentials are going to have. 

A b h e r  door, very accurately, on a 
rcpemaMe basis, can detmrrine the m of 
leakage. But if we don't know how that area of 
leakage is M u t e d  in the building. ond if we 
don't know what the pcssrcre changes me auvss 
those openings, we have very little success in 
converting that to- a codortable natural oir 
change nrrmbrr. 

Joe Lshhrek 92 

This discussion commonly mcludes 
~~ to Standard 62 1989 from the 
hexican Society of Heating, Refrigeration, ad 
Air Conditioning Enginem (ASHRAE), which 
recommends fifteen cubic feet per minute of fnsh 
air per person, or .35 air changes per hour, 
whichever is grea!er. ?here are conditions which 
accompanythisrecommendarion, and limitations 
to its application. 

Stmrdmdslike the ASHRAE ventikuion 
smdud rn assuming that you don't hove 
d sources. lky?e very car@ not to 
Wne "wurnral sources". ..but the idea is to set a 
ventilation rate that's good enough for some 
reasoMMe cases, and give some warning that if 
you do unreasonubk things &ith the inside of 
yow building, you're not going to get a g d  

holes happens to be. We've gotten UceptiOIIcJly . answer .... 15 CFM per person was just picked out 
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of the air because it seemed w work, and becaure 
it s e e d  to dilute the human-generated &rs 
that people give off. So 15 CFM per prson is 
really a codort number, an odor accep&il.& 
number. And it happens to work most of the 
time for the normal pollutant source. 

MaXShemMJl84 

Right now we're at 15 CFM per person. 
And the [ASHRAE] guideline tells us that. It 
also tells us that we would like to h e  
ventilation for the rn where we produce the 
most conraminants ... the kitchen. the bathroom, 
the laun&ies. They tell you in the ASHRAE 
guidelines, in the kitchen, youte got to have so 
many CFM of local exhaust, in the bathroom, so 
many CFM of local exhaust...TWs right in 
there. That's asmuch apmt o f  62-89 as 15 
CFM of outdoor air per person. You have to 
have local exhaust for the rooms that poduce 
special contaminnnts. And if you have way other 
special sources, you have to have special exhaust 
for them. 

Teny Brennan 93 

One common approach for deciding when to stop 
air sealing, often referred to as building tightness 
guidelines, involves comparing the esrimate of 
average n a n d  infilaation with the ASHRAE 
recommendedv~onrateandstoppmgwben 
those two are roughly equal. This can be 
calculated manually, is inclu&d in some blower 
door software, a d  has been published in table 
form. 

We did a study in Minnesota several years ago 
where we repqitted 200 houses using blower 
doors and training crews on when to stop h a d  
on cost-@ectiveness wad indoor air qrrrdiry...and 
we akcided for this group o f  houses ... to not 
recommend to crews to seal them beyond 1200 
CFM at 50 pascals. Other people have taken 
this number, in other parts of the wumy...and 
have used this number, and I think this is a big 
mistake. There is not a number that everybtnty 
can use. You have to take into acwm, if you're 
going to do this at all, the height of the house, 
the windshielding, the climate you're in, ad so 
on. 

Gary Nelson 92 

If you're usitig a blower dcrot computer 
program that tells you a CFMSO number... where 
you should stop, this is the basically the . 

pocedue that it's using, or you might use if 
you're doing a manual calculation. 

First of all, you want to &tennine a 
mget ventihion rate .... The amount of 
ventilation a building needs && on a bunch 
of things. It depends on, primady, what me the 
pollutant sources. We're going to assume here 
that the main pollutant sources an? the 
people ... We're going to take 15 CFM times the 
number of people in the house...lf we don't 
know how many pople are in the house, we 
might add one w the number of bedrooms. I f  the 
d e r  of people in the house cwTcntly are more 
than one plus the number of bedrooms, we 
might tate the number of people that me actuully 
in the house. So we don't even know how we 
determine the number of people in the house. 
Do we take the number of people that ate there 
toaby. or that are going to be there next week 
when the house gets sold? ... This is what this 
number that your computer prints out is bared 
on. 

Then, our computer program..says that 
we shod2 have a minimum ventilation rate, no 
mater how many people there aw in the house, 
of 75 CFM. This is in orda to take can? of 
poUutants that are generatzd by the house that we 
moy not know about. Even if you go through a 
pollutant S0wce survey, ami you &termhe that 
there aren't kwosene heaters, there men't all of 
these things in the house, what about the 
chemical that Mrs. Jones brings in ha house 
~~TPWROW? There me wenahties on what 
pollutant sources there are going to be in houses, 
andso I think some minimum ventilation mze 
for houses is always going to be a good idea to 
get rid of things that we don't bunv about. 

The ASHRAE ventilation stmdmd atso 
suggests that we don't want to reduce the 
Ventilation mte below 35 air changes per hour. 
There is not at all agreement on that number, ad 
my feeling is that if you keep pollutants out of 
houses, especially in larger houses, it's probably 
very OK to go below that level. But these rn 
the three most common nwnbers that people UE 
looking at for coming up with a &ternhation of 
what the target ventilation rate of a building 
should be. And what we do then is calculate [the 
three numbers] andpick the hugest of the three. 

Now we need to know, how tight do we 
make the home to get the estimated m g e  
annual iqfiltration mte to [the target ventilation 
rate] .... So what's abne is that we first find out 
where you ate on this map Lfrom Home Energy 
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magazine, July-Aug 861 &...pick the number 
off the map. We're somhere  in the &e of 
Pennsylvania ... the number that we get is 17 to 
20. So let's call it 20. Let's take the higher 
number, so that we'll be conservative ... Now 
there are a couple ofdjustments that we make to 
this number, depending on, first of all, the height 
of the building, so let's say that this is a two- 
story house, and we get a correction factor for a 
two-story house...And there's another correction 
factor for how shielded from the wind it is. 
These numbers were developed by someboQ 
from Cal$ornia, so your estimate of what's 
shiel&d and well-shielded and not shielded might 
be aY#erentfrom theirs, so there me some big 
uncertainties here about how shielded is your 
house....Turns out there's another Correction 
factor on these tables for your estimate of 
whether the holes on the average a e  small, 
medium, or large: we don't even bother to ask 
this question, became qfter years and years of 
crawling around in houses I find it very W c u l t  
to estimate whether the avemge holes am small, 
medium, or large, so we throw it out...Jf you 
de&, though, to use this, it makRF a big 
rnerence. A factor of two werence. So for 
this particular house, the number turns out to be 
16, and now we multiply this magic number by 
our target ventilation rate [to get the minimum 
CFMSO] 

Gary Nelson 92 

If you have large [pollutant] sources, 
there's no way you shotJd use any guidefines. 
You should back qf, or perhaps even do no 
tightening until those sources me dealr with ... Jf 
you've got an indoor air pollution problem, don? 
use these tables..Jf you've got a moisture 
problem, if you've got a combustion sqfeu 
problem, if you can't@ it, you Wnitely don't 
want to do any air tightening .... We're all sure 
that [any minimum tightness guidelines] ut? 
going to be misused. 

George Tsoagas 93 

Pollutant Sources 

No matter what tightness level you're 
going to pick, none of it matters unless you &d 
with source control for the big pollutant sources. 

Joe Lstiburek 93 

One of the most effective ways for an 
air sealer to have a positive effect on indoor air 

quality, even with substantial air tightening, is 
by finding and removing sources of indoor 
pollution. If the sources stay the same, and the 
air flow is reduced, any existing problems 
become worse. And the some which was a little 
too small to be a problem grows into one. 

The only way, in my opinion, that you 
can truly be in the energy conserving business is 
if you are also in the source strength control 
business ... 3 think what we're ikaming with this 
whole game is that the strength of sources, if 
they're powerful. will usually de&& any 
ventilation strategy...Source control is by fm the 
preferable approach .... You use dilution when 
you've run out of your source control options. 

Joe Lstiburek 92 

This is my opinion of what the sources 
are that you have to deal with in a building, arri 
my own belief of priorinks. I ch'vide them into 
two bnmd categories; those that will kill you 
right away, and those that will take a very long 
time to kill you. There's only one thing that 
will kill you right away, and those are products 
of combustion. My attit& on combustion 
products is... that there is no amount of dilution 
that you can me to &al with combustion 
products in the space. The only acupsable way 
is source control; in other words, do not allow 
them to spill into the space, don't vent them 
through the space. Number two on the 
list is what I call biologicals. Biologicals is 
basically moisture. It will lead to s ihess .  
disease, death and uncomfortableness for the 
occupants, ami it is also going to Iead to the 
death of the structure .... The most effective way 
o f  Clealing with moisture is called some 
control .... The moisture source that you cant llse 
source control on happens to be people ..Jf 
we've got that gross source control moisture 
problem out of the way, how do you deal with 
people?..J don't believe we can rely on natural, 
random&l& holes to answer that. I think we're 
going to look at controlled ventilaton. 

What's next on my list? Radon. Hm 
we go again. Radon is basically. in my opinion, 
a source question. You can't use ventilation to 
flush radon out of your building: that's the wrong 
strategy. You use the control of pressure. Guess 
what? The tighter you make your building, the 
grater the pressure efects in that building. So 
you better bloody well &stand whether that's 
going to now create a mdon problem or not. I 
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look at it this way. The best way to solve a 
radonproblem is to tighten up a building, mi 
then control pressure. 

That's where I'm going to draw my line. 
I think these are the most serious pollutants, mi 
I think so far, we as an industry can handle them 
very well. It's basically source control, murce 
control, source cowol. Formaldehyde, VOCs, 
heavy metals, particulates, and cmbon mbxide- 
these aren't going to kill you .... We can't do a 
perfect job every time out. If we use source 
control on these first three, I know that no 
matter how we end up tightening up the house, 
we're not going to kill anybody or rot the 
structure, so I'm foiry con$ortable with that. 
The rest of this, I'm going to use some measure 
of dilution to deal with that. 

Joe Lstiburek 92 

Yeah, there's problem in predicting 
nmwal %Itration, but ... we're geniuses at doing 
that c o w e d  with our ability to kuM, what a 
pollutant is; that is, what the health gects o f  
any of these things are...lf you ask health 
mzarchers about many of these guidklincs, they 
say, "within a factor of 100". and I simply 
suggest that you cannot tailor a ventihtion 
system in a building based on this @formation. 

LarryPalmim94 

Combustion Safety 

No amounts of cham ad tables and so 
on is going to get us out of the need for doing 
tests to &tennine where we me as we're sealing 
up houses as& as depraswizdon in those 
houses is concerned. 

Gary Nelson 93 

Combustion safety could include many 
things, but from an air sealeis point of view, it's 
a matter of being reasonably sure that products of 
combustion end up mtside-conshently. When 
fans(exhaustfans,cenualvacs,downdraftranges, 
clothes dryen, furnace fans) pull air out of a 
space, that air has to come Erom somewhexe. In 
many houses, the largest hole is the chimney, 
and the suction force of that chimney is weak. In 
order for the chimney to work, it must be 
protected from the suction of competing 
appliances. Fortunately, we can test for that by 
creating a worstcase scenario and monitoring 
theresults. A majorareaofconcerniscarbon 

monoxide, a poison byproduct of incomplete 
combustion. 

Combustion safe ty...is critical. It's the 
single most important thing that you have to 
wony about. That is for more imprtant than 
worrying about how tight to get a building ... Jf 
you're not doing combustion safety testing at all, 
you're missing the boat. 

George Tsongas 93 

I would agree that combustion devices 
me an ama of concern btcauw of the h n  
monoxide possibility. I think in general it really 
would be worthwhile for anybody getting into 
programs to check these things out, and get rid of 
the problem. This is an ongoing problem. 
People have been getting sick and dying from 
their various combustion appliances for a long 
tim. It rarely ever gets traced back to the m e .  
You um go to houses where every family that's 
bought that house has been in the hosp ital...and 
finally somebody diagnoses it. The nice thing 
about that is that there an? a number of simple, 
easy things to do. You can tell if there's a 
problem: you can make it not happen. 

Larrypaimiter94 

The biggest md most significant 
[pollutant source] happens to be combustion 
products, so if you only get OM thing right, a 
least deal with the issue o f  combustion safety. 

Joe Lstiburek 93 

It seems to me that the tightness of a 
house and combustion safety, although r e M ,  
me very sepmme issues.... When you're done 
sealing a house you always must do combustion 
Mety tests. and if you have a problem you 
llud to mld combustion air, or interbck the 
fioMce with the biggest exhaurter, or whatever 
the solution for that is. I think combustion 
spillage is sort of like rodon; it's a source that 
you have to deal with that's sqxuate fiom the 
issue o f  how tight is the house. 

Gary Nelson 92 

Some combustion appliances 
areof special coxem, bemuse they never send 
their flue gases outside. 

I strongly believe that if there m 
unvented space treaters in houses, we have no 
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business whatsoever sealing houses until we get 
those out of the house. 

Gary Nelson 92 

Mechanical Ventilation 

BuiMngs are $ne as long as no one's in 
them. It's occupants that. cause all the problem. 

Lamypalmiter94 

Once we get the major pollutants out 
and ensure the combustion equipment is safe, m 
m still left with people in the house, and we 
want a reliable source of fkesh air for them. 

The human being is a combustion 
appliance. It's a corr5flake b m r .  In the process 
of sitting here, we're all generating heat, we're 
each putting out eighty to one hrmdred 
watts ...As colllflake burners, [we] have three 
pollutants. That's not good or bad, it's a fact of 
life. We produce moisture out of our lungs 
because we're burning hydrogen in our fuel. We 
produce carbon dioxide out of our lungs kuwe 
we're burning the carbon portion of our 
corr5flake.r. And we're each producing one olJ 
which is the idea that there's a ccrtain amount of 
body odor coming from cach of us that has been 
designated this quantity called the 08 It's like a 
watt, it's an ongoing emission we reIeaae in the 
process of us living. 

The heat we produce generates a 
convection cwretu which cam*es those three body 
emissions to the ceiling. The result is that the 
worst air in the house generally collects at the 
ceiling, and that's where our head is...And where 
is our ventilation? It's on the floor, qf wurse. 
Raw, uncontrolled leaeoge most often enters a 
the floor level. It's heavy, it's cold. ... Ventilation 
is only effective if you can naintainfiesh air a 
the head level. 

The second criteria for ef'ective 
ventilation is: Can we corurol moisture except 
for briifperioak? And I'm not going to get into 
the crawlspace, capillmy action, all these other 
moisture sources that our house ventilation 
shouldn't have to deal with. I'm talking purely 
about the moisture coming from a person as this 
combustion appliance ... Jn fact, to make matters 
worse, he's an evaporative-cooled combustion 
appliance, becouse we release moisture from our 
pores in the process of dhipating our intrmal 
heat gain. 

David Hill 94 
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We've lookcd ht the sowee strength 
of the picture, and we've hit the big ones. Now 
we're left with the question of dilution. I finnly 
believe that we can't get a red handle on the 
nutural pmt of the number. I don't feel 
comfortable with it. Isn nervous about it ..Xm 
going to push tacuaris the controlled side of the 
picture .... Controlled ventilation is seemingly 
fairly simple, but it's not. Let3 throw a fan into 
the building. The problem is, how big oui 
where? And does that fan actually move any air? 
Most fa, in my experience, ...make noise oui 
don't move anything. 

Joe Lstiurek 92 

People have to use it. People have to 

LarryPalmiter94 
maintain it. How long is that fan going to last? 

The occupant action is, in fact, a major 
component of whether or not the system in a 
house works, so that the house as a system will 
operate to do what you designed it to do, what I 
&signed it to, what the intent of the progmm 
might be. Because the occupant is not going to 
do things that they don't &stand, they're not 
going to ab things that m bod for themselves 
economically, even if they?e bd for them 
physically, you can't always depmd on them to 
opate the system correctly. 

Don Stevens 94 

I think what we'reefindins is that a fan 
that isrunning all the time at a very low mte is  
much more gective than a fan that opaares 
intenninently at a higher rate. 

Joe Lstiiurek 92 

The Answer...Sort Of 

How tight is too tight? ... The answer to 
that question is actually easy. Every house in 
North Anmica is too tight. If the question is: 
How tight is too tight so I won't have any indoor 
air quality problem, the answer is: You've got to 
be outdoors. 

Terry Brennan 93 

Out of all this comes some comemus 
of recommendations. First of all, a w q t  the frux 
that i n h a i r  quality does not depend entirely, or 
even primarily, on air-tighmess. 
control of indoor air quality should include more 
information than just the tighmess of the 



building, and some preexisting conditions rn 
much more important than the blower docr 
measurement. 

I 

How tight is too tight? Any house that 
has a combustion appliance in it that tras not 
been checked for carbon monoxide and spillage 
and biackdrajling and problems in the venting 
system is too tight before you start. You should 
not be sealing houses where you're not doing 
combustion safety testing. And that incluks gas 
cooking stoves. 

Gary Nelson 93 

It's madness to weatherize a building 
that has an existing moisture problem. How am 
you possibly go in there and do that without 
@ng that problem?..iUy answer is, you don't. 
You F: the moisture problem first. Then you 
tighten up a building .... Unjortunately. that may 
mean that you have to walk away from the dmmr 
building. [I8 there's no money in the budget to 
F: that moisture problem, you have to walk 
awayfrom those damn buildings. I'm sorry, you 
can't do every house. 

Joe Lsh%urek 92 

I f  there me existing moisture problems 
in houses, I don't think we should be doing any 
sealing unless wefigure out what's the source of 
the moisture problem and we deal with that f i s t .  

Gary Nelson 92 

I think everybody3 pretty much in 
agreement that you first deal with trying to find 
the sources of pollutants in the building and get 
them out. You find cooking stoves that CR! 
producing high level$ of carbon monoxide, you 
j h d  wet crawlqmces that av dumping all kinds 
of moldy, mildewy air into the house, and so on. 
After you've done that, you still have to decide 
how tight you're going to moke the house. So 
I'm assuming that we've first dealt with the b g e  
pollutant sources. and the ASHRAE srmdonl 
that says we should have 15 CFM per person a 
35 air changes per hour of ventilatbn in the 
house. whichever is greater, also assumes....that 
you don't have large pollutant sources in the 
house: the mjor pollutant source is the people. 
And so I'm assuming that we've atCody e 
we're going to keep the large pollutant sources 
out of the house, or when we re@@ houses 
we're going to look for the huge pollutant 
sources and get them out of their house, fist of 

all....The first thing Iblways do when I walk 
into a house is take a big breath ... What do you 
smell?..Jdon't care how leaky the house is: I'm 
not going to seal that house until I figure out 
where that crdor's coming from ad deal with it. 
Unjortunutely, I think not enough people m 
looking at these sources and dealing with the 
sources. 

Gary Nelson 94 

It's impossible to make an amate 
assessment of what's going on without 
knowledgeable field people. Many pmgram 
managers are searching for a formula or process 
which will allow their programs to function 
effectively and safely with essentially lmtrained 
personnel. This simple, idiot-pmof pmcedm 
does not exist. 

We're getting very good at training 
crews to use blower doors and other equipment to 
find and diagnose and@ lai leakage problem in 
buildings and to tighten them up. If those 
people go into buildbags with blindtrs and don't 
am&mand how the air tightness of the house 
interacts with the fans and the jimau and the 
moisture sources and so on, we're going to be in 
real trouble. But if those same people go out to 
houses and have training and Mdastmzd that the 
house is a system and that there me these 
interactions that they need to *stand,andthcy 
check for cmbon nwnoxide. and they do their 
buckzir&ag tests, and me equ&ed to install 
combustion air when it's ncc&?d, and undemmd 
how moisture moves in houses, and what the 
sources me. and how to get rid of it, we can very 
easily leave houses much. much better off than 
they w e  W r e  we went out to them .... The 
grunt crewperson that goes out to the house has 
to Mdastrmd all this sh#. We tuui fm bmrr 
training for the crew people that me going out 
and working on houses. 

Gary Nelson 92 

Anyone depending upon nahural 
infilmion far ventilation needs to understand the 
limitations of that approach, both in terms of the 
accu~ilcy of the estimate, and also nzgarding the 
behavior of the uncontrolled, hgular, 
potentially damaging air flow we call "nahlral". 

Where and when do we judge the air 
quality?..Do we judge it on the floor, or do we 
judge it up on the ceiling? Do we judge it in the 
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basement, or on the main level? In the 
bathroom, or in the living space? Do we judge it 
in the middle of the day, or in the middle of the 
night? And do we judge it in the fall, or do we 
judge it in mid-winter?..Do you really believe 
that this raw, uncontrolled leakage we call ab 
change per how is effectively looking after the 
health of people?..Sd argue that in a house that's 
not forced air heated, a significant part of that 
leakage that you have to pay to heat, both over 
the heating season and as a part of the BTUs of 
fitnurce capaci ty... is, in fact, generating no 
benefit at all in the actual room that you 1ive.J 
seriously doubt that any of that air that's coming 
in in that fashion is getting to where your hml 
is .... The only logical conclusion to this whole 
thing is: Uncontrolled ventilation is not good. 
The rate varies with the season, not with the 
need. Number two, it is not &livered where it 
k neeakd. 

DavidHill94 

When all the dust settles, we end up 
with basically three strategies. Number one is; 
ab nothing. Number two is; tighten, but stop a 
some point. Number three is; controlled 
ventilate, and then tighten until you run out of 
money. I believe that the judgment questions 
that are involved here in knowing when to stop 
are too complicated for the typical pcrson. I 
don't mean to be arrogant, they're too 
complicatedfor me, and for a lot o f  people who 
have spent their whole lives haling with this. r f  
you happen to feel comfortable on being able to 
pick a spot to stop tightening, brzscd on your 
judgment and experience, fine. At least you 
know what the rarr@cations and implications 
are. Me, I'm saying let's take a lot of this 
judgment out of it, put a cheap fan that actually 
moves air in every house, and have it run all the 
time. 30 CFM. All the time. Couple that with 
source control on products of combustion, on 
moimre, andradon. 

Let's look at the energy implications of 
this. At 30 CFM to 40 CFM, with the way the 
physics nets out, you're going to be changing 
e@trm'ng openings into i@trating openings, 
so the net overall increase in air change is 
usually only haif of that .... The point is, that 
when I'm saying d 3 0  or 40 CFM, really the 
net increase in air change is only half o f  that 
because of the way the neutral p a s w e  plane mi 
everything else works. So it's really not a mther 
large energy penalty. 

Joe Lshimk 92 

My real feeling of what we should be doing is 
sealing houses down maybe to these rearoMble 
estimates ...and then installing this 30 CFM, 
continuously-operating fan. My concern about 
making houses much, much tighter than this mi 
then putting in a single fan is that the room the 
single fan is in may have good ventilation ... but 
when the bedroom doors are shut, an? the 
bedroom going to have good ventilation? Until 
we can @d to retrojit houses where wt.e 
putting in fans in every room, putting in c d  
ventilation system that are providing ventilation 
to every room, we're really never going to be 
sure that We'reproMng good indoor air quality. 
I really think that we should be installing some 
kind of continuously-operating. low-CFM, very 
quiet, very efficient ventilation fan, probably in 
every house, and still not making houses any 
tighter than these minimum air tightness 
guidelines that we've been using. And also, 
obviously ... always looking for pollutant sou~ces 
in houses and getting them out wore we t& 
anything. 

Gary Nelson 92 

UndersLlnd the role that the occupant 
plays, and don't pretend that we can actually 
ensuregoodairquality. Thisdoesn'tmeanthat 
we can't do good work, but it does mean that w 
can't do everything. 

w e  is not a dream [where] we can have 
everything we want. Anything that you do. for 
any r m n  whatmer,  is going to have 
WIDntiCipmed side effects. at kast half of which 
will be negative. And we might as well face that 
right ofthe bat. We can save energy, and crmsc 
higher pollution. We ccm get rid of moisture 
problems, and cause h&lr@ng. We can get d 
of kkirqiing and something else. We 
can invent nice things whichfjFy years later tuna 
out to be destroying the stratosphere. That's the 
way lge is. 

LaHyPalmiter94 

Maybe we're going to decide we?e going 
to have to get much better at walking away from 
certain buildings. Maybe we're going to have to 
get more selective. Maybe we're going to end up 
saying that we can only deal with the nal energy 
pigs, the really gross houses, and ignore the 
houses on the margin. We've got a lot of houres 
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still in this counny that are the energy pigs, atd 
maybe we ought to wncentrate on those first. 
wore we start dealing with the ones on the 
w g i n  where we have to'use a great deal of 
judgment. If we end up having to use a great 
deal of judgment, and you are SMed about 
making that decision, I think we've picked the 
wrong house to work on. 

JoeLstibmk 92 

My experience ...le& me to believe that 
the solution has to do with 
people ... Under-g that the hygiene of the 
indoor air is their responsibility. We need to be 
taught to do that. We men? born knowing we 
need to brush our teeth every aby. We're taught 
that. And we lemned sometime arvund the tuna 
of the century that it wasn't the best hygiene 
practice to fine the whole famiry up on Smtpday 
night and use the same bath water, one @er the 
other. Well, that's what we do with our indcIor 
air. We use it over mrd over again. That's the 
hygiene that we're l e m h g  now about indoor air. 

People need to toke that responsibili@ 
into their own hands. The technical fixes caw the 
easy part, but until people un&mmd their 
responsibility. it won't matter, beeawe the 
technical fix will break and no oiae will know to 
do anything about it. 

Terry Brennan 93 
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MULTI-FAMILY VENTILATION SYSTEMS: A REVIEW OF CONTINUOUS MULTI- 
POINT EXHAUST ONLY VENTILATION SYSTEMS IN WASHINGTON AND 

OREGON. 

Dennis R. Dktz, PhD, American D E S  Ventilalion Corporation, Sarasota. Florida 
Don Stevens, Stevens & Associates, Keyport, Washington 

INTRODUCTION 

Mold, mildew, condensation on windows dining 
the winter, and other related problems are 
common to tightly built, energy efficient homes, 
unless adequak means of mechanical ventilatiOn 
have been pvi&d. These problems mare 
severe in multi-family construction than in 
derrhed single family units because of redred 
exterior wall slnface relative to the living space, 
and the cross-ventilation from djmnt living 
Units. 

In owner occupied, single family units, there is 
general axepmce of the need to provide for 
owner control of his ventjlation/itir quality 
system. Most expexts agree that venoilation 
should be continuous, low level with the ability 
to increase the air change rare on demand fm 

occupancy levels. Inteamittent systems are 
intended for spot ventilation needs of bathrooms 
and kitchens, providing relatively high exhaust 
rates for short term needs. Traditional barinom 
fans and kitchen exhaust systems, however, are 
generally not well suited for the background level 
of ventilation required to maintain the 
recommendedairchangexatesfor~indoar 
air environment. 

shorter periods of cooking, bathing, or high 

In the past, uncoamM infiltration was 
generally consk lered~totomainta ingood 
indoor air quality. If not sufficient, homeowners 
were often told to open a window. However, 
Miltration is driven by outdom weather 
conditions of wind and m p t z a m d i v e n  stack 
effect. Many studies have shown that ventilation 
by natural means, whedrer by nmintentional 
leakage or opening windows, results in high 
heating bills. Tight building methods reduce the 
infiltration heat loss, but result in ha&pa& air 
change, especially in the milder parts of the 
winter season, when the driving forces of wind (r 
outdoor temperatuns are weak, but the weather is 
too cold to permit opening windows. Hence, the 

optimum compromise has been to "build it tight, 
and ventilate it right." 

Multi-family housing has the same indoor air 
quality problems found in de&xhed housing, but 
more severe, and with some unique 
Characteristics: 

1. Leakage between living units. 
In multi-family dwellings, the same 
principles apply, but the physical constraints 
of exmior wall sllrfaces, e further the 
leakage area mat results in air change with 
the outdooIs. In multi-family units, t hm is 
at least one wall or CeilingMoor smfke (in 
the case of a duplex) and as many as five 
d ices ,  common to two or more acljacent 
living units. Unless exheme care has been 
take!.n to seal all electrical, plumbing, 
venting ducts, and structural leakage areas, 
tbse wall or ce- assemblies 
provide pathways for air exchange between 
aajacentliving units. In studies of multi- 
M y  living units in Washington ad 
Oregon, inter-apamnent air flows account far 
as much as 30 to 50% of the total air change 
onanapaatment Thisairchangecancause 
complaints of cooking odors, or smoke from 
adjmntliving uuits. In any case, the air 
quality is significantly xtxkdfrorn that of 
outdoor air as it will contain^ 
humidity, carbon dioxide, and other 
pollutants fnm indoor sources, building 
materials, out-gassing from furnishings, 

sprays, cleaning or household chemicals. 

drapes, carpeting, Cabinm, and living 
activities, cooking, bathing, laundry, hair 

Hence, in terms of &-tight methods af 
construction, while most anention is paid to 
the exterior envelope of the living units, 
i.e., exterior walls, lower level floors, ad 
upper level ceilings, in the interest of enezgy 
savings to mhn infiltration, the gmm 
common wall and ceiling/floor assemblies. 
priority should be to provide air-tight 
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The ventilation system itself can be a 
conhibutor to an indoor air quality problem, 
depending on how it is operated. A 
continuous system ventilating all  ad jaca  
units uniformly, does not in itself mate 
differential pressllres responsible for czoss- 
ventilation of living units via wall arl 
ceiling floor assemblies. However, if an 
occupant blocks his exhaust outlets or his 
fksh air inlets, he can mate a pressure 
differential that will causeair flow between 
units. Similarly, intermittent opexatim a€ 
bath fans, kitchen range hoods, and clothes 
cEryers-- 'on of living units 
relativeto adjacent units, resulting in cross- 
ventilation. If the main ventilation system 
design relies on operation of intermimu 
fans in each apartment, the result may be 
that none of the apamnents actually daive 
their mtmM quota of fksh air from 
outdoors, instead getting as much as 30 to 
50% of the neighbors' used air. In contrast, 
a continuously operating system on all 
units, has amuch better chance of chawing 
freshair into each of the units. 

2. Mul t i -Wy rental units po~e e 
problem related to occupant behavim and use 
of ventilation systems. In owner OCcLIpied 
dwelliugs,whetherdetached single family or 
condominium apartments, there is greater 
probability that the occupant will better 
miemand his ventilarion/air quality system, 
andmakeappIopriateuse.ofit, ascompared 
to rental units. If the occupant chooses not 
to run the system, he will live with the 
consequences: poor air quality, potential 
moisture damage to the walls, windows, a. 
But it is his choice. 

In the case of rental units, the tenant is not 
likely to be well-informed about the building 
systems. He nonnaUy will not have the 
intemt in how the system work. In 
addition, if he is paying the heating/cooling 
bills, he will not run a ventilation system 
b e a u s  of the perception of harased fuel 
bills. Thewatermayberunningdownthe 
windows, causing damage, he may not Iike 
wet mirots in the bathroom, but be will not 
opeaatetheexhaustfan. In- 
occupants often divert the dryer exhaust 
indoors to reclaim heat, or hang clothing to 
dry in the apartmen& furhex increasing the 
moisture load. The result is clamage to the 
building, but the tenant does not have to pay 
fartheincreasedmaintenance. Hethinksbe 

is saving energy by not operating the 
ventilation sysm provided. 

In the case of multi-family ventilation the 
problem becomes how to deteamine how much 
ventilation is needed, how often, what controls to 
provide. The priinary system desaibed in this 
paper provib continuous exhaust at low levels 
from the bathrooms, kitchens, and sometimes 
laundry rooms. In other projects, only 
bathrooms are ventilated continuously, while the 
kitchen and/or laundry rooms are ventilated only 
by local spot ventilation. 

GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The American ALDES cenaal exhaust 
ventilarion system far multi-family applications 
consists of a centrally located fan Model VMPK, 
or MPV series, (a multi-port fan with individual 
ductingbma manifold, or an inline fan with a 
main duct and bxanch ducting to the individual 
rooms), the intake and discharge ducts, roof or 
wall cap, regism boxes and grilles, and an 
automatic airflow balancing system. See Figure 
1. The basic system utilizes, D E S '  unique 

aimow at each outlet grille, to compensate far 
duct &tion losses. (other variations are 
possible, low/high airflow control at certain 
grilles to permit inaeased exhaust f a  
intermittent use, h u m i d i t y - c o ~  exhaust 
rates, occupant sensing control of airflow, etc. 
Theseapprmacbesarebeing used in France, but 
have not yet been widely used in the US or 
Canada) These flow controls fonn the heart of 
the system, pviding a cost effective means of 
asslning proper M o w s ,  without the need far 
complex airflow balancing services, 

?heaimow rates are daemMed - inaxm3ame 
withtheprevaiLingcodeorutility pgram. For 
the most part, system design was accordiag to 

requires the general VQltilation me to be the 
larger of 0.35 air changes per hour, or 15 CFM 
per occupant (counting 2 persons for the master 
bedroom plus one person for each addirioaal 

this level of ventilation is required during 
occupancy. Though not explicitly stated, this 
lmderstaading is implicit in the shndani and has 
been upheld by the cbainnan of the committee. 
If ventilation is not provided continuously, 
Section 6.1.3.4 of the SQndafd provides f a  

c o n s t a n t a i m o w r e ~ t o  maintain constant 

ASHRAE Stsndard 62-1989. In this 

bdroom). According to the MHRAE Standard, 



operation of ventilation systems accounting for 
vatiable o c c u p y ,  lead and lag times in 
function of the number of persons, volume of the 
room and nature of the pollutant. Certain state 
codes are now explicitly requiring ventilation 
during occupancy. See Table 1. 

Local ventilation of the bathrooms and kitchen 
was accomplished using the low CMltinuous 
option from Standard 62, in lieu of the traditional 
50 CFM intermittent ventilation of the 
bathrooms, and 100 CFM in the kitchen. 
Instead, constant airflow conmls maintain 20 
CFM in the bathrooms, and 25 CFM in the 
kitchen. In some cases, utility mms weze 
ventilated at 10 or 20 CFM, where the local 
building code required ventilation of the ladry.  
It will be Seen that this approach can, in m e  
instances, result in a higher ventilation rate than 
required, and a combination of intermittent ad 
continuous strategies can result in a more 
optimized solution in terms of meeting code ad 
reducing operational costs. 

Fresh air supply is supplied by a separate means. 
In thecase offarced air heating, outdoor air may 
be introduced into the return of the furnace or 
heat pump, and circulated by the air hank. In 
most of the applications for the system so far, 
heating has been by resistance electric basebaard 
o r m m  wall heaters. In these cases, k s h  air is 
intmduced by means of slot ventilams in the 
exterior walls or windows of the bedmoms ad 
the living areas. These inlets have been very 
swcessfd in the mild climate of coastal 
Washington and Oregon. In colder climates, 
exaacarein choiiof inlets is requiredm avoid 
complaints of draft or surface condensation. 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS--Description 

FANS: The fans used in the systems Irtllrlipn 
were modifiedmodel VMPK central exhaust fans 
or the Model MPV300/12. The modified VMPK 
fans weze opemed on high speed far the most 
part, the built-in flow cmmls  wae rermlved 
from the fans and used in the register boxes, ad 
in some cases, collector duct fittings were used to 
increase the number of duct fittings on the h 
from 5 to as many as 9 fittings. Tbe model 
MPV 300/12 fan has twelve 3" fittings on the 
fan housing, with provision for a remote 
collector box connected to a 6" port, to 
accommodare addihnal fittings. From a design 
standpoint, it is critical to choose a fhn with a 
relatively flat fan curve in the region of 
a n t i c i i  airflows, (i.e., relatively umtant 

for a wide range of pressure c- 
airflows). To avoid excessive noise at the 
airflow controls behind the exhaust grilles, it is 
important that the fan static pressure not exceed 
1" w.g. at the lower airflows the fan will 
experience. At the other end of the airflow range, 
the fan must psoduce sufficient pressure to 
overcome the duct fiiction losses, vent hood 
resistance, and activate the airflow controls to 
provide system balancing of airflows. In general, 
a minimum of 05 to 0.6" w.g. is neaxmy far 
the 3-story constmtion and duct configurations 
used SeeFigure2. 

. .  

CONSTANT AIRFLOW CONTROLS: 
This control coIlsists of a flexible membrane that 
automatically inaares under increasing system 
pressure to limit airflow to a constant value, 
chosen according to the ventilation mpbment 
of the m m ,  and the desired'flow me for the 
general ventilation requirement. The controls ae 
mounted in the 3" collar on the regism box, 
where they are accessl'ble for cleaning ar 
replacement in the field if changes in airflow ae 
desired@ meet an imeased aimow for higher 
occupancy, for example). See Figure 3. 

DUCTING: Three inch 26 gauge galvanized 
steel ducting is used in the m e o r  panitions 
from the register box to the attic. Imlated 
flexible UL 181 Listed huxory-made ducting is 
used in the attic to connect to the fan or collector 
manifold, to avoid co- ' within the 
ducting and to artenuate fan noise. Small 
dimension ducting and flexible ducting ipe 

g m y  ctiscaaagedin the industry, because of 
excessive pressure losses. However, because the 
airflows are so low, and the air velocities ae 
low, the smtic pzessure losses are held to a 
minimum. The long duct runs from bathoms 
to the fan are not a reat problem. The problem 
areaisinthedischargeduafromthefanto the 
roof, and the roof jack itself. Attic ventilators 
arenot Mgnd to serve as a teminal device for 
a fan, and generaly create too much pmsure 
loss. Even roof jack des@& for exhaust fans, 
such as roofjacks sold as accessMies to kitchen 
range hoods often have too much hack pressme. 
They are generaly made to effectively block w i d  
and rain duringthe offqcleof tbe exhaust fan. 
Thus the dampers are &signed so as to require a 
strong lifting force, and thus create a substantial 
back pressure. American AIDES famd it 
necessary to design compa!ible roof jacks far 
these continuously operating systems, with very 
low static pressure loss. 
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CASE STUDIES OF MULTI-FAMILY 
VENTILATION SYSTEMS 

CENTRAL MULTI-POINT EXHAUST 

Since the first of these systems was instalIed 

apamnents have been fitted with these 
continuously operating systems. Three projects 
with American ALDS central ventilation 
systems weae included for analysis among seven 
case studies in the field studies program 
"Residential Consauction Demonstration 
Project Cycle W sponsored by the Bonneville 
Power Admhistm 'on. Incentives were paid to 
the builders to include energy COaServatiOn 
feahlres such as increased levels of insulation, air 
tighmess, lower U-value doors and windows, as 
well as mechanical ventilation. 

beginnins in early 1990, approximately 5Ooo 

Thesestudiesaresummanzed * inthefinalrepah: 
Residential Construction Demonstration Project: 
Cycle m, Analysis of Innovative Ventilafion 
Systems in Multifamily Buildings, published by 
ECOTOPE, ~Septernh, 1992. This study 
analyzed four continuous central exhaust systems 
with window or wall vents, one desipnntpn bath 
fan operating one hour per day, with motorized 
inlets, one Continuous central exhaust air beat 
pump providing domestic hot water, with 
window slot vents, and one heat recovefy 
ventilator operating eight hours per day, with 
spot ventilators, a& cfucted supply air to the 
bedrooms. All of the systems wete in compliance 
with the local code and utility program 
requirements. However, it was noted, that only 
the continuous cenml systems, and the heat 
pump systemprovided ventilation in axu&re 
with ASHRAE Standard 62 

Based on observations of these seven case 
studies, the authors then compared the capital ad 
operating costs of these systems applied to the 
same prototype model, using cost data obtained 
from manufacturers and installea of the systems, 
with local energy costs, modeling the 
pfaformance of the building for each ventilation 
strategy. Funher, they optimized each system, 
is., modified the control strategies to assure that 
the minimum ASHRAE level of ventilation was m- - gamixmeofinteamiuent 
and continuous ventilation equipment to m b e  
operating costs of the continuous systems fiom 
thehigher values found in the case studies. The 
authors paid special attention to the "effective 
ventilation rate" as compared to the usual average 
ventilation rate or ventilation capacity in 
comparing systems. Ef€ective ventilation me 

combines operation time and ventilation 
capacity, in terms of ability to control pollutant 
levels to specific values. A system can be 
designed with a very high average ventilation rate 
that runs for a short time, yet is not effective at 
conaolling pollutants if they can build up to 
excessive levels during the off-cycle. 

TabIe 2 Summarizes their findings: (EAHP - 
Heat Exchanger) The case studies xqntseat 
analysis of the system as installed and opsated 
Note that only the continuously aperating 
systems complied with ASHRAE Standard 62 for 
effective ventilation. In the optimized systems, 
the bath fan system operation was increased fiom 
1 hour per day to 16.6 to provide 45 CFM, 
required far the prototype two bedroom unit. 
Similarly, the AAHX option was modified far 
continuous operation, but the rate reduced fiom 
70 CFM to 40 CFM, to continuously exhaust 
two bathrooms. Combining the natlrral 
infiltrarion rate assumed with the bahnced fin 
rate, d t s  in an effective ventilatiOn rate of .44 
ACH. The Continuous wml systems weae 
modified by repking the kitchen and launctry 
exhaust with intermittent faas, thus lowering the 
exhaustrate to40 CFM, M 36 ACH. 

ExhaustAkHeappUmp;AAHX--AktoAir 

The Wars conclude that of the options shdied, 
only the continuous systems are capable of 
meeting the ASHRAE Standard, whether by 
balancedheatrecovay or by central exhaust ar 
central exhaust air beat pump. The designated 
bath fan on a cycle timer was discounted fiom 
consideration both on the basis of life cycle cost 
and on observations of occupant use (or non-use) 
of the system. It must also be noted that 
maintenance costs were not taken into 
comidmb in the analysis. Longevity of 
prodncts, q u i e t i  regular sexvice, such as filter 
cleaning or replacemens motor replacement, 
compressorserv iCeorrep~nt  wouldalterthe 
analysissrmew~ 

PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH 
CENTRAL EXHAUST SYSTEMS 

BACKDRAFTING OF FIREPLACES 
The most vexing problems were those associated 
with apartments having factory built wood 
b e g  fireplaces. Despite utility program 
requirements for tight fitting d m s  on the 
fireplace, flue d a m p ,  and supply of 
combustion air to the firebox, backdrafting of the 
fireplaces was an all too common complaint. 
Given the exhaust rates of the continuous 
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systems and the leakage mas of the apartment 
buildings, one common featlrre is that all the 
central systems place the en& building under a 
negative pressure. This is essential to the 
intended function of the ventilation system. The 
air inlets in the wall or windows can provide 
fresh air only under a pressure difference fiom 
outdoors. The buildings are sufficiently tight 
that without continuous exhaust, the air change 
rates average about .20 ACH, detarmned * fiom 
sF6 tests. As was seen, to meet the ASHRAE 
Standard 62 ventilation level requid a 70 CFM 
fan to run over 16 hours perday,with a higk 
operating cost than a continuous system 
providing the same effective ventilation rate. So, 
to change to intennittent systems would do little 
to reduce the problem. Furthermore, the 
operation of the system must be either 
continuous or automatic by cycle timer, so that 
the owner has no control over the exhaust rate in 
the event of backdrafting. Another proposal was 
to increase the leakage area ofthe unit so that the 
negative pressure incfuced by the exhaust fan 
would be insufficient to reverse the fireplace 
gases. This approach would result in such high 
leakageareas that all the energy savings attained 
by building a tight building would be wasted In 
addition, the supply air to the bedrooms would 
no longer be ass& by the air inlets, since the 
depressurhation wouldvanish. 

The problem was further complicated by the ikt 
thattheprevailingpracticeis toplaceasmany as 
six flues in a common chase, to cmddate * a l l  
the roof penetrations into one architechnall Y 
pleasing featm. In addition, each flue is fiaed 
with a weather cap. With these flues tenninating 
within inches of one another, the inevitable 
result is that a o s s - m  OccUIs. see 
Figure4. Cross-backdrafan gisthebackrnd 
flue gases from one flue to an ad- flue, as 
smoke is entrained in the downward flow of gases 
into a flue serving another apartment. Occupants 
become very distraught at being forced to share 
the "ambiance" of their neighbod wood fire, or 
sometimes even their trash b e g .  

This problem was discovered first at the 
creekside Apartment project near Portland. 
Subsequent study by members of the Oregon 
Department of Energy, and ECOTOPE resulted 
in recommendations to lower the exhaust rates 
from about .6 ACH to .35 ACH, by blocking 
airflows in the laundry rooms, and reducing the 
kitchenexhaustratesfrom25 to 10 CFM. In 
addition, the builder was advised to cmeu the 
fireplace flue installation and to separate the flues 
horizontally or vedcally in accordance with the 

mauubmxs' instmctions-which fonn a tacit 
admission that this event is a common 
occtnrence. 

Another project near Seattle was lmder 
construction at the same time using the same 
system and having wood fireplaces, but was not 
occupied for s e v d  months after the first project. 
So complaints from that installation slafaced 
much later. In the meantime, a third project was 
in the planning stages, also near Portland, in 
which the Same eqipment was planned: the Same 
ventilation system, and the same fireplaces. 
Using the results from the (Ireekside experieace, 
the problems of the first two projects were 
avoided: lower airflows used, by using closeable 
outlets in thehmdryrooms, greaterarein the 
installation of the fireplace flues, specificarim d 
an airtight ceramic gasket on the flue danper 
(which is believed to be the most effective 
measure), and an additional inlet in the living 
room to provide some exm air for the fireplace 
(though not properiy sized for the application). 

Occurring, but after the tenants were arhised to 
keep the flue dampas shut except when using 
theirfireplaces,theproblems wexeresolved. 

There were a few instances of kMriihn ' 8  

INSTALLATION PROBLEMS 
Missing register boxes and grilles in some 
bathrooms or kitchem-seved cases where the 
drywall installer simply c o d  the boxes, 
leaving a convex bulge in the drywall over the 
box. 
Faulty worhandu 'p in securing flex duct to the 
fans, simply taping without duct clamps 
Roof jack problems, d a m p  stuck in c l d  
position. 
How controls missing (never installed) in a few 
instances. 
Wrong flow controls bstalkd (i.e. 10 or 20 
CFM in the kitchen, 10 in a bathroom) 
All the above problems can be avoided by greater 
care during installation and development of an 
inspection protocol, prior to granting cemficate 
of ocmpncy. 

OCCUPANT INTERACTION 
Most occupants did not even know they had a 
ventilation system, or if they did, they did not 
unckmndits operaton, despite an infomution 
sheet provided by the management 

Some occupants complained of cold dmfts 
caning from fireplaces. It was not clear whether 
they left their sreplace dampen open or closed. 



Some complained about noise. Although the 
sound levels were never higher than 50 dB(A), in 
some a m e n t s  the sound is definitely auc€iile. 
The continuous level to some can be disturbing. 
During Emory qxesenm ‘ves visits of those 
units with sound complaints, it was found that 
the problem was either the flow controls wee 
missing, or installed in register boxes of local 
manufacture with loose tolaance for the flow 
controls, resulting in an objectionable “hiss.” 
Sealing murid the flow ‘controls eliminated the 
problem. In the Creekside project, after loweaing 
aimowsinattempt to back draft, the dux 
pressures rose enough to creare noise at the 

the problem by installing dampers on the fim 
discharge, thus reducing the static pressure in the 
ducts at the register boxes. The flow controls 
all- y adjusted to the new conditions ad 
rebalaaced the system, and the noise levels were 
m b d  to the mid 30 to mid 40 dB(A) range, 
often barely audiile. 

aimow control. Factory repwema ‘ves lesoh.ed 

A few had complaints about energy costs. Most 

acuxdhg to the local utility representatives, the 
energy costs for these tenants were actually quite 
low in comparison to other cunparable housing 
in the area. In one case, however, it was famd 
the flow maols weze missing, resulting in 
excessive airflows. 

of these were in fict false percepeions, ad 

Other systems Evaluated Under RCDP 
111 
In addition to the ALDES centrally 
located fans with multi-point pickups 
already described, bahnced f low air-to- 
air heat exchangers (AAHX) and 
exhaust air heat pumps (EAHP) were 
installed and evaluated as part of RCDP 
Cycle III. Both of the systems have 
the capability of providing ventilation 
on a continuous basis. In practice, the 
AAHX systems were installed one per  
apartment unit, and the occupants could 
control the duration of mechanical 
ventilation using a 24 hour time clock. 

CENTRAL EXHAUST WITH HEAT 
RECOVERY 
EXHAUST AIR HEAT PUMP 

The ventilaoion approach for this option is the 
same as far the central non-beat recoveq systems 
d e s a i i  above, except that the air is drfted 
down to the central heat pump water beaters. 
The WinsIow Co-Housing project on Bainbridge 

Island, Washington consists of thirty units in 
duplexes, four-plexes and a two story six-plex. 
These multi-family m w s  are somewhat 
unique in that the occupants own individual units 
and w m  involved in the design of the units. 
Each unit is slightly different fmm the others ad 
reflects the needs of the occupant The size of 
individual units varies fmm 543 ft2 to 962 ft2 , 
with the volume ranging fr~m 5,790 to 7,700 ft3 
There are large communal struchrres on site, such 
as a central kitchen, laundry facilities, ad 
meeting rooms. 

From a ventilation standpoint, EAHP systems 
function similarly to the centrally located exhaust 
only systems besed on the ALDES multi-point 
fans. The system is installed to opeme 
continuously, and stale air is e w t e d  fmm 
bathrooms, kitchens, and laundry areas. ALDFS 
constant air flow controls are used to limit 
bathroom exhaust rates to 20 CFM, kitchens to 
25 CFh4,andlaundryareas to 10 CFh4. 

The principal difFerence between the EAHP 
systems and centrally located exhaust-cmly 
systems is that heat is nand& from the 
exhaust air stream to the domestic hot warm 
supply by an EAHP. In the example evaluated 
under RCDP, the beat pumps are Tharmrt- 
Ventm by DECm with 80 @on staage 
tanks. Each- serves three individual multi- 
m y  Mits, so twoEAHPs wereinstalled in the 
six-plex. Each unit can p v i d e  up to 450 
gallons of hot water pez day, with a COP 
between 20 and 2.6 depeoding on aimow, wargr 
usageandwarertempemxe. To ensure that the 

demand, cach unit has a 30 gallon back-up tank 
witheleuricresistanceheat. Theoccupantrm 
set the ternpara~e m the 30 gallan tank higher 
ifdesired, fu a dishwasher, far example, and the 
resistance element will also make up for standby 
losses. 

-m kd - capacity draing pealr 

The heat pump CompressOIs run in response to 
hot water demand, but the fans run constantly to 
provide continuous ventilation. l%sh air is 
provicled by slot vents in the vinyl windows. 
None of the units have wood-burning appliances, 
sobxMmft@publeans werenotencolmtered. 

MEASURED VENTLATlON/lNFLTRATION 
RESULTS: Multiple blower doar testing 
demmined~thequivalentleakage 82ea @LA) 
of the units avaaged 22 in2, and the specific 
leakage area (SLA) averaged 1.6. This leakage 
would result in estimated avemge annual natural 
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infilmtion rate of 0.12 ACH. Clearly, additional 
ventilation beyond infilaation is xequimi far 
these units. SF6 trace gas testing on these units 
rev~edconsiderableairflow from lower units to 
upper units due to stack effect. This aimow 
from lower units would not register as 
infiltration. With the ventilation system shut 
off, the lower floor units had an average -30 
ACH, while the top floar nzxlings were 0.14. 
With the ventilation system running, these rates 
were .53 and 0.38 ACH respectively. 

Measlrred individual exhaust rates were close to 
the design level, although low in the kitchens 
with an average 20 CFM, and 19 for the 
bathrooms, with an overall average of A5 ACH 
for each apartment (from 0.39 to SO). It 
appeared that thexe was not quite enough 
pressure available to fully d v a t e  all the flow 
controls. 

Sound levels were almost inaudible at the 
exhaust grilles, and there weae no complaints 
regardingthem. Twooccupantswere~eredby 
noise from the ventilation system at night, ad 
one reset the timer on the heat pump to shut off 
the system between 11:OO PM and 3:OO AM. 
Location of the central system in a mode 
acoustically isolated room would alleviate this 
problem. 

The main interest in this system, of course, is 
the heat recovery possible with the exhaust air 
heat pump water heam. Exhaust air exits the 
heat pump with an avexage temperame about 
459 .  Overa two-week period, one compmscx 
ran about 6 hours per day, the other 9 hours per 
day. They provided hot water at 130 OF for 10 
people. Full occupancy of the six-plex is about 
14 people. The unique nature of Co-housing 
would suggest that since b r e  are central kitchen 
and laundry facilities, the hot water demand of the 
individual units should be less than typical far 
other multi-family structures. In fact, the 
avefage hot water consumption stems to be 
about 14 gallons per day per occupant, as 
compared to the national average of 20 gallons 
per person. If operami on a continuous basis, 
with hot water consumedas it is the 
E M  systems me capable of procfucing 450 
gallons per day. The design problem is to umre 
sufficient storage capacity so meet the &mmd in 
periods of high use. The RCDP study anclu&d 
that the system sizing and storage capcity is 
sufficient to meet the needs of full ocmpbcy far 
all but a few rare instances ofhigh* At 
full occupancy, the two heat pumps are expted 

to save 8760 kWb/yr ih electricity for domestic 
hot water. 

ECONOMICS: Although EAHPs have a high 
first cost, about $1400 per installed unit, the 
overall economics of this technology appear to 
be attractive. The ventilation rates are well above 
the minimum ASHRAE standards, so good 
indoorairqualityisassured. Thehigher freshair 
infiltration will have some imeased heating 
r e q h e n t ,  but the d m i o n  in hot water 
heating over the entire year, more than 
compensates for the heat loss 8ssociBted with 
ventilation. When first costs, operating costs, 
savings from water heating, and other lifecycle 
costs are levelid for an "optimal" system, the 
EAHP is somewhat less expensive than air+& 
central systems or continuous exhaust-cmly 
ventilation. An optimal system meets the needr 
of the occupants but has no built-in over 
Capacity, so items such as back-up re&tmce 
waterheamforeacfiunitareeliminated. See 
Table 2. However, diffkreat portions of the 
initial and operating costs arebome by different 
parties, depending on who owns the multi-family 
Units and who pays the Operating costs. Simple 
costcomparisonscanbemisleading,soitis best 
to evaluate propsed systems on a casebycase 
basis. Nevextheless, EAHPs offer unique 
advamges and should be coasjdeted as a viable 
ventilation option for new multi-family housing. 

HEAT RECOVERY VENTILATORS 
FOR MULTI-FAMILY HOUSING 

Individual heat recovery ventilators far 
eachaparmmt unit have been used in a number 
of projects, particularly in electrkally-heated 
multi-family Units in Tacoma, Washington since 
1985. RCDP mvestigum found it useful to 

mi evaluate the ventilation charactensncs 
economics of these system for camparatve 
purposes. The aparrment complex chosen far 
study, Sunaest Apartments, is curzently 
pamcipating in an extensive monitoring project 
sponsore!d by BPA. Much of the data evakued 

of the monitoring project. 

. .  

unck RCDP was collected iadependentl YMPart 

These multi-family units are fairly typical. 'Ihey 
are as an 8-ple~, with a h  unit 
having 929 ft2 of floar area, and an internal 
volume of 7,120 ft3. The AAHXS installed in 
these units are AIRXCHANGE Model 570D, ad 
are attached to the ceiling of the utility closet in 
eachapanment. The AAHXs supply fresh air to 
each bedroom through ducts, and have a single 
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exhaust pickup at the bottom of the AAHX unit. 
TheAAHX utilize a heat wheel for heat transfer 
between supply and exhaust air streams. 
Additional exhaust capacity is provided by 70 
CFM B m  heat-lamp/hm combination devices 
in the bathrooms, and Nutone 190 CFM dkct 
vent range hoods in the kitchens. 

MEASURED TIGHTNESS 
CHARACTERISTICS AND VENTILATION 
RATES: Not all individual units were tested to 
determine leakage chammmt~ ' 'cs, but it is 
interesting to review the results from a SecOIIcI 
story apamnent with adjacent units on both 
sides. This apartment has 53 in2 of ELA. 
Taping the AAHX shut showed that 32 in2 
ELA are due to AAHX lealage, and taping the 
fireplace shut indicated that 8.1 h? of ELA ae 
due to the fireplace. The estimated natural 
infiltration me in these units from air leakage 
would be 024) ACH during the heating season. 

TheAAHXsinstalledinthesennitsexhaustan 
average of 60 CFM. This translates to about 
0.50 ACH while the AAHXs are operating. In 
gened, the AAHXs are not well batmced, with 
exhaust flow higher than supply flows. Flow 
hood measurement shows that supply air flow 
entering the building are about one half the 
measured supply flow entering the rooms, so the 
ductandheat exchangerleakagemaybelarge. 

Theaparrmentshadbeenoccupiedforoneto two 
years prior to testing, and this gives us an 
opportunity to see how well the mechanical 
systems hold up over a relatively short time. 
The heat wheels of these AAHXS ipe connected 
to the motor by a drive belt. Forty percent of the 
drivebelts had failed by the time of testing. The 
manufactum of the AAHX OoLLSidezed here has 
made significant changes in construction, to 
avoid similar problems in the future. Tbe 
ventilation rates im not aEected by this Mure, 
but the a b i i  to recover heat is eliminated. 
Other problems wae ezmmmed occasionally, 
such as a sheet metal screw used to secure the 
ductsto tbe unit had stopped a fan from turning 
inoneunit,andapackingcanibmdinsertM 
not been removed from the inlet of another unit. 
These things Q restrict airflow and should have 
beencomtedatinstallation. 

Since the occupants have control over the 
operation of the AAHXs, the amount of time 
s h  unit receives mechanical venWon is 
variable. The utility set the operating time of 
t h e m  a t 8 hours per day at the time of 
installation, but the occupants are fitx to set the 

ventilation time as they'see fit. The time clocks 
were found to be set anywhere firom 
0 to 18 hours per day, with an average of 5.7 
hours per day. 

PFT and calculated overall ventilation rates do 
not agree too well at these apartments. The 
presence of intermittent exhaust fans, occupant 
intemction, and possible measurement ermr can 
lead to such disagreement. However, the 

about 0.50 ACH total ventilation rate. 
apamnents seem to be adeqmely ventilated at 

ECONOMICS: ?he economics of heat recovezy 
ventilation can be significantly improved if the 
leakage anxs of the individual units ate kept 
small. At these sites, the installed first cost of 
the AAHX system and spot ventilators in 
kitchens and baths is $1085, with a We cycle 
cost of $5200. (However, the life cycle cost 
analysis assumed 15 year life, with no costs of 
maintenance or replacement of films or brdren 
parts.) This is not unlike the costs associared 
with the exhaust-& heat pumps cited in rhe 
previous example. Again, it is important to 
realize that fim costs and operating corn may be 
barne by differeat parties, and the choice of 
venWon systems should be on a case-bycase 
basis, with the optimal system chosen for a 
given installation. 

Indnndual heat recovery ventilatars far each 
apartment should be considered in light of the 
p r o b l e m s e a l c o u n t e r e d w i ~ ~  'gofwood- 
burning appliances. With the energy costs ad 
the climate of coastal Washington and Oregon, 
previous e- with heat recovecy 
ventilators have failed to show cost effectiveness, 
especially when improperly installed End 
b&mced, or improperly msintlliwn andoperated. 
However, improvements in the idwry ,  
improved pcodlmL and bettet training far 
installers may help to revetse the advase 
perceptions of heatrecovery venrjlatm. 

. .  

Central heat recovery ventilators could, 
in principle, be used to avoid the problems of 
Wdxafting, as well as eliminate theneed for the 
fresh air inlets in the windows or walls. Using a 
central unit to seare s e v d  apmcnts  wouId 
spnad the cost of the ventilator over mace units, 
audre6ucethe cost per apartment, as in the case 
of the central exhaust systems. In aider 
climates, the higher cost of heating, higher fuel 
rates andmore beating degree &ys,as well as real 
or perceived problem of cold drafts with fresh air 
inletsin Smallbedrooms, may maire central heat 
recovery systems more appealing to building 
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ownexs. However, firecode issues over how to 
supply fresh air to each unit will make these 
systems more expensive (firedampers, stronger 
requirements for the construction of tbe central 
unit, etc.). In addition, concern over CZ(XES- 

leakage in the central core may make 
manufacturers cautious about liability issues f n  
cross con tamhation of fresh air by exhaust air. 
(In fact, this already happens in v e n t  
buildings by inter-zonal leakage, but if it occurs 
in a manufacturer's product, liability for this falls 
on the manufactum.) 

While the Ecotope report strongly favors a 
central heat recovery system in their proposed 
Optimized Systems, it would appear that a 
number of objections need to be o v m m e  to 
make it a viable possibility in the same markez 
territory. As indicated, above, however, with 
higher heating costs, a viable system will 
probably emerge for other markers in the 
northern US. 

A recent article shows that continuous 
ventilation at AS- Standard levels does not 
create excessively high fuel bills, except in 
extremely cold climates, or where the fuel costs 
are very high. For the coastal region a€ 
Washington and Oregon, the wst of hearing 
ventilation air, per person (15 CFM, 5000 degree 
days, $.055/kWh) is $34.54. In Minneapolis, 
with gas heat ($.6O/therm, 80% efficient fimxe) 
the figure is $23.48 per person per year. ("bat 
figm is even high, since no allowance is figured 
for fitx heat from in& and passive solar 
gains.) 

CONCLUSIONS 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

and 

The field studies cited above and our collective 
experience shows that 

Multi-family structures pIiesent UIQW 
problems with indoar air quality, naftnal 
infiltration and use of traditional bath ad 
kitchen exhaust fans are not sufficient to 
meet nationally recognized minimum 
sta&rdsfor&air. 
Central exhaust systems provided with an 
automatic controlled balancing systems are 
economically viable, ani meet or exceed the 
ASHRAEventilationstandards. 
They can be installed without the senrices of 
highly tlainedpersonnel. 
They operate with low noise levels. 
The exterior appearaace of the building is 
enhanced considerably by reducing the 
number of wall caps or roof jacks far the 
intermittent fans by consolidating the 
airflows to a few central fans. 
Combining continuous ventilation strategies 
with Waul inemittent ventilation 
pducts  pennits meeting the ASHRAE 
scandard without excessive heat loss. 
Continuous exhaust on be comb& with 
heat recovery far hot water heating. 
Balanced lma recovery ventilation systems 
may become viable altanatives far multi- 
family housing in cold climates, where 
inlets may present pemived dcdft problems, 

Central exhaust systems should not be used 

unless such products and acceSSOPieS are 
catified far safe opemion in a negative 
pressure environment, or provision for forced 
supply air is made to ensure neutral cr 
positive building presslae; i.e., provide 
balancedventilation. 

wheze fuel costs are high, war W b  
W o o d - b r r m i n g ~ ~ ~ u s e d .  

in buildings with w0od-b-g appliances, 
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TABLE 23' 
OUTDOOR REQUIREMENTS FOR VENTILATION OF RFSICIENTIAI. FACILITIFS 

(Private Dwellings, Sin&, Multiple) 

Applhllons Ouldoor RcquinmcnlJ Comments 
Living areas 

Kitchens' 

Baths, 
Toiletsb 

Ganges: 
Separate for 
each dwell- 
ing unit 
Commw for 
revml units 

0.35 air changes per hour but not 
less thnn IS cfm (7.5 LIS) per person 

I00 cfm (50 Lh) intermittetit or 25 
cfm (12 L/s) continuous or openable 
windows 
50 cfm (25 L/s) intermittent or 20 
cfm (IO Lh) continuous or openable 
windows 

100 cfm (SO L/s) per car 

For calculating the air changes p a  hour, the volume of the living spaces shall indude all 
nreas within the conditioned space The ventilation is normally satisfied by infiltration and 
natural ventilation. Dwellings with tight enclosures may require supplemaital ventilation 
supply for fuel-burning appliances. including fireplaces and mechanically exhausted appliances. 
Occupant loading shall be based on the number of bedrooms as follows: first bcdmom. two 
persons; each additional bedroom. one person. Where higher occupant loadings arc known. 
they shall be used. 
Installed mechanical exhaust capacity: Clitnatic miditioris timy affeci choice of the vmtilr- 
tion system. 

Installed mechanical exhaust capacity: 

Normally satislied by infiltration or natural ventilation 

See "Enclosed parking garagcs:'Table 21 
~~ ~ : In using thL table, the outdoor air is assumed to be accepublc. 

' Theairahauued from kitchens, bath,andtoikc roomsmryutllucairsupplied 

throughadjacent livingareastocornpensafe forthealrahaurtcdTheu'rsupplicd 
shall men the requirements of ahauct synemsasdnnibcd in %)and be of ruffi- 
cient quantities to meet thercquiremsnuofthis cable 

Climaticconditions may aflm choice of ventilation opion c h o w .  

Table 1. (Table 2.3 of ASHRAE Standard 62-1989) 

Table 13: Cost Summary for Various Ventilation Options (per Apartment Unit) 

Ventilation Effec the 
System Type Ventilation 

Rate (ACH) 
Standard Practice 

I Case Study Systems: I 
CS2 - Bath Fan 0.20 

CS 1345 - Exhaust-Only 0.60 
CS6 - EAHP 0.60 
CS7 - AAHX 0.26 

D '  

Optimized Systems: 
Optimized Bath Fan 0.36 

Optimized Exhaust-Only 0.36 
Optimized EAHP 0.36 

I I Optimized AAHX 0.44 

Table 2. (Table 13 of "Residential Construction Demonstration Project: 
Cycle 111, Analysis of Innovative Ventilation Systems ...) 
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Figure 1. Central Exhaust for Low-Rise Multi-Family Housing 
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5UPFLY FROM OUTDOOR5 
ROUGH lNTEN77ONAL INLET5 + 

ENT'lONAL LEAKAGE AREA) 

A I lN7ERZONAlLEAKAGE 

Tenant may have to open 
window to &art fire in ffreplace 
to relieve negative pre55ure 

Tenant may experience 
backdraft of other tenani% 

Figure 4. 
Cross-backdrafting of Fireplaces in Apartment Buildings 
NOTE: Cross-backdrafting is not unique to central exhaust systems. - Automatically controlled fans in each a p m e n t  - bath.fms - range hoods - clothes dwers 
crea €e same effect. - InteRonal leakage areas permit depressurization 
through adjacent living unifs. 
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AIR LEAKAGE AT THE HIGHGATE HOUSING COMPLEX, BARRE, VERMONT, 
BEFORE AND AFI'ER RJ3TROFlT 

Ken Tohi&, V m n t  Energy Investment Corporation, Burlington, VT 

INTRODUCTION 

The following was wriaen in 1991 by the Vermont 
Energy Investment Corporation and reports the results 
of p re  and post-retrofit air leakage testing of sample 
multi-unit buildings at the Highgate Apartments, a 
large low-income housing complex in Barre, Vermont. 
The testing and analysis was conducted for the Green 
Mountain Power CarpoI.ation who had provided 
financial assistance to the fuel-switching component 
of a major rehabilitation of Highgate. It has been 
slightly edited to cOnect some inconsistencies in 
fomr, to combine the 0righa.l Executive Summary 
with the main body of the report, and to remove 
references to the appendices which conrained such 
material as the raw data and "cut sheets" on the 
equipment used. 

It is offered here in the AC 95 Selected Readings, 
not as a detailed blueprint for testing the outdoor& 
leakage rates of multi-unit buildiugs, but as a 
cautionary tale of the challenges posed by such 
testing. It also offers an account of one possiile set 
of unintended secondary effects which can result from 
major retrofits. We hope it ill- some of the 
principlesassociatedwithtestingtheairleakagerares 
of multi-unit buildings and that it may be of help to 
others engaged in similar efforts. 

Our thanks to the Green Mountain Power Corporation 
for allowing the report to be made available to a 
wider audience, as well as to the many iodividuals 
from both OUT organizations, as wen as fmm the 
Weatherization Assistance Program, who provided 
assistance in conducting the testing. 

BACKGROUND 

The Green Mountain Power Corporation (GMP) 
contracted with the Vermont Energy Invemnent 
Corporaton (VEIC) to test the air lealrage paaerns 
and rates of two buildings at the Highgate housing 
complex in Barre, Vermont. These two buildings are 
being monitored by GMP, one of each building type 
in the complex, as part of a major 

rehabilitation project which includes fuel switching 
fiom elecnic resistance space and water heating to a 
propane-fired, integrard boiler system. In addition, 
other units in other buildings wexe sampled to 
&tennine the representativeness of the two buildings 
tested for air leakage rates. The testing consisted of 
two basic phases. The first phase tested the 
designated buildings prior to their receiving the 
planued mfit work. The second phase tested the 
Same units after their remfits have been completed. 
In each phase, the testingprocedure was designed to 
identify the extent of direct, outdoor air, leakage not 
including any leakage of lxeanditioned air fmm 
adjacent units. GMP then would be able to calculate 
the effect fuel switching has had on individual units 
at the Highgate complex 

MEl'HOD 

While individual apartments and apamment buildings 
have their own, unique, sets of characteristics, it is 
possible to define representative models, OT 
archetypes, which reflect the relevant air leakage 
performance aspects of the two types of buildings at 
the Highgate housing project m Barre, Vermont. For 
the pmposes of the air leakage testing done on 
representative buildings "P" and "K", as well as on 
sample units in other bnildings of each type, such 
archetypes may be used to descn'be the performance 
of the Sixteen units in these two buildings and, by 
extension, the other units of the complex. In this 
smdy,spchaxcherypesweaede~edandcharacterized 
by typical "test units". prior to the beginning of 
renovations, each of these test units received a 

the extent of direct, outdoor air, leakage. Mer the 
renovations had been completed, to include 
conversionofspaceandwarerhearingfiomelectricity 
to propaneas en= sources, each unit was tested 
again to determine the change in air leakage rate. 

. .  
depressnrizatian test for the purpose of determrmn g 
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RESULTS 

Building "P" 

Building "P" is an eight-unit, townhousestyle, 
building. Each apartment has a basement in addition 
to a two-story living space with both front and tear 
entrances. The archetypical unit in building "P" had 
a pre-retrofit air change rate (ACH) of .60, and a 
post-retrofit rate of .42 ACH, for a 30% reduction in 
direct, outdoor air, leakage. Archetype "P" also, 
pmdoxically, would be likely (for reasons further 
discussed below) to use more space heating energy 
post-retrofit than pre-refrofit, as measured by the 
common denominator of BTUs (British Thermal 
Units), other factors being qual. The installation of 
hydronic baseboard units required drilling holes in the 
flooring between the basement and the living space, 
as well as installing a plumbing chase between the 
first and second floars. These details effectively 
allow channeling heated air into floor joist areas 
which, in ann, allow the heated air an escape avenue 
to the outdoors. prior to the mov8tioils, air 
movement be-twm the basement and the living 
spaces was more restricted although the basements 
themselves were far l e ,  also, there wexe no direct 
access points into the floor joists from the living 
spaces. 

Other factors are not equal, however. In making the 
shift from electric resisranCe heat to a zoned, 
propanefired, boiler system, it is likely that 
basements and bedrooms wil l  be warmer, on average, 
than before. The boilers in the basements, although 
highly efficient, will lose some heat to the basement 
as will the pipes carrying the hot water for space 
heating. Also, a mom which was kept largely 
unheated in the past now may be pamaUy M totally 
heated since the t e m m  controls govern zones 
instead of individual rooms and are now automatic 

secondary considerations will have an effect which is 
at least as significant as the direct chauge in air 
leakagerates. 

Set-baCk, a d  Of manu8i, thermostats. These 

BUILDING P' SITE PLAN 

Building "K" 

Building "K" houses eight onebedmom apartments, 
each with a single entrance. The four upper units and 
the four lower units each are directly enteml from 
grade since the building effectively has a "wak-out" 
basement Since what otherwise would be a basement 
is, in Eact, living space in building "K", fuel switching 
from electric resistance heat required the addition of 
two boiler rooms for each "K" type building, each 
boiler room servicing two upper and two lower units. 
Prior to the conversion, archetype Upper "K" had a 
direct, outdoor air, leakage rate of .52 ACH and 
Lower "K", .80 ACH. After convexsion, the Upper 
"K" leakage rate was .57 ACH and the Lower "K" 
leakage rate was .73. Put in other terms, the upper 
level apartments became slightly leakier and the lower 
level apartments became somewhat tighter. The 
leakage rate of the entire building was reduced only 
f'mm .68ACHto.66ACH. 

As in the case of the townhouse style apartments, this 
apparent paradox may be explained in terms of the 
conversion process. In the case of "K"-type 
buildings, the boiler room additions necessirated by 
the conversions also introduced additional building 
shell penetrations. The result is that although a 
number of large leakage points, particularly in the 
ceilings of the basement apartments, had been sealed 
as part of the nnovations, the new entry points far 
outdoor air esseatially offset the repairs and made 
Upper "K" a bit leakier, Lower "K" a bit tighter. One 
of the new plumbing access holes in building "K" 
measured approximatey three square feet, iuusuating 
the relative magnitude of the p--fit leakage 
points which bad been sealed but which were offset 
by the new leakage areas. 

While the "K"-~ype buildings have a very different 
configmuion than do the "P"-type, they may sti l l  
have higher ene.rgy consumption rates than before for 
essentially the same reasons. The additional boiler 
rooms effectively mean a &reatet volume of heated 
space and the new plumbing penetrations, which also 
use chaseways between the upper and lower levels, 
allow heating energy to be channeled beyond the 
living spaces. 

Energy c c m  unquestionably will be reduced as a 
result of conversion from electricity to propane for 
spaceandwaterheatingandHighgatetenantsarevery 
likely to experience greater comfort levels than 
previously. It is also the case, however, that actual 
energy consumption is likely to increase for the 
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reasons given above. Further details and explanations 
of the energy performance of the Highgate 
apartments, pre- and post-retrofit, are found in the 
main body of this report. 

Lowsrlsval &ulnunl Enlnncsa 

BUILDING 'K" SITE PIAN 

End W M  

TEST PROCEDURES 

Equipment 

In addition to a set of walkie-talkies for 
communication and coordination, test equipment 
consisted of three Minneapolis blower Qors and one 
"stand alone" Magnehelic differential pressure gauge. 

The Minneapolis blower doors are calibrated 
depressurization, or pressurization, devices composed 
of an adjustable frame for mounting into doorways, a 
fabric covering for the frame which has an opening 
into which a high volume fan is mounted, a 
differential pressure gauge which ~gisters the 
pressure differential h e e n  inside and outside 
generated by the fan, and a set of two gauges for 
registering pressure differentials through the fan while 
it maintains a given house pressure differential. 
Using well established correlations, it is then possible 
to calculate air flowAeakage rates under pressures 
representative of those which would OCCUT under the 
~tllral driving forces of wind and of temperatme 
differentials. 

The additional "stand alone" differential jmmm 
gauge allows measuring pressure differentials at 
specific leakage points such as at holes in walls. 

Reconnaissance 

In preparation for the actual testing, a recoMaissance 
of the housing complex was conducted June 19,1991. 
Blower-door tests were conducted of sample Units in 
the buildings to be tested, as well as in other 
buildings, in order to daamhe  the flow patterns 
within each building type and to identify any leakage 
arm specific to a given building or building type. 
An extensive visual inspection was conducted of each 
building to be tested, and of sample units in other 

buildings, to determine consmction techniques and to 
identify possible air leakage problems which might 
not be detectable by blower-doop testing alone. 

Initial Phase Testing 

The first day of actual testing, June 25, 1991, was 
devoted to extensive examhaion of an eight unit, row 
house style, building designated as building T" on 
the architemd drawings. Three blower doors were 
used so that, for any given unit in the building, it was 
possible to equalize the pressure difference in Units 
adjacent to the specific unit being tested. The 
procedure then allowed isolating the air leakage rate 
causedby direct entry of external air into the test unit 
from that caused by air entering other units first and 
being preconditioned before entering the test unit. 
The testing pn>cedure also allowed derermining the 
gross leakage rate of the entire building when all 
windows and doon were shut. A similar procedure 
was developed by P. 0. Nyland of Sweden and 
verified by J. A. Love of The University of Calgary 
as a cost-effestive altemuive to extensive monitoring 
of winter-long tracer gas tests. The following 
schematic illustrates the general technique. 

lrhe I_- symbols 
desigi-56 Ihe bbwer 
door localbns.] 

SAMPLE AIR FLOW PATERNS WITH PRESSURE EQUALIZATION 
TECHNIQUE USING THREE BLOWER DOORS AS VIEWED FROM ABOVE 

It was determined that, due to major Openings in the 
basement party walls between units and the 
consmction techniques used, air was able to move 
freely from a given unit to any other in the building, 
as well as to move up the party walls and exit the 
building through the @c. For this reason, as well as 
to ensure complete pressure eqaalizaton, testing 
focused on leaving the basement door open although 
sample tests wexe also conducted with the basement 
door closed for comparison purposes. Each of the 
eight units in building "P" participated m at least one 
test set, and most were part of multiple test sets, since 
all three blower doors needed to be operated 
simultaneously, coordinated by walkietalkie, for 
equalintion purposes. Additionally, a number of 
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"stand-alone" tests were conducted during which only 
the unit being tested was depressurized. In 
conjunction with post-retrofit tests, it was anticipated 
that likely air movement patterns could be identified 
and the effects of any new air lealrage pathways 
estimated. Sample blowerdoor tests also were 
conducted in randomly selected units in other 
buildings. 

The second day of phase one testing, June 26,1991, 
focused on the other building type found in the 
complex: a mcture with four units on the top floor, 
entered from grade, and four units on the bottom 
floor, also entered from grade on the other side of the 
building axis. This test building is designated as 
building "K" on the plans. Since half of the units in 
"K" are basement apartments, side-by-side 
equalization testing in the fashion of the first testing 
day was not possible. It was determined through 
experimentation, however, that lateral air leakage 
between aparnnents was, at most, negligible, and that 
any inter-unit leakage tended to occur between a 
lower unit and ihe unit directly above. Further, given 
the building canfiguration and construction, "K" 
effectively was two four-plexes which happened to 
abut each other such that each half was essentially 
isolated from the other. 

The air leakage rate of the entire building was 
calculated in addition to the individual rates for the 
eight units. Simultaneous testing was conducted with 
various combinations of units to determiae the effect 
of the building configurarion. AdditionaUy, some 
sampling of other buildings was conducted. A total 
of seven units in other buildings of both types were 
sampled over the two days of testing and the one day 
of reconnaissance. 

Phase Two Testing 

The testing conducted during phase two occurzed 
November 4 and 5,1991, after the buIk of the retrofit 
work was performed, with the intent of duplicating 
the procedures of the phase one testing. Tbe testing 
of building "P" was able to proceed in the Same 
systematic W o n ,  beginning with Apartment 113 and 
ending with Apartment 120, using t h e  sets of 
blower doors at a time to equaljze pressures and 
C oordinating the tests by walkietallde. Duplicaring 
pn>cedures in building "K" proved to be more 
difiicult, both in terms of unit access and in terms of 
testing pattenis. One of the eight units m "K" was 
not accessible during phase two testing so no direct 
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comparisons were possible for this upper level end 
unit. Sufficient data was garhered, however, to 
warrant drawing conclusions about the air leakage 
performance of "K". Similarly, while it was only 
possible to return to five of the seven original sample 
units, the data generated and the conditions 
encountered did not offer any reaSOns to restrict 
confidence in the conclusions drawn. 

Test Measnrements 

It is possible to use a number of diffmnt 
measurement units in conjunction with blower door 
testing. Perhaps tbe most commonly used unit of 
measurement is Air Changes per Hour (ACH) which 
relates a building's predicted air leakage rate over the 
course of the kating season to its volume. As a 
consequence, it is possible for two separate structures 
to have the same leahge rate as expressed in ACH 
(e.g., 1 A 0  and yet to have vay different amounts 
of air leaking into and out of the respective structures 
(e.g., one could have twice the volume of the other). 
By explicitly incorporating volume measurements, 
ACH measurements may be used to calcUtate the 
amount of heat lost through air leakage. Actual ACH 
rates for a given stmcture, however, can be accurately 
determined only after the fact That is, continuous 
rnoaitoring of the leakage rare over the course of the 
heating season with tracer gas measuremans is the 
only testing method which would offer a guarantee of 
accuracy. 

Since such a testing method is not practical for the 
purposes of this project, fimm the viewpoints of both 
expense and time, generally accepted stateof-theart 
test methods and algorithms are used to predict the 
average leakage rate over tbe course of a heating 
season. These procedures rely on determining the 
leakage rate at a pnicular p u r e  differential, 
d y  50 Pascals (aPascal is an i n m o n a l  unit of 
pressure defined as one Newton per square meter 
which is equivalent to .004 column inches of water), 
and then extrapolating the air leakage rate with the 
help of various constants to accommodate the local 
effects of temperame diffexcnces, wind forces, 
building height and slnface area, and so on. The 
accuracy of such extrapolations anenhanced through 
taking a series of flow pressure readings at diffexcnt 
house pressure differentials. The multiple readings 
then make possible, through standard statistical 
means, any adjustments neceSSary to e m  the 
appopriateness of the projections based on these 
measurements. 



An increasingly common alternative to using ACH as 
an air leakage measurement standard is to focus on 
the absolute amount of air being forced out of, and 
drawn into, a structure at a given pressure differential. 
The advantage of this standard is the ability to avoid 
misleading characterizations when comparing different 
structures of different volumes, the problem earlier 
noted with ACH comparisons. Regardless of 
differences in volumes, two s t ~ c t u t e s  may be fairly 
compared for rehuive lealrintss by comparing the 
cubic feet per minute (CFM) of air beiig exchanged 
under the base pressure differential, usually 50 
Pascals (50 pa). Two strucanes, one twice the 
volume of the other but both having an ACH of 1 
then would have two different CFM @ 50 pa 
numbers, one twice the other. Conversely, should 
they have the same CFM @ 50 pa number (the same 
absolute leakage rate), one would have twice the 
ACH as the other. For the purposes of this Project, 
comparisons of ACH are appropiate when comparing 
apartments of the same building type (e.g., units 
within building "P"). When comparing apartments of 
different building types, however, such as betwem 
buildings "P' and "K" which have apartments of 
differing volumes, the CFM @ 50 pa measurement 
should be used. For these reasons, both 
measurements have been used in this report in an 
effort to offer as accurate a description as possible of 
the air leakage testing results. 

DESCRIPTION OF TEST RESULTS 

Preliminary Evidence 

During the post-testing of building "P", a number of 
interesting data paaems initially emerged which 
suggested that, while the building itself was tighter by 
as much as 50%, individual apartment living spaces 
appeared to be 10% to 15% leakier. These 
preliminary judgments were reinforced by the on-site 
observations that the most glaring air leakage entry 
points into the basements of building "P" had been 
sealed during the rem-fit process, but that new air 
pathways had been cteated between the basements 
and the living spaces via the new plumbing 
penetrations. In addition, plumbing chases had been 
built between the first and second floors, along the 
partition walls, to seMce the hydronic radiation units 
on the stairwell landing and on the second floor. The 
preliminary evidence suggested that basement air was 
beiig channeled into the floor joist cavity by the 
plumbing chase, thereby causing the apparent paradox 
of a tighter building but leakier living spaces. 

Building "K" is of markedly different construction 
than "P" since the baseanent of "K' serves as 
additional living space with the lower level 
apartments having their own entrances on grade, as do 
the upper level apartments. During the post-retrofit 
testing, "K" appeared to have the reverse set of air 
leakage panems encountered in "P". The evidence 
seemed to indicate that the individual living spaces 
were much tighter than befare since numerous holes 
in the walls and ceilings of the lower level apartments 
had been repaired. On the other hand, the building 
shell itself had received two additions in the form of 
boiier rooms, each of which required making large 
openings into the original building shell to allow 
installation of the new hydronic heating systems. In 
the case of building "K" then, while the building 
clearly had major new openings, individual 
apartments appeared to have been tightened 
considerably due to the repairs which had been made. 

A more thorough analysis of the raw data, however, 
reveals a different picture. In "P", individual 
apartment living spaces are, on average, 30% tighter 
than prior to the reuofit process as is the building 
itself. As noted in the Introduction, the archetypical 
apartment in building "P" had a p remf i t  air change 
rate ( A 0  of .60 which, post-retrofit, had been 
reduced to -42 ACH. The actual leakage rates of the 
individual apartments, however, varied considerably. 
The tightest apamnent was only one-third as leaky 
(.32 ACH) as the leakiest (.94 ACH), pre-retrofit. 
Post-retrofit, the leakiest had a leakage rate of 54 
ACH, the tightest a rate of 33 ACH. The CFM @ 
50 pa reductions were, of course, comparable, and 
ranged from 840 CFM 50 to 2411 CFM 50 
prereuofit, and 842 CFM 50 to 1368 CFM 50 
post-retrofit Interestingly, the apartments occupying 
opposite ends of the leakage range whether in ACH 
or CFhd @ 50 pa, pre-retrofit, are not the same 
apartments at the opposite ends, post-retrofiL Further, 
this result means that, in at least one case, the 
individualleakagerateinneasedalthoughthebuilding 
leakage rate decreased. The following table 
summarizes the testing results. 

BUILDING "P" LEAKAGE TESTING SUMMARY 
I  AI^ ~Sa-hnZG- _ -  Entire'iiulldlng 

Re-R$d! ~ O $ - R ~ ~ ~ I I _  e?-lrpM Post-Relroflt -_ 
ACH 
bw .32 33 
hbh .94 54 .61 A2 
snhelvpe .60 .42 

CFMgSO 
bw 840 642 
hbh 2411 1368 12424 8643 

--_-. -- - archetype 1534 1074 
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The explanation for the differences in tbe preliminary 
evidence and in the final results is found in the 
plumbing access penemions that were cfeated during 
the reaofit process. Heretofore, living spaces in 
building "P had been effectively isolated fium the 
basement where the most glaring leakage points were, 
as well as fium the cavities of the building smcture 
such as floor joists. Post-retrofit, however, joist 
cavities and the basement now were able to 
communicate via the newly created pathways. 
Further, any new leakage into, and out of, tbe living 
spaces introduced by the plumbing penetrations for 
the new hydronic heating systems are being masked 
by the overall improvements made to the building's 
leakage rate. Although a significant reduction m the 
leakage me has been effected, it is still sufficient to 
make extremely difficult any attempts to quantify the 
extent of the leakage introduced by the fuel switching. 
The actual magnitude of this inixease cannot be 
determined other than through continued monitoring 
of energy usage. It is possible to estimate the 
increase, however, as between 5% to lo%, on the 
basis of the indirect evidence gathered during the two 
phases of air leakage testing e.g., the total square 
inches of new living space penetrations as compared 
to the projected leakage area associated with the 
estimated pre--fit living space leakage rate. 

Of particular intmest is the extent to which pressure 
differences could be generated between units in "P" 
(as much as 15 pascals- roughly the equivalent of a 
strong farced air system) and the physical evidence, 
particularly in the attics and basements, of vertical air 
movement through, and out of, the living space. 
While there are too many variables associated with 
this phenomenon, particularly those associated with 
occupant behavior, to allow measuring magnitudes in 
the fashion of measuring overilu leakage rates, 
sufficient evidence exists to warrant concluding that 
heating energy is now being lost in a h e r  that did 
not exist previously. The following graphic illustrates 
the phenomenon. 
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A comparison of the leakage rates founp in building 
"P", pre--fit and post-retrofit, are given in the 
graphs of the following page, the first of which 
compares rates in terms of ACH, the other in terms of 
CFM@%Pa. 

BUILDING *P' HIGHGATE 
AIH CHANGES PER kfOUR COMPARISON 
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. BUILDING 'P' APARTMENTS 
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As noted in the introduction, the units in building "K" 
cannot be adequately characterized, even in summary 
form, in terms of a single archetype. The upper level 

Buxj P SAMPLE U R  LEAKAGE FLOW PATTERN BLDG P SAMPLE AIR L W G E  FLOW PATTERN 

68 PR€.R€rROFIT(.60ACH) POST-RETROFIT (12 ACH) 

(fhe'"and~*=~'spbok ndrale a t  movemsnl dreclm) 



apartments, pre-remfit, avenged 615 CFMSO (S2 
ACH); the lower level units, 966 CFM 50 (A0 ACH). 
Post-retrofit, the upper level avexages were 683 
CFM50 (.57 ACH); the lower level units averaged 
867 CFM50(.73 ACH). The building as a whole 
became only negligibly tighter, moving fium 802 
CFM50 (.68 ACH) to 787 CFM50 (.66 ACH). The 
following table summarizes the effect of the retrofit 
efforts on the building "K" air leakage. 

BUILDING 'K' LEAKAGE TESTING SUMMARY 

I Uppu-Level *puiwnls Lwrar-Leva1 bulmnts Enlka Bulldlng 
Ra.Rardii Poal4W~dW Rm.RstdM PDsI.Rstdd ReRe(rdl Porl.RaYoly 

ACH 
lav A3 5 2  62 5 8  
hbh *83 .82 103 89 .e8 
uct*m $2 m .80 .73 

.66 i CFW50 
lav 614 8lD 742 690 
hbh 753 74 1 1218 1060 

815 68.3 988 - . -- 887 * 

Post-retrofit testing could not be conducted in one of 
the end units on the upper level. Conceivably, these 
figures are then not representative of actual 
post-retrofit performance although there is no 
evidence to suggest the contrary. The following 
graphs illustrate the changes in leakage rates which 
o c c d  in seven of the apartments in building "K". 
The eighth apartment could be accessed only during 
the nre-retmfit tPsrino nhaw 
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The building "K" air leakage performance is also 
somewhat paradoxical since the upper level 
apartments became leakier post-retrofit while the 
lower level units became tighter. This result is be- 
undemood, however, after noting the need to 
construct boiler room additions which are attached to 
the upper level units but which service both levels, 
and given the repairs made to the walls and ceilings 
of the lower level apartments. The importantly 
differing results, post-retrofit, in "K" are also made 
more undefitandable in the light of the relative 
isolation of each apamnent, in comparison to building 
"P". As in the case of T", the individual 
conmiutions in "K" of the repairs, the additions, and 
the new leakage points cannot be determined with any 
degree of confidence. Ironically, the negligible 
overall change in air leakage mtes in "K" may offer 
an opportunity to determine whether the secondary 
considerations noted e d e r ,  such as occupant 
behavior, new plumbing chases and penetrations for 
heating, additionaI heated space, and so on, actually 
will increase heating energy consumption as 
projected. If the overaU air leakage rate in "K" has 
remained relatively canstant. one of the many 
variables affecting energy performance effectively has 
been controlled in this particular instance. Future 
monitoring and evaluation efforts are then made that 
much easier. The following schematic illustrates the 
air leakage pattern changes that likely have taken 
place in "K". 

BLDG 7C SAMPLE AIR LEAKAGE F L O W  PATERN 

PRE-RETROFIT (.66 ACH) 

ELDG V? SAMPLE AIR LEAKAGE FLOW PATERN 

POST-RETROFIT (.66 ACH) 

(The -A- and -==9 symbors indicate ak tmvemnt dredon.) 

Final Test Results-Sample Units 

The five sample apartments f a  which both phase one 
and phase two test results were obtained consisted of 
three end units in "P" type buildings and two lower 
level units in "K" type building. With such a limited 
sample, one must be very cautious in making 
gene-ons from these results. It is worth noting, 
however, that the range of air leakage rates, 
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pre-retrofit and post-reaofit, are not inconsistent with 
those of buildings " P  and "K" although the Sample 
units appear somewhat leakier than their counterpatts 
in the test buildings. The three "P" style apartments 
averaged 2159 CFMSO and .85 ACH pre-retrofit, and 

lower level "K" style apartments averaged 1079 

and -76 ACH post-retrofit. The graphs illusnating 
their respective air leakage rates are given below. 
While the avenge sample was leakier than the 
average test unit counterpart, the types and soufces of 
the leakage were the Same. Further, there was no 
evidence to indicate that the sample units were more 
or less representative of the entire Highgate complex 
than the two buildings selected far extensive 
monitoring and testing. For these reasons, the results 
of the sampling are presented without fiather 
commentary. 

1364 CFM50 and .54 ACH poSt-Etrofit. The two 

CFMSO and .91 ACH pre-retrofit and 901 CFMSO 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Meet of Air Leakage on Energy Performance 

There are two basic types of building air leakage: 
"wind-driven" and "stackdriven". The first, 
winddriven air leakage, is a function of the naW 
forces generated by wind currents, and the second, 
stackdriven air leakage, is a function of the 
temperaMe differences between the inside and the 
outside of a building. Both types of air leakage, if of 
sufficient magnimdes, have a negative effect on a 
building's energy performance and they are referred 
to by the general technical term, "convective heat 
loss". There is also a third farce caused by 
mechanical devices such as exhaust fans and 
imbahced air handlers. Perhaps the most generally 
u n m  is winddriven ajr leakage. The positive 
pressures applied on the windward side of a building, 
and the negative pressures generated on the leeward 
side, combine to face indoor air out of, and outdoor 
air into, the various holes and cracks found in a 
typical building envelope. The windier a building 
site, the greater the effect of winddriven air leakage 
on energy performance. While some locations are 
pa!ticularly susceptiile to winddriven air leakage and 
others particuiarly immune, the Highga housing 
complex appears to be sited in a location which 
favors neither extreme. Given buildings within the 
complex, however, may be m m  or less affected than 
others by wind-driven air leakage due to their relative 
locations. The siting of neither building T" nor 
building "K" appeared to be susceptible to particularly 
high, or low, rates of winddriven air leakage. 

The second type of air leakage caused by natural 
forces is less intuitively obvious. Generally, all  
buildings tend to function much like chimneys during 
the heating season by generating and maintaining a 
modest draft. The greater the differential between the 
inside temperame and the colder outside temperaane, 
the greatet the pressure differential since the warmer 
the air, the less dense and the more buoyant it is. 
Just as tall chimneys register greater drafts than short 
ones under similar circumstances, the configuration of 
the individual apartments in the townhouse units of 
building "P", as well as the stacked apamnents in 
building "K", finther encourages 'this natlaal 
phenomenon. The colder and denser outside air tends 
to "Spill" into the basement areas by various routes, 
not the least of them being those created by plumbing 
and wiring penetrations. As the air is warmed by the 
space and water heating system, it becomes more 
buoyant and starts exerting pressure on the outer 

SAMPLE UNIT COMPARISONS 
CFM@50 W/O AND W/ BASEMENTS 

E! PRE-RETROFF El POST-RETROFIT 
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building envelope. The greatest pressures tend to be 
exerted at the top of structures since that is where the 
air tends to be warmest. As the heated air forces its 
way out of the building through various openings 
(exfiltration), a corresponding volume of air is drawn 
in at the bottom (infiltration) and the process begins 
to feed on itself; i.e., a &aft has been created and 
maintained in essentially the same manner that occurs 
in chimneys. This phenomenon is variously referred 
to as the "chimney" effect or the "stack" effect. 

Prior to the retrofit process at Highgate, the m a t  
pronounced manifestation of the stack effect in 
building "P" likely took the form of air using the 
party walls to exhaust itself since that typically would 
have been the easiest route. Large holes tended to 
exist in the basement sheemk covering the party 
walls and these walls were essentially open at the tap 
in the attic since the fiberglass insulation covering 
merely filtered the air. Since the apartments were 
heated electrically with resistance units, however, the 
basements tended to be cold as a cost saving measure 
and, no doubt, individual mms such as the bedrooms 
on the second floor likely had their heating units 
turned off during much of the day for the same 
reason. The result would be to slow down air 
movement, both in the party wall and in the 
apartments, since the temperahm diffexentials would 
not be as great as compared to a non-elechic heating 
system. 

In the case of building "K", numerous holes in the 
walls and ceilings of the lower level apartments 
served as effective substitutes for the holes found in 
the basement party walls in "P". The difference in 
this type of building, however, is that the basement is 
intentionally heated since it functions as a living 
space. Convective heat loss in the case of building 
"IC" then is likely to have been higher, pretrofit ,  
than in "P" since the stack effect is l k l y  to have 
been greater. 

' 

Post-remfit, the major holes in the basement party 
walls largely have been sealed in building "P" and in 
the lower level units in building "K". F&r, roaed 
band joists have been replaced and new siding has 
been installed on all buildings at the Highgate 
complex, in addition to new roofs. Overall, the 
leakage rate has been reduced by 30% in building "P" 
although only negligiily in building "K". New 
pathways have been introduced, however, between the 
basement (or lower level apartments) and the living 
space above, as well as into the floor joist cavities of 
living space floors. These new pathways (coupled 

with the warmer basement air in "P" caused by the 
presence of a new hydronic heating system), and 
heating zones rarher than individual t e m m  
controls. combine to make it likely that more heating 
energy is being used post-mofit, independently of 
occupant behavior. The stack effect will encourage 
air to use the plumbing penetrations and chases since 
air will be continuously heated by the circularing hot 
water in the pipes using these pathways. Greater 
presm,duetogreatertem~differentialsthan 
previously was the case, will be thereby created, 
resulting in the very strong likelihood of greater 
natUrat exfiltration and infilmion rates than under 
pre rmf i t  conditions. 

The phenomenon of higher energy use accompanying 
a tighter building is likely to be exacerbated by the 
tendency on the part of many who experience 
significant energy cost savings, as certainly will be 
true of Highgate tenants, to "cash in" some of these 
savings for greater comfort levels by increasing the 
average base temperature. Expensive electric heat 
tends to encomge low base t e m v ,  often 
below 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Some tenants may elect 
to increase the base temperature by as much as ten 
&grees since they now wil l  be able to afford the 
in& level of comfoxt Such in- in base 
m m ,  whetber overall or in specific areas, will 
increase the stack effect and the accompanying energy 
usage through increased air leakage losses. The scope 
of the present study does not allow cktemmn ' * gthe 
specific magnitude of the "take-back" effect m this 
case but other studies suggest that it could be 
significant. 

In addition to the "take+back" effect, there is the 
further complication introduced by the different type 
of thermostatic conml installed in conjunction with 
the new integrated boiler system. previously, a 
simple manual thermostat controlled temperatures 
within a few degrees of the set-point. The new 
"smar&" thermostats allow multiple set-back settings 
per day, as well as multiple set-back periods to 
accommodate different schedules during the week. 
Since extensive tenant education has taken place 
regardiag their features and their operation, the new 
automaric set-back thamatats are likely to have an 
important and positive effect on energy consumption. 
In addition, to the extent that the building shell has 
been tightened, it also is possible to have the same 
comfofl level but with a reduced base temperature. 
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This combination of generally tighter buildings, new 
opportunities for losing heating enexgy, greater heated 
volumes, likely chauges in occupant behavior, and the 
new automatic set-back thermostats, is projected to 
have the net overall result of increasing energy 
consumption. Whatever the magnitude of this 
projected increase, it should be more than offset, 
however, by a dramatic reduction in heating energy 
costs, inasmuch as the cost of electric heat is three to 
four times greater than bulk purchased propane, as 
measured in delivered BTUs. As noted, occupant 
comfort and satisfaction levels should increase as 
well. 

A combustion gas detector, or carbon monoxide 
tester, could be used during the periodic site Visits by 
the VISTA Volunteer, who is scheduled to engage in 
an energy efficiency education program for the 
tenants of Highgate. 

Other Effects of Air Leakage Reduction 

Just as there is a penalty to be paid when a building 
is too leaky (energy costs are higher than they need 
be), there is a penalty to be paid when a building is 
too tight ( indm air quality suffers). The American 
Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air 
Conditioning Engineers (AS-) has developed a 
number of guidelines regarding the conditions for 
h e a l W  indoor air quality. Among them is the 
recommendation that there be 15 CFM of outdoor air 
supplied, per person, over the course of a heating 
season. This figure translates to rougtrly 225 CFM50 
per person. Alternatively, the recommendation is that 
there be .35 ACH per dwelling unit. Both thresholds 
may be exceeded if mechanical ventilation is 
provided 

In terms of the CFM @&line, none of the tested 
units at Highgate exceeded its limits provided that 
there are no more than three occupants pea apmnent. 
Two of the units (both m building "P"), however, 
tested at ACH levels which were marginal at best; 
i.e., at -33 ACH and 35 ACH. Since bathroom and 
kitchen exhaust fans are provided in all "P" style 
units, and since the number of occupants in an 
apartment at a given time cannot be determined, it is 
recommendedthatoccupanteducatianbepro~on 
the use of these fans and the role they can play in 
promoting healthful indoor air quality. A higher level 
of confidence m maintaining adequate indoar air 
quality could be assured by providing automatic 
controls for these ventilation fans (Le, timers or 
&humidistats). It also is highly recommended that 
periodic safety checks be conducted of the new 
propane-fired boiler systems. Although they are 
designed to be direct-vent, sealed-combustion, units, 
there remains the possibility, however remote, of their 
combustion gases back-g into the living spaces. 
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Applied Pressure Pan Testing 

Bill Van der Meer, Pennsylvania College of Technology 

Having recognized the importance of addressing 
forced air distribution systems, retrofitters have 
quite a wealth of tools, materials and diagnostic 
procedures at their disposal these days. The 
research and training initiatives by such groups 
as the Florida Solar Energy Center, The North 
Carolina Alternative Energy Corporation and a 
vast number of individual efforts have increased 
our understanding of the problem and given us 
some nifty tools and techniques to provide 
solutions. 

Some of the tools, such as the "Duct Blaster" or 
"Flow Hood" and diagnostic procedures have 
become fairly sophisticated. These have proven 
themselves to be extremely valuable for on going 
research efforts. What is needed in the everyday 
world of dealing with ducts, however, is a tool 
that is equally useful as it is cheap, simple to use, 
and whose results are highly repeatable. 

Such a tool is the ''pressure pan". 

The pressure pan is a duct leakage diagnostic 
tool, which when used in conjunction with a 
blower door, can provide technicians and 
auditors with a means to quickly evaluate duct 
leakage and prioritize duct repair. 

This type of testing ignores the operation of the 
heating or cooling forced air distribution system. 
It does not consider which holes are important 
when the system is operating. A pressure pan or 
duct blaster cannot tell you, for instance, that 
normal intemal operating pressures experienced 
during blower on cycles, would cause a hole 
closer to the furnace plenum to have greater 
impact than one that is farther away. 

Pressure pan readings can, however, help 
pinpoint the likelihood of problems areas, 
particularly air leakage paths, with the ultimate 
measure of success being determined by the 
ability to reduce pressure differences seen at 
various register locations to a minimum. 

sized register openings. As shown in Figure I, 
the cover or pressure pan has a hose connected to 
a small tap on the pan and on the other end to the 
reference tap of a digital pressure gauge. 

The technique involved is to cover each register 
(one at a time) with the pressure pan and record 
the pressure difference at each register location 
while the blower door is depressurizing the 
house to 50 Pascals. Pressure pan readings will 
fall somewhere between zero and 50 depending 
on how leaky or how well coupled a section of 
duct is to the outside in the immediate vicinity 
of a particular register location. 

A magnahelic gauge, such as the type used in 
blower door testing may also be used While the 
digital gauge has certain distinct advantages 
because of its easy to read LED displays, ability 
to record in tenths of Pascals, and self- 
zeroinglaveraging characteristics, the important 
thing to remember is that both types are used to 
measure a pressure difference. That is, they 
record the pressure of one place with reference to 
(WRT) someplace else. 

The tool itself is a device that can be made to 
create a relatively air tight seal over various 
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Review of Pressure Diagnostics 

In Blower Door testing we routinely use the 
principle of "WRT" when refemng to an "air 
leakage rate at a house pressure difference of 50 
Pascals". What we are really describing, is an air 
leakage rate where the house with reference ro 
outside = -50 Pascals (that's negative 50 Pa). 

When you "zero" your gauge prior to doing a 
blower door test you are also making the 
statement that the house with. reference to house 
=Zero. Right? 

Recently developed diagnostic procedures called 
"Zone Pressure Testing" have taken these basic 
principles and applied them to pressure testing 
the house - with reference to-a particular "Zone" 
within the building envelope such as an attic, 
b-. 

One of the advantages of zone pressure testing is 
that it can tell the user where a zone such as an 
attic, basement or wall cavity is actually located. 
This is especially advantageous in so far as duct 
work diagnostics is concerned in that it aids the 
visual assesment to help answer the question: 
"Are rhe ducts inside or are they outside and by 
how much?" 

Figure I1 demonstrates several different testing 
scenarios to illustrate this point. In each case the 
blower door is causing a house WRT outside 
pressure of -50 Pascals. The first drawing shows 
a house WRT atric pressure of -5 Pascals, 
indicating that because of relatively tight 
exterior, the "attic zone" is mostly "inside" what 
has commonly been referred to as a pressure 
boundarv or pressure envelope . Unlike the 
buildinp envelope, which is the physical 
boundary between where building material ends 
and air space begins, or the thermal envelope, 
which separates conditioned from non 
conditioned spaces the location of the pressure 
envelope is more dynamic. It defaults to 
whichever surface is tighter. The -5 Pascal 
reading across the ceiling (#1 Figure 11) would 
indicate that the roof deck is a more effective air 
barrier than the ceiling. 

This principle is further reinforced by a test (#2 
Figure II) resulting in an arric WRT ourside 
pressure of -45 Pascals. Notice also that house 
WRT arric + atric WRT ourside = house WRT 
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outside or -50 Pascals. They must always equal 
50 Pascals. 

What do you suppose would happen to the 
WRT attic pressure if we were to now cut in a 
couple of large vents in this tight roof deck? A 
dramatic increase in pressure difference (#3, 
Figure 11) would indicate that by so doing we 
have shifted the pressure envelope from the roof 
deck to the ceiling. The increase in pressure 
difference seen across the ceiling had nothing to 
do with bypass sealing but had everything to do 
with putting that zone further outside. 

Step-By-Step 

Pressure pan testing is virtually identical in 
theory to the concepts mentioned above. Since 
ducts represent their own special zone within the 
building envelope, measurements are always 
expressed as house WRT duct. It is important to 
note, however, that pressure pan numbers are 
dependent upon how well connected to the 
gutside are the zones that they run through. High 
readings at ceiling registers (#4, Figure II) 
would help conclude the existence of leaky duct 
work in combination with an attic zone that was 
well co~ec ted  to outside. It would be unsafe ra 
assume that low readings necessarily mean that 
ducts are not leakv. 

House WRTAftlc -5 Pa 
(tight exterior] 

#I 

Attic WRT Outside = -45 Pa 
(fight exterior] 

#2 

House WRT Attic = -50 Pa 
(leaky exterior) 

#3 FigurelI 

~ 

Home WRT Duct 
(pressure pan) 

#M 



Pressure pan readings are really dependent on 
how well the ducts are able to "see" the outside. 
In other words, if the ducts are located inside the 
pressure envelope, whether it be an attic with a 
tight roof deck or a basement with a tight 
foundation wall, pressure pan readings will show 
up as low numbers, when in fact the ducts 
themselves may be quite leaky. This underscores 
the importance of being able to identify where 
the ducts are located and represents an important 
first step. 

There are currently a couple of different testing 
methodologies in use today. In principle both 
methods are very similar in that they both adhere 
to the central concepts mentioned above. Their 
differences lie primarily in how the house is set 
up when ducts are located in basements and what 
kinds of information the two methods hope to 
find out as a result of the pressure pan tests. 

Basement Ducts, Method I 

1. Install the blower door on an exterior 
door and set the house up as you would for a 
typical air leakage test. 

2. Isolate the area containing the duct 
work from the area containing the blower door 
(by closing the basement door). These two areas 
must be in two separate pressure zones. See 
Figure 111. 

* 
Example: In the case of a mobile home duct 
runs are most always located on the outside. In 
site built homes runs through vented foundation 
crawl spaces, the duct work is already more or 
less isolated. Where duct work runs through 
unintentionally heated basement, the door to the 
living space (where the blower door is located) 
should be closed. 

3. 
basement door or windows to the outside. 

Ventilate the basement by opening a 

4. 
rooms in the space containing the blower door. 

Open all interior doors to conditioned 

5. Operate the blower door to achieve the 
maximum amount of house pressure difference 
up to 50 Pascals. 

6. Beginning with the first register located 
near the operating blower door, move in a 
systematic fashion around the house, testing each 
register individually. 

Be sure to "Zkro" the gauge at each register 
location. The sampling hose should be connected 
to the pressure tap on the 'Pan" with the other 
end attached to the appropriate reference tap on 
the gauge. 

Pressure Pan Set Up 
Method I 

Blower door and basement 
in seporale pressure zones 

House WRT Duct = ? 
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. 
The primary differences in the methods 
described above should not raise the question of 
validity between one or the other set up method. 
Rather, the differences are reflective of what the 
user feels is important. If your only concern is to 
determine how leaky (well connected) the ducts 
are to the outside, then running your tests with 
the basement door open (Method II) may be the 
way to go. As you might expect, the act of 
intentionally shifting the pressure envelope to 
the basement perimeter will in most cases 
produce low pressure pan readings even if the 
ducts themselves are leaky. The exception will 
mostlikely be when panning a register that is 
well connected to outside, such as a leaky 
outside wall return. 

7. Place the pressure pan over the register 
so that it is completely covered and sealed 
around the perimeter. On wall mounted registers 
or in other unusual situations you may need to 
manufacture a flexible pressure pan out of some 
impervious material such as vinyl faced duct 
wrap to accomplish the same principle. Plastic 
and tape also work well as a temporary seal. 

8. Record the pressure difference off of 
the gauge and repeat the process for every supply 
and return register. 

Basement Ducts, Method I1 

This testing method is virtually identical to the 
model described above except that in basement 
houses, the area containing the blower door and 
the area containing the duct work are nor 
isolated from one another as in Step 2. In other 
words, the access door leading from upstairs 
(where the blower door is located) to the 
basement is left open, thereby leaving both areas 
in the same pressure zone as illustrated in Figure 
IV. In addition, there is no attempt to artificially 
ventilate the basement. 

Since the mal usinp this apuroach is I Pascal or 
k r .  a pretty sensitive manometer will be 
needed to detect those kinds of small readings. 

If, on the other hand, you are concerned with 
locating duct leaks, no matter where they are, 
then use the set up procedure in Method I. 
Weatherization crews, who have been trained by 
Sun Power Inc. of Wheat Ridge, Colorado use 

~ 1 - -  
House WRT Outgida = -50 Pal  

IHovse WRTDuct = ? A? 
Pressure Pan Set Up 

Method II 
Blower door and basement 
in pressure zone 

Basement door open 

Basement @ventilated 



this set up procedure to find leaky returns that 
are open to the basement. They are also 
interested in locating any and all supply leaks. 
By ventilating the basement and shifting the 
pressure envelope to the first floor, any leaks 
will show up big. Hence, their reduction goal is 
a bit higher at 5 Pascals or lower. 

A hybrid set up procedure would be to close the 
basement door and not intentionally ventilate the 
basement. When used in combination with a 
house WRT basement pressure test, these results 
would be equally useful in my opinion. 

Testing, Evaluation and Strategies 

The following will attempt to demonstrate the 
application of pressure pan testing and 
evaluation in the field The actual case studies 
presented are intended to illustrate some typical 
kinds of problems associated with duct work and 
how pressure diagnostics can help you identify 
them. 

Basements 

Basements in general are petty tough to model 
and its awfully easy to make too many unsafe 
assumptions about them. The goal of a 
technician should be to not only find duct 
leakage, but to actually determine just where the 
ducts are located, (inside or outside) and how 
large an impact the leakage through them has on 
the total air leakage rate of the house. In the case 
of basements, this is where a combination of 
zone pressure testing and pressure pan testing 
can go a long way towards answering those 
questions. 

Figure V represents a floor plan over a basement 
with registers identified by number and function, 
either supply or return. In this model the return 
registers are all located on an outside wall and 
also happened to have the highest "pre" pressure 
pan readings. As noted in the detail elevation 
drawing, it was found that return registers #2, 
#4, and #8 and their associated panned floor joist 
cavities were well connected to the open topped 
block foundation wall cavities. 

Since most of the foundation in this case was 
above grade and fairly leaky, the obvious 
solution was to peel back the floor panning 
slightly and seal the tops of the block wall at 
those register locations. "Post" pressure panning 
resulted in the reduction at not only the return 
registers but all register locations by roughly 
half. The fact that readings at supply registers 
also showed improvement without anyone 
having touched the ducts themselves illustrates 
the principle that reducina a Dresswe pan 
readina ut one or more locations has the effect 
of reducinp the "numbers" at all other locations. 

/ 

This actually makes sense when one thinks of the 
basic principle of a forced air distribution system 
with both supplies and returns all being part of 
one interconnected loop. 

On this particular house it was also interesting to 
witness further reductions by air sealing the 
basement perimeter wall by replacing some 
missing pieces of glass and foaming the sill 
plate. Notice, that we still haven't touched the 
duct work! The action of bringing the ducts 
closer to "inside" by air sealing the perimeter has 
the effect of making the foundation wall a better 
pressure boundary (than the floor), thereby 
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reducing pressure pan readings. Any additional 
sealing done to the ducts themselves is just icing 
on the cake and in most cases may be 
unnecessary especially in the case of supply 
ducts. Sealing basement returns is still important 
from the standpoint of health and safety. Where 
air sealing especially leaky foundation walls is 
either impractical or cost prohibitive, you may 
just want to leave the ducts "outside" and do a 
more thorough job on sealing and insulating 
ducts as you would if they were located in an 
attic or vented crawl space. 

Remember, if you are not satisfied by a visual 
assessment, you can quickly verify just how far 
"outside" the ducts are by doing a pressure test 
of the house WRT basement. With the blower 
door causing a house WRT outside pressure of 50 
Pascals, numbers higher than 25 Pascals would 
indicate that the basement is mstl?, outside. 
Sealing a basement perimeter would have a 
tendency to bring house WRT basement 
pressures down with a corresponding decrease in 
"pan" pressures as well. 

While the decision over whether or not to seal 
the perimeter foundation walls is driven 
primarily by economic considerations, t h i s  may 
in most cases still be a better alternative to 
chasing a lot of small duct leaks. The big ones 
are still worth fuing, however, especially those 
disconnected ducts and boot to register 
transitions. 

Two Story  Homes 

One of the more predominant types of housing 
stock confronted by retrofitters in Pennsylvania 
are those ballooned framed, turn of the century, 
double and mple deckers. Consisting of a large 
variety of building styles and framing 
configurations, what they all seem to have in 
common is their tendency to be quite leaky. 
Their unique framing style is conducive to the 
existence of many circuitous and torturous air 
pathways often leading out of the structure. 
Features, like pocket doors connected to outside 
walls, balloon framed wall cavities connected to 
outside porch roof cavities or open topped 
interior partitions c o ~ e c t e d  to attics, are typical. 

Duct systems often use these cavities for the 
delivery of conditioned air to second and third 
stories. They can either be "hard ducted" or the 

cavity itself may serve as the duct. Returns are 
most often associated with the latter. As Figure 
VI illustrates, one of the most common examples 
of this is a second floor return that uses a leaky 
outside wall cavity. Eliminating a wall return, 
however controversial, may be what is necessary 
to reduce a high pressure pan reading by either 
short circuiting the leak (sealing top and bottom) 
or filling the cavity with high density insulation. 

If you are concerned with the effect that this 
action may have on system flow, then do a Heat 
Rise Test across the heat exchanger. If you are 
less than 80 degrees, you should be okay. If you 
are greater than 90 degrees, you could be looking 
at installing additional returns, if the problem is 

. not associated with clogged filters, dirty fans, or 
other physical obstructions. The elimination of 
outside wall returns is not likely to cause a 
problem in two story balloon framed houses with 
their open stairwells and panned fmst floor 
returns. To verify this, pressure balance with 
the heating system in operation to help determine 
whether any closed off rooms are experiencing 
any excessive pressure differences that might 
result when returns are cut off. 

FigurevI 

If a house WRT attic pressure test told me that 
the attic was well connected to outside, it 
wouldn't be at all surprising to see a high 
pressure pan reading near a disconnected supply 
register boot at the location shown (Figure VI). 
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strip a window. These types of leaks are usually 
easy to fix if people were just trained to look for 
them. 

Mobile Homes 

Any discussion involving ducts wouldn't be 
complete without mentioning mobile homes. 
What technician, who has worked on this brand 
of housing stock hasn't witnessed huge holes in 
supply ducts that leak to the outside or returns 
that draw nearly 100% outside air? The unique 
design of the underbelly system of a mobile 
home lends itself well to big problems with 
equally big potential for improvement. One very 
common duct configuration is exemplified in 
Figure VII, which shows supply ducts running 
through a belly cavity, which also serves as a 
huge return air plenum. "A great idea!" a 
manufacturer might say, but a design that didn't 
count on either building movement, water leaks 
or critters creating enough holes in the thin 
"rodent barrier" to very easily put the whole 
system outside. 

It hardly takes a pressure pan test to evaluate the 
integrity of a cold air belly return if, when you 
move a sofa away from an outside wall, you look 
through a return register to see snow covered 
ground. I mean, is it any wonder why the 
resident couch potatoes were feeling a bit of a 
draft on "Superbowl Sunday"? 

Figure VII 

Pressure panning the supply runs on "mobiles" 
is a definite enhancement of the always useful 
flashlight and mirror technique. In one instance 
during an In-Field Training held in kwisburg, 
PA we were getting a consistently high reading 
of 10 Pascals at one troublesome register 
location. 

What our mirror could not see from inside and 
what was finally confirmed when accessing the 
section of branch duct in question, was the 
existence of a three inch dryer vent that was 
installed straight through the duct. The solution 
called for rerouting the vent hose and repairing 
the duct. This action resulted in a dramatic 
reduction at this and every other register 
location. As far as cold air belly return systems 
are concerned, it has become accepted 
weatherization practice to permanently seal all 
return registers, insulate the belly cavity and 
create a "hallway return system". 

Conclusion 

While this article hasn't come close to covering 
all of the possible scenarios, it is hoped that the . 
case studies presented will give the user enough 
of a taste to be able to apply pressure diagnostics 
to any of a number of situations in the field. 
Some of the complex problems in new homes 
with their trussed floor joist systems and ducts 
running through inaccessible and mixed 

From: 
"Mobile Home Refrofli Handbook" 

Energy Resource Center 
University of Illinois at 

Chicago 
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insiddoutside locations are providing real 
challenges. This is despite the higher tightness 
and insulation standards built to “Act 222” or 
“Good Sense” specs. 

What pressure diagnostics and pressure pan 
testing can give us is a means to minimize a lot 
of the guess work and genuinely enhance our 
ability to provide solutions. The real beauty of 
these procedures is that, the results are highly 
repeatable. This feature has made them a gem to 
technicians and inspectors alike. Did I mention 
that they are easy to use? Results provide 
immediate gratification without so much as a 
calculator or chart involved. I submit that any 
time you can give someone a tool that meets the 
above criteria and is equally useful, they will 
love you for it. 

Forfurther information on pressure diagnostics, 
read Jim FitzgeraIds article on “User Friendly 
Pressure Diagnostics“, Home Energy Magazine, 
SeptJOcr. 94. - 
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"HITCHHIKERS" FROM HELL 

John Tooley 

CAUTION 
Should Ix takcn by all whcn dcaling 
with this house. It can bc hazardouq 
to thc healthiest causing: headaches, 
nausea. diarrhea. strcss. deprcssion. 
and in cxtrcmc c a w  nightnurcs. 

This label should be placed on many 
houses. Have you ever been to a house 
that has something wrong with comfort, 
energy use or air quality, but nobody 
could find the problem and you are the 
one losing your shorts? It's like the 
house has a phantom, ghost, or demon 
from hell. The more you chase the 
problem the more it becomes illusive. 
These houses have given me many a 
sleepless night. 

THREE DIAGNOSTIC 
QUESTIONS TOWARDS 
"UNDERSTANDING" 

Hopefully the questions we ask do not 
result in more questions and very few 
answers. Keeping things simple should 
be our approach, even though some of 
the answers we seek are far from simple. 

When approaching any house there are 
three important questions that should be 
asked in order to arrive at a better 
understanding of what areas should be 
investigated during an uncontrolled air 
flow diagnostic process. Diagnostic 
questions should always be asked to 
determine if the house is as healthy, safe, 
durable, comfortable and energy efficient 
as it  could be. 
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QUESTION #l 

WHAT MIGHT BE IN THE 
AIR? We know, in order to have air 
flow we must have a hole and a pressure 
difference across the hole. It is very 
important to remember, eliminate or 
reduce either and you eliminate or reduce 
air flow. The air flows that we will be 
most interested in i s  infiltration 
(uncontrolled building air leakage) and 
ventilation (controlled building air 
leakage). Air distribution must be dealt 
with at another time. 

Air migrating into and out of a house has 
the potential to carry; 

*Heated or cooled air 
*Hot outdoor air (attic. garage, etc.) 
*Cold outdoor air 
*Wet indoor and outdoor air 
*Soil Gases 
*Combustion Gases 
*Chemical gases 
*Dust, pollen, asbestos, insulation, etc. 

It is important to understand that all of the 
above "hitchhikers" can migrate into 
and out of a house along with air. If any 
of the above are present in or around a 
house then there is a possibility that they 
are hitching a ride with air. Each should 
be investigated to make sure they are not 
entering or exiting the house at a high 
volume because they a re  the 
"Hitchhikers" From Hell. 

Investigation and mitigation of unwanted 
elements in the air should start with the 
ones that can kill humans short and long 



term. Next, deal with the ones that cause 
buildings to die (rot, mold and mildew) 
short and long term. Then, investigate the 
ones that rob us of comfort and increase 
our energy use. 

QUESTION #2 
HOW MUCH FOR HOW 
LONG? How much energy loss, 
moisture vapor and pollutants are in the 
air is a direct result of; 

*source strength 
the amount of time they are coming in or 

going out 
athe size of the holes in the house 
*the pressure across the holes 

Just having a pressure difference across a 
wall, floor or ceiling does not mean you 
have large air flow. A balloon full of air 
has very high pressure difference across 
the rubber membrane, but no air flow. 
You can have a very leaky house and 
have a small pressure difference across 
its' exterior wall. The air flow would be 
quite large. Measuring the pressure 
difference does not give the full picture. 
However, it does give a good indicator of 
the possibilities of "hitchhikers." It is 
very important to know how tight the 
house is in order to assess possible 
energy loss due to the pressure 
difference. 

In order to have a pressure difference 
across a hole there must be a driving 
force. Driving forces fall into three 
categories; wind, heat and fans. 
How long any one of these are driving air 
across the holes in the house will tell us 
how large a problem there might be. 

Wind can cause large amounts of air to 
infiltrate and exfiltrate, carrying large 
amounts of all the "hitchhikers." 
Generally speaking wind causes the 
inside of the house to be at a lower 
pressure with reference to (WRT) 
outdoors on the windward side and 
positive on the leeward side. The 
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question will be, how much of any of the 
"hitchhikers" are in the air and how 
long does the wind blow at the strength 
that can cause problems. Wind can cause 
large energy loss if the house is leaky. 
However, wind comes and goes and how 
it effects everything must be assessed at 
each house. 

Heat (stack pressure and vent draft 
pressures) is limited to the temperature 
difference between the inside and 
outdoors and the height of the building. 
Double the height or temperature 
difference and you approximately double 
stack pressures. Generally speaking 
stack causes a positive pressure at the top 
regions of the house and a negative 
pressure at the bottom portion of the 
house. Stack pressure in cold weather is 
present for long periods of time and can 
make leaky houses lose large amounts of 
conditioned air. It can carry large 
amounts of moisture wi th  that 
conditioned air plus all the other 
"hitchhikers." The question is, 
How much and for how long? 

Fans and their effects fall into four 
groups: 

.exhaust fans (bath, kitchen, central 
vacuum, cooktop, attic and crawlspace 
fans, dryers, etc.) often cause negative 
pressure in the house WRT outdoors 

.supply duct system leakage to the 
outdoors can causes negative pressure 
house WRT outdoors and can cause 
positive pressure indoors. in the portion 
they leak to, WRT outdoors, (basements, 
closets, floor systems, walls, etc.) 

areturn duct system leakage to the 
outdoors can cause positive pressure 
house WRT outdoors and can cause 
negative pressure indoors, in the portion 
they leak to, WRT outdoors. They leak 
to the same locations listed under supply 
leakage 



*closing interior doors can cause the 
closed room to pressurize and the rest of 
the house can then depressurize. 

The big questions are, how long are the 
exhaust appliances on, how long is the 
heating and cooling equipment operating, 
how long. do interior doors stay closed 
and how tight is the house? Don't forget 
the "hitchhikers" waiting for a ride. If 
none of these are happening and the 
house is tight, then the possibilities of 
problems have diminished considerably. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: For 
every cubic foot of air that 
goes out of a house one must 
come in. The reverse is also 
true. 
Kitchen, bath, cook top and central 
vacuum fans are on for short times but 
can move large amounts of air (50 to 500 
CFM). Dryers run about 45 minutes per 
load and exhaust around 125 to 200 
CFM. Most dryers are located inside the 
living space of the house and are often in 
the same area as the water heater and 
furnace. A family having small children 
could have the dryer on for long periods 
of time. Powered attic ventilators that are 
not installed properly, having inadequate 
vent area in the attic and a leaky attic to 
house interface have been found to draw 
large amounts of conditioned air from the 
house. (100 to 400 CFM). They operate 
for up to eight hours per day. Radon 
mitigation fans have been found to do the 
same in some houses. Heating and 
cooling systems run 40 to 60% of the 
time and move from 800 to 2000 CFM. 
The forced air fan is directly responsible 
for the amount of time ducts will leak and 
interior door closure will effect the house. 
If there are duct system leaks, they leak 
for long periods of time often losing or 
gaining300 to 500 CFM. interior doors 
can be closed for long periods of time 
moving as much as 500 CFM. If there is 
not adequate return air path for the 
conditioned air supplied to the closed 
room, the room will pressurize. The 

pressurization forces air out through leak 
sites in the closed room. The return in 
the main body of the house then starves 
for the air lost and depressurizes the main 
body. The fire chief tells our children to 
close their bedroom doors at night. 
These doors are fire breaks. Central 
return houses can have major pressure 
differences across the exterior and interior 
walls of the house. 

Now, add questions one and two 
together. What might be in the air 
and how long is it being driven or 
drawn through the holes of this 
house? From house to house the 
answers will be different but the 
questions should stay the same. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Air is 
like crooked men, crooked 
rivers, teenagers, and cheap 
labor, it A L WA Y S seeks 
the least line of resistance. 

OUESTION #3 

WHAT DIRECTION I S  THE 
AIR FLOWING? Since air seeks 
the line of least resistance it will be very 
important to know which direction the air 
and its' "hitchhikers" are flowing. Big 
questions like, is there a chimney or vent 
pipe become very important. They are 
large holes that are designed into the 
house. They are not very tolerant to 
negative pressure in the area of the house 
they are located. In other words, the big 
question now is, where is the first large 
available hole and which direction is air 
flowing through those holes? 

When diagnosing things that make a 
d iff e re n c e, .pressure 
differences across interior and exterior 
portions of a building along with a good 
understanding of driving forces, what 
might be in the air and how long these 
"hitchhikers" are coming in or out of 

m eas  u ri n g 
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the house is the beginning of 
"understanding." 

Negative, positive and neutral pressure 
differences all have a different 
significance from house to house, from 
one climate to another and from 
homeowner to homeowner. 

NEGATIVE PRESSURE: Negative 
pressure for extended periods of time, 
across a large enough hole in the house or 
the portion of the house with reference to 
(WRT) outdoors can cause; 

Cold weather; dry houses, 
discomfort, and elevated energy use. 

Hot moist weather; moisture 
problems, mildew growth, discomfort, 
and elevated energy use. 

Hot  dry weather; discomfort and 
elevated energy use. 

Soil gases; Radon, septic, methane, 
etc., or moisture vapor from under 
ground will have evaluated entry if 
present. 

Combustion gases; furnaces, water 
heaters, boilers, fireplaces and wood 
stoves that draw any portion of their 
combustion and dilution air from the area 
they are located can have backdrafting, 
spillage, flame roll-out, and pressure 
induced carbon monoxide production. 

POSITIVE PRESSURE; Positive 
pressure and a large enough hole in the 
house or a portion of the house with 
reference to (WRT) outdoors for 
extended periods of time can cause; 

Cold weather; moisture problems, 
mildew growth, discomfort and elevated 
energy use. 

Hot moist weather; dry building 
assemblies, discomfort, elevated energy 
use and indoor relative humidity. 

Hot dry weather; discomfort, and 
elevated energy use. 

Soil gases; Radon, septic, methane 
and any other soil gas or moisture vapor 
from under ground will have reduced 
entry if present. 

Coinbustion gases; furnaces, water 
heaters, fireplaces and wood stoves that 
draw any portion of their combustion and 
dilution air from the area they are located 
can have backdrafting, spillage, flame 
roll-out, and pressure induced carbon 
monoxide production eliminated or 
reduced. 

NEUTRAL PRESSURE: I n  all 
weather and situations neutral pressure 
will leave the house or any portion of the 
house subject to the driving forces of 
wind and stack. In a neutral pressure 
house, if the house is tight, exhaust has 
been designed in, there is little or no duct 
leakage and there is adequate return air 
path so the interior doors can be shut at 
will, pressure wise we are on the right 
road. That road is the road to a healthy, 
safe, durable, comfortable and energy 
efficient affordable house. 

SOLUTIONS TO PRESSURE 
PROBLEMS 

Each driving force can affect the house in 
the areas of health, safety, durability, 
comfort, and affordability. Our 
understanding of how each driving force 
is dealt with can reduce their effects and 
reduce the number of "hitchhikers" 
bumming a ride. All six can be controlled 
and must be. The following will be a 
short discussion on each and the methods 
we can use to control them. 

WIND: From the 70s' until now we 
have developed more products for air 
sealing the leak sites found in houses than 
there are holes. Wind is not going to 
stop, so our sealing cannot. We need to 
get houses even tighter. The cry across 
the land, and rightly so, has been to 
insulate right, make them tight and then 
ventilate them. Primarily wind is dealt 
with by sealing up the holes. Stop the 
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outside air from getting in. Landscaping 
to shield the house is also used in many 
windy areas to reduce the effect of wind 
on the house. 

STACK: Stack, as with wind, is 
being reckoned with by sealing the holes 
in the building. 

COMBUSTION PROCESS: 
The combustion process as a driving 
force, although small, demands attention. 
Pre-fab fireplaces are installed in many 
houses across the nation. Masonry 
fireplaces have a smaller market share. 
Combustion air inlets leave much to be 
desired. Fireplaces, wood stoves, 
atmospheric drafting gas and oil fired 
heating appliances installed in housing 
today, all need air for combustion. 
Fireplaces need about 200 to 400 CFM, 
where water heaters and furnaces need 

' much less. The supply for a large portion 
of their air comes from the house. How 
might we control this desire for inside 
air? Another issue is other driving forces 
competing for their air. Many of the 
driving forces are competingfor the same 
air. The air in the house is their lust. 
There is not enough to go around. 
Backdrafting and spillage may be the 
result of this competition. A few 
methods to protect and control the 
combustion process are listed below. 

Make-up air by fans or by holes in the 
building where the homeowner 
understands their use and importance and 
will not turn off the fans nor will they 
seal the make-up holes 

Sealed combustion appliances 

Power drafting fans that are designed 
for use with the combustion appliance, 
fireplace or wood stove 

EXHAUST FANS AND 
APPLIANCES: For every cubic 
foot of air that goes out of the house one 
cubic foot of air must come in. 
Remember, air is like crooked men, 
rivers, teenagers and cheap labor, it 
always seeks the least line of resistance. 
When exhaust devices draw air out of the 
house the largest portion of that air comes 
in through the first largest available holes. 
Exhaust fans don't care if these holes are 
vent pipes and chimneys. Dirty or 
polluted air is just fine by them. 
Fireplaces, wood stoves and atmospheric 
appliances are often much weaker than 
fans. There really isn't any competition 
so it's an unfair fight. Fireplaces might 
win over vented water heaters, causing 
them to spill and backdraft, but they can't 
win very often against the exhaust 
equipment of today. Control of exhaust 
fans and appliances is hard at it's best. 
Below are a few control methods. 

Make-up air by fans and holes in  the 
building 

De-rating fans by reducing their flow. 
(baffles in the duct, reducing flow by 
eliminating higher fan speeds) 

DUCT LEAKAGE BOTH 
SUPPLY AND RETURN: 
There are only two approaches to control 
duct leakage problems. Seal them up if 
they are a problem. Pressure relief is 
another approach if they are inside the 
building and they are causing pressure 
problems. Problems such  a s  
backdrafting, spillage and moisture can 
be caused by ducts leaking inside the 
building. Often pressure relief can be 
used to remove the pressure problem 
caused by leaking ducts. Undercutting 
doors, transfer grills and ducts all have 
worked to let duct leak air out of confined 
spaces inside the conditioned space of the 
house. 

Airtight fireplaces and wood stoves 

Relocation or replacement 
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I N T E R I O R  DOOR 
CLOSURE: Interior doors and 
central return systems cause large 
pressure differences i n  houses. 
Removing the doors or installing returns 
in each room seem to be out of the picture 
in many houses. Doors are being closed 
for long periods of time for privacy and 
to keep pets and small children out of 
rooms. The air handler fan runs about 40 
to 60% of the time in a house that has no 
major problems. Closing interior doors 
increases infiltration rates which increases 
the run time of the air handler fan. The 
air delivered to the bedrooms is forced 
out of the house through all the cracks 
and holes in the bedroom. The return in 
the mainbody of the house then starves 
for the lost supply air. The return then 
enters into "the big" competition for air. 

There are several methods used to create a 
. return air path for the delivered room air 

to get back to the return air inlet. These 
paths can be designed in advance or 
retrofitted into any house. Sound 
transmission should be a consideration 
when choosing a remedy for pressure 
related problems. Privacy often is a high 
priority when dealing with the master 
bedroom. A list of the most often used 
pathways follows. 

Under cutting the doors 

Remove a door 

Install a louvered door 

Jump over ducts that transfer air from 
the closed room to the mainbody through 
the attic. These ducts are airtight and 
insulated right. 

Cross under ducts that transfer air from 
the closed room to the mainbody through 
the crawlspace or basement. These ducts 
are airtight and insulated right. 

Transfer grilles through walls, above 
doors, and through doors should always 
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assure that building air leakage is not 
increased by penetrations in the walls. 
Top and bottom plates of the walls should 
be sealed with a long life seal, such as 
mastic used to seal ducts. Never use any 
portion of the building as a return air path 
that has venting, piping or wiring in  the 
cavity . 

Transfer duct system that transfers air 
from more than one room into ajunction 
box and then back to the central return. 

Adding return(s) 

Adding supply(s) in the fireplace wood 
stove or CAZ can reduce negative 
pressures that may cause spillage and 
back drafting. Caution should be taken to 
assure adding supply will not cause 
comfort problems in any other part of the 
house. 

Reducing flow to rooms by installing 
balancing dampers. Comfort should be 
of concern when choosing reduction of 
flow to the room. 

Reducing flow to the house by air 
handler fan speed. Caution should be 
taken to assure this is the proper approach 
and will not hurt the equipment in any 
way. 

lnstalling make-up air by adding holes 
in the building or by a fan. This 
application should be discussed with the 
home owner to assure that the hole(s) are 
not sealed or the fan is not turned off. 

Many of these solutions or a combination 
of them can be used in most houses. 

Every house has the potential to pick up 
"Hitchhikers From Hell." Proper 
design in new construction and good 
diagnosis and repair in existing will send 
them walking. 


